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PREFACE

A significant portion of the experimental work on this grant (DE-FG22-92PC92S27)

was petiormed with coal-derived materials. However, much of the data from this work

was part of an unfinished doctoral thesis that has been lost due to circumstances

beyond the control of the authors and the Department of Energy.. Readers are

cautioned to view the Final Report and Addendum accordingly. A publication resulting

from this work (Yang, L., Zhu, Y. and Tsotsis, T. T., 1996,’’The Use of Inorganic

Membranes” in Reactive Liquid Phase Applications” Proceedings of the Fourth
International Conference on Inorganic Membranes, D. G. Fain, cd., 128-142) contains

the following reference which is not available: Yang, L., “The Use of Membranes in

the Study of Coal Liquids,” 1996, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Southern California.
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HINDERED DIFFUSION OF COAL LIQUIDS

INTRODUCTION

The design of industrial catalysts requires that the diffusivity of the reacting species within the

cat alyst be accurately known. Nowhere is this more important than in the area of coal liquefaction

and upgrading of coal liquids. In this area one is faced with the task of processing a number of

heavy oils, containing metals and other contaminants, in a variety of process dependent solvents.

It is important, therefore, on the basis of predicting catalyst activity, selectivity, and optimizing

reactor performance, that the diffusivities of these oil species be accurately known.

Several studies exist [1], emphasizing the importance of diffusion in processes involving coal and

petroleum liquids. Spry and Sawyer [2] measured the demetallization rates of a crude oil using var-

ious catalysts and found these rates to depend on average pore size, in agreement with their simple

model, based on the theory of Anderson and Quinn [3]. Inoguchi [4] observed that optimum activity

for desulfurization of heavy crudes occurs with catalysts with pore sizes of 100~ and for vanadium

removal with pore sizes between 120 and 140& Eigenson et al. [5]found increased catalytic activity

for MOOS on A1Z03, when the pore size increased from 70 to 150& Significant intraparticle diffu-

sion effects have been observed during asphaltene cracking and the desulfurization of asphaltenic

and nonasphaltenic fractions of a residuum by Philippopoulos and Papayannakos [6]. Tern an and

coworkers [7] have reported significant pore size effects during the catalytic processing of Athabasca

liturnen. Studies have also been published on the importance of intraparticle diffusion during coal

liquefaction and coal liquid upgrading, including those of Polinski and coworkers [8], Scooter and

Crynes [9], and Yen et al. [10]. Workers at Amoco have found [11] that micropore volume in a

critical pore size range, i.e. narrowly” distributed about 120~ diameter pores, was very important

in coal liquefaction catalyst activity. McCormick et al. [12] have shown during their hydrotreating

studies that activities for both hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions are highly correlated

(> 99% confidence) with the pore volume in the preferred range (60-200~) in diameter. The im-

portance of catalyst average pore diameter and pore length during the hydrocracklng of solvent

refined coals and lignites hss been discussed by Berg and Kim [13]. Theoretical studies have also

been published, which incorporate hindered diffusion in order to predict optimal pore sizes during

petroleum liquid upgrading [14] and catalytic coal liquefaction [15].

The molecules comprising coal liquids can range from less than 10 to several hundred ~ in

diameter. Their size is, therefore, comparable to the average pore size of most hydroprocessing

catalysts. Thus, during processing, transport of these molecules into the catalyst occurs mainly

by “configurational” or “hindered diffusion ,m which is the result of two phenomena occurring in
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the pores; the distribution of solute molecules in the pores is affected by the pores and the solute

molecules experience an increased hydrodynamic drag. The field of hindered diffusion has been

reviewed by Deen [16]. The earliest studies in the field were by Renkin et al. [17]. Based on the

work of Ferry [18], they developed an expression to describe hindered diffusion

$$ = (1 - A)’(1 - 2.1044A + 2.089A3 - 0.948A5) , (1)

where De is the effective “hindered” diffusivity, Db the bulk diffusivity and A the ratio of solute to

pore radius. The first factor in this expression accounts for the partitioning effect, and the second

for increased hydrodynamic drag in the pore. Anderson and Quinn [3] and Brenner and Gaydos [19]

have theoretically verified these results in the region of small As (their work is a generalization of

Taylor-Aris dispersion theory [20] for spherical molecules with sizes comparable to the diameter of

the cylindrical tube). A number of other theoretical studies have also been devoted to this problem

[21]. Since the work of Renkin et al. [17], there have been a number of additional experimental

studies of diffusion in restricted porous environments. Satterfield et al. [22] investigated hindered

diffusion of binary systems of paraffins and aromatic hydrocarbons in silica alumina catalysts. They

concluded that reduced diffusivity, in these systems, was only due to the hydrodynamic effects and

their results indicate a linear dependence of ln(D,/D~) on A

Prasher et aL [23] also carried out studies using hydrocarbon solutes in aromatic and hy-

droparaffinic solvents. Contrary to Satterfield’s results, they observed a solute partitioning effect

dependent on the nature of the diffusing chemical species, rather than its molecular size, as one

expects based on Renkin’s theory. Colton et al. [24] studied diffusion of proteins and polystyrene

in porous glass and found that protein diffusion follows Renkin’s theory, while polystyrene behaves

as a free draining molecule. Cannel and Rondelez [25] measured diffusion of polystyrene through a

Nuclepore membrane and found that polystyrene diffusion follows Renkin’s theory, if A is corrected

by a factor of 1.45. The above studies have been useful in showing that reduced diffusivities are

observed in restricted environments. The pore systems utilized, however, were not well-defined

and probably too complex to allow for fundamental questions to be answered. In the sixties, well-

defined planar porous systems were developed. Price and Walker [26] demonstrated that uniform

parallel pores of molecular dimensions can be formed, by a track etching process, in a number of

alumino-silicate materials. Mica membranes prepared by this method were subsequently utilized

in dlffusivity measurements of nonhydrocarbon systems [27].

Studies of diffusion of petroleum and coal liquids are recent and few in number. In one of

the earliest studies, Thrash and PiIdes [28] studied the transport of asphaltenes derived from a

Middle East high sulfur vacuum resid through mica membranes. The mica membranes had a pore

diameter of N 1200~. Thrash and PiIdes claim that what they measure are bulk diffusivities from
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which they calculate stokes-~~nstein diameters of 16A. For the asphaltene concentration range

of their experiments (50-500 ppm), they report no evidence of asphaltene molecular association.

Shimura et d. [29] studied asphaltene diffusion in toluene through porous catalysts by uptake-

type experiments. The bulk diffusivity of molecular weight (MW) fractionated petroleum pitches

in dilute chloroform solutions was measured in a NorthrupMcBain diaphragm cell by Sakai and

coworkers [30]. Their studies led them to conclude that the pitch molecules examined are three-

dimensional structures with an oblate ellipsoidal shape, their equatorial diameter being 10-20~ and

their axial ratio between 1 and 3. Jest et cd. [31] also measured the bulk diffusivities of various

oil residues in a THF/methanol solution by Taylor dispersion techniques. Recently, Mleville et al.

[32] measured the diffusion of various asphaltenes, by uptake experiments, through catalysts with

both unimodal and bimodal pore size distributions. In their experiments, Hondo asphaltene was

found to have the highest diffusivity, which was attributed to its smaller average aromatic cluster.

Configurational diffusivity measurements of petroleum liquids, utilizing mica membranes, were

first made by Baltus and Anderson [33] using a Wicke-Kallenbach-type diffusion cell to measure

the diffusivity, through mica membranes, of asphaltenes derived from Kuwaiti atmospheric bot-

toms. They divided the overall MW range into five regions and assigned each to a “hypothetical”

asphaltene fraction. Using GPC, they measured the diffusivity of each fraction for pore diameters

ranging from 160 to 4400~. An experimental expression was found to relate the diffusivity De of

each fraction to its bulk diffusivity Dm, i.e. De/Din = exp(–3.89A). Following the work of Baltus

and Anderson, two other research groups have, in the last five years or so, focused their attention

on the study of hindered transport of petroleum liquid macromolecules through restricted porous

environments. Baltus and coworkers [34] have measured the diffusivity through polycarbonate and

polyester membranes of asphaltenes isolated from Athabasca tar sand bitumen vacuum bottoms

and a vacuum resid from a blend of Canadian crudes. They have also coupled the diffusivity mea-

surements with intrinsic viscosity measurements of asphaltene solutions. Using models previously

developed by Garcia de la Terre and Bloomfield [35], which represent the a.sphaltene in terms of

assemblages of solid spheres, and by varying the size and number of such spheres, they were able

to obtain a reasonable fit between their experimental results and theory.

Our group has also studied the diffusivity of petroleum derived asphaltenes [36]. We have

investigated asphaltenes derived from a variety of California heavy crudes. Although our studies,

in some aspects, paralleled those of Baltus and coworkers, our main objective was distinctly different

from their

and other

interest in

objective. Voluminous Iiterat ure exists on the detailed chemical structure of asphaltenes

petroleum and coal liquid fractions like resins and oils. For asphaltenes, in particular,

their structure and reactive and transport properties has been steadily increasing among
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those working in the field of petroleum and coal liquid upgrading.

The term asphaltenes has been historically used to collectively describe the chemical components

of a crude (or a coal liquid), which are generally more polar and larger in size. Since the earlier

stages of the field of heavy oil upgrading, asphaltenes were defined as a solubllity class of various

components. Through the years, this definition attracted discussion and criticism (see, for example,

Bunger and Cogswell [37]). Since some asphaltene properties are dependent on their isolation

techniques, the relevant question here is whether or not the asphaltenes produced by such isolation

techniques bear any resemblance and similarity to compounds found in the original crude, and

whether or not the asphaltenes themselves exist in the original crude rather than simply being

an artifact of their separation process. The debate over whether or not asphaltenes even exist,

and if they do, how does one properly isolate and characterize them, has continued for years and

will not be dealt with here. Comprehensive descriptions can be found in a number of papers [38].

The generally held view today is that asphaltenes do exist and are found in the original resid.

One, however, cannot uniquely characterize an asphaltene (and, for that matter, any other resid

fraction) based on a single property alone, such as volubility. For petroleum resids, two properties

are needed to differentiate one resid fraction from the other. Which two properties one should use,

however, still remains a matter of debate. In his pioneering paper, Long [39] first suggested that

the composition of petroleum liquids can be represented in terms of a plot of MW versus polarity.

Long and Speight [39], furthermore, opted to use the volubility parameter as a measure of polarity

and the 5% and 9570 points of the MW distribution (as measured by GPC!) as a measure of the

MW. W1ehe [38], on the other hand, uses the number average MW (as measured by VPO) as a

measure of MW and the average hydrogen content as a measure of the molecular attraction. For

coal liquids, a measure of molecular attraction involving oxygen functionality would be required in

addition to the average hydrogen content (in lieu of aromacity) and MW. This was the conclusion

of Snape and Bartle [40] who found that three independent variables, i.e. number average MW, the

proportion of internal aromatic carbon to total carbon and the percent acidic OH were needed to

distinguish between benzene insolubles, asphaltenes and n-pentane solubles for coal-derived liquids.

Generally, the heavier the liquid one deals with, the larger the percentage of asphaltenes one

finds in it. One of the obstacles in coal liquid (and resid) upgrading is the presence of heteroatoms,

such as sulfur, nitrogen, oxygen and metals, which poison the catalysts used for hydroprocessing.

In terms of composition, asphaltenes contain a greater percentage of heteroatoms than all other

fractions and, therefore, present the greatest challenge during resid upgrading. Furthermore, most

of the molecular components of an asphaltene are very large structures with sizes approaching that

of a typical catalyst pore. Hydroprocessing of asphaltenes involves a number of parallel and/or



consecutive reactions like hydrodesulfurization, hydrodenitrogenization, hydrodemetallation and

cracking. Due to the large size of most asphaltene entities, all these resctions, as they occur within

the catalyst pellets, are diffusion limited.

For many years, asphaltene and resid upgrading rector design has utilized the concept of as-

phaltenes being a single molecular entity, to which one can assign a unique effective diffusivity and

other effective transport properties. This was one of the first issues we addressed in our studies of

asphaltene diffusivity. Our experiments showed that the effective diffusivity of an asphaltene, as

measured in a standard Wicke-Kallenbach cell using model porous membranes, varies as a function

of experimental time by as much as an order of magnitude for the duration of an experimental run

[36]. The diffusivity, furthermore, is a strong function of temperature and pressure, and whether

the membrane is impregnated with a catalyst or not. One cannot, therefore, assign a unique exper-

imental diffusivity value to an asphaltene molecule. Our experimental findings, though new, were

surprising neither to us nor to those intimately involved in research on asphaltene chemical struc-

ture and properties. Asphaltenes are not uniquely defined simple molecular entities and generic

structures, but rather a complex mixture of colloidal entities (micelles) of various sizes and shapes,

consisting of assemblages of smaller particles, which in turn result from the clustering of lower MW

components, all in a state of dynamic exchange strongly affected by the presence and polarity of

solvents, temperature, pressure and fluid mechanical conditions [36, 41].

Our studies subsequently focused on the issue of whether the picture of an asphaltene “molecule”

as described above, which emerges from the available chemical information, i.e., a dynamic system

in a constant state of interchange is consistent with the experimental findings of diffusivity and

transport of asphaltenes through model porous membranes. An experimental plan was devised,

as outlined in Fig. 1 to test these concepts. The asphaltenes used were n-pentane insoluble

extracted from Hondo Crude, a California outer continental shelf oil, furnished by UNOCAL.

The diffusion cell was a stainless steel Wicke-Kallenbach-type apparatus consisting of two well-

mixed compartments (half cells). During experiments of asphaltene diffusion, the half-cells were

separated by a polycarbonate membrane containing straight, parallel, non-intersecting, cylindrical

pores (supplied by Nuclepore Corp., Pleasanton, California). The membrane pore size varied

between 100~ and 4000~. (Further details about our experimental system and techniques can be

found elsewhere [361. The first experiment was conducted with a 100~ membrane. We started

with a 5 weight percent solution of asphaltene in xylenes, which was loaded in one of the half-cells,

hereinafter referred to ss the high concentration side (HCS). Pure xylenes were loaded in the other

half-cell, the low concentration side (LCS). The asphaltenes were allowed to diffuse through the

membrane for a predetermined period of time. During the experiment, samples were withdrawn
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Fig.1. Experimental plan

from the LCS and analyzed forsulfur, nickel and vanadium concentrations by X-ray Fluorescence

(XRF), and for MW distributions by Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC), MW distribution of

the various metal containing components by SEC/ICP and for overall asphaltene content. After the

first experiment ended the second experiment was initiated with a 150~ membrane. Again, pure

xylenes were loaded in the LCS. In this experiment, however, the HCS was fdled with the asphaltene

solution remaining in the HCS at the end of the first experiment with the 100~ membrane. Further

experiments were done with the rest of the membranes starting again with pure xylenes in the LCSS

and the HCSS containing the HCS solution carried over from the preceding experiment.

Some of the data collected from the diffusion experiments, depicting nickel and vanadium con-

centrations in the LCS as a function of run time are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3. Figs. 4 and 5 show

typical SEC analyses of the LCS samples at various experimental times for two different pore sizes.

One can draw the following conclusions from these figures (and the rest of the experimental data).

First note Figs. 4 and 5, which show SEC analyses of LCS samples withdrawn at different run times.

The polydkperse nature of asphaltenes is clear from these figures. Asphaltenes are not simple and

uniquely defined molecules but rather consist of a whole range of molecular components of various

sizes. The components with smaller sizes diffuse faster than the components with larger sizes and

as a result the MW distribution of the asphaltene in the LCS at smaller times is skewed towards

the lower MWS. At larger times, the MW distribution of the asphaltene in the LCS approaches

that of the asphaltenes initially loaded in the HCS.

This, obviously, is an oversimplified picture of how asphatenes diffuse through porous mem-
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Table 1: Activation energies in kcal/mole calculated from effective diffusivities.

Nominal

Pore Size

100A

150A

300A

500A

4000A

r

Asphaltene Sulfur Nickel Vanadium

12.7 10.2 9.9

8.7 8.6 10.0 9.6

8.2 8.1 6.7 8.6

6.4 7.2 6.3 7.6

4.6 5.7 5.5 6.5

branes. This mechanism of asphaltene transport is only consistent with the polydisperse nature of

asphaltenes. On the other hand, any polydisperse polymer would diffuse in a similar fashion, as

indicated in Figs. 4 and 5. To realize that asphaltenes diffuse in a uniquely different fashion, one

has to examine Figs. 4 and 5 in conjunction with Figs. 2 and 3. Note, for example, Fig. 2. Clearly

there are components in the initial asphaltene that are larger than 150& In fact, out of the total

nickel diffused throughout the whole series of experiments, only approximately 20% permeates, in

the time allotted, through the 100 and 150~ membranes. How could it then be possible that the

asphaltene at large times in Fig. 5 closely resembles the asphaltene initially loaded in the HCS?

The only asphaltene structure capable of describing the data in Fig. 5 is the one we have previously

described, namely that “the asphaltenes are not simple, single generic species but rather complex

mixtures of miceltes of various sizes and shapes, of unformed micelles, of small particles and of

low MW components and attached alkyl chains, all in a state of dynamic exchange strongly a~ected

by the presence of solvents, temperature and pressure and fluid mechanical conditions.” Only a

dynamic association-disassociation process can explain the fact that the large components of the

asphaltenes, with nominal sizes larger than the diameter of the pore find their way from the HCS

to the LCS.

The dynamic nature of the aisphaltene molecule manifests itself in the effect of temperature

and concentration on its transport. Table 1, for example, lists the activation energies calculated

from the diffusivity data from heptane-insoluble asphaltenes at various temperatures. Activation

energies for diffusion are generally of the order of 1 Kcal/mole. The values in Table 1 are more

typical of the association energies for individual asphaltene sheets reported by Dickie and Yen [41],

typically 14 to 20 KcaI/mole, rather than diffusion activation energies. The trends in terms of

the pore size can be understood on the basis that asphaltene dissociation is expected to affect
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more strongly the transport through more constricted pores. The simplest model of an asphaltene

molecule, which accounts for both its polydisperse character and its dynamic nature will faithfully

reproduce the behavior in Table 1.

There is obviously a lot more information included in Figs. 2-5 and similar such figures. For

example, the mechanism of heteroatom transport emerging for these data is consistent with the

detailed chemical information as to where these heteroatorns lie in the original asphaltene micelles

and particles. More detailed such discussions can be found in the original publications [36]. Of

more importance, however, are the implications of the transport mechanism for petroleum and coal

asphaltenes that is emerging on resid and coal liquid upgrading reactor design. In our opinion,

the implications are many and significant. Traditionally, upgrading reactor design has utilized

the concept of overall effective transport properties for asphaltenes and other oil fractions. In

view of the existing chemical information on the structure of asphaltenes, the practice has been

characterized as simplistic but of some engineering utility. Our thesis in this proposal is that

the practice is outright wrong and can lead to erroneous design calculations. For one thing, such

effective properties cannot be measured (one order of magnitude variation in effective diffusivity was

observed in some of our experiments). More elaborate techniques, furthermore, must be devised

to relate diffusivities measured in a Wlcke-Kallenbach cell or by uptake experiments to transport

properties of relevance under reactive conditions.

Is the previously stated concept of the structure of an asphaltene, i.e., of an asphaltene being

“a complex mixture in a state of dynamic exchange” significant for upgrading catalyst design? In

our opinion, it is, because it offers plausible explanations for what is happening during upgrading.

Look at Figs. 2 and 3. Most of the nickel, for example, found in a petroleum asphaltene should not

even be penetrating the structure of a typical upgrading catalyst, if it was not for the concept of

“dynamic exchange” between the various asphaltene components. The other plausible reason why

typical upgrading catalysts can process the heteroatoms found in resids or coal liquids is that the

structure of an asphaltene represented by the above model, although valid at low temperatures, will

not survive the higher upgrading temperature and pressure conditions, i.e., the micelles and even

the particles will break apart. Superficially, this explanation is in contrast with experimental data

(like those, for example, by Wiehe [38] and our group [36]), which show that thermal treatment at

upgrading conditions of asphaltenes does not completely destroy the asphaltenes, but instead re-

sults in their incomplete conversion to both lower MW fractions, like volatiles, saturates, aromatics

and resins but also to higher MW components like coke. In our opinion, these data are signifi-

cant but not necessarily conclusive about the structure of asphaltenes at higher temperatures and

pressures in view of the asphaltenes being considered as “complez mixtures in a state of dynamic



ezchange.” Assuming, on the other hand, that the asphaltene structure does not survive thermal

treatment at upgrading conditions, what then is the purpose of studying such structures? In our

opinion, the issue here is one of rates. Even if one is to assume that at elevated temperatures and

pressures “micelles” and even ‘(particles” break apart, the question to be raised is at which rate

does this breakdown process occur? Contrary to laboratory reactors, where most of the studies of

asphaltene’s chemical structure have taken place, most industrial reactors are continuous systems.

The state of the asphaltene “molecule” therefore does not only depend on the temperature, pressure

and polarity of the solvent but also on the reactor’s residence time. It is, therefore, very impor-

tant to have a correct concept of the asphaltene’s structure and through careful experimentation,

one can then decide whether such a concept has any practical implications at realistic upgrading

conditions.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

It was the purpose of the project described here to carry out careful and detailed investigations

of petroleum and coal asphaltene transport through model porous systems under a broad range

of temperature conditions. The experimental studies were to be coupled with detailed, in-depth

statistical and molecular dynamics models intended to provide a fundamental understanding of

the overall transport mechanisms and a more accurate concept of the asphaltene structure. The

following discussion describes some of our accomplishments..

1. Measurement of Asphaltene Diffusivity

Throughout the experimental runs described below we have utiIized a high pressure, high

temperature diffusion cell system, a schematic of which is shown in Fig. 6. This apparatus

was available before the start of the project, After the start of the project the high pressure

diffusion apparatus of Fig. 6 was refurbished to make sure that all gases produced during the

high temperature runs, under reactive conditions, would be better accounted for both in the

upstream and downstream of the membrane. And it was also modified to hold a total of four

membranes. The pressure gradient range was extended to 250 psi. Problems with seals and

gaskets delayed somewhat our experiments in the early stages of the project but they were

later resolved.

The heart of the experimental system is a high pressure autoclave, which in its interior can

accommodate one or several ceramic membranes. One side of these membranes is exposed to

the contents of the autoclave, while the other side, through an independent tlow system, is

exposed to flowing pure solvent. The pressure in the interior and exterior of the membranes
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can be independently adjusted and controlled. This is also true with the flow rate of the

solvent in the interior of the membrane. The diffusion experiments are initiated by placing the

liquid solution (model liquids or asphaltenes) in the autoclave space exterior of the membrane,

pressurizing the exterior and interior membrane volumes and initiating the flow of the solvent.

One has the option of running the experiment in a batch (exterior)-continuous (interior) or

batch-batch mode. The option also exists for loading catalyst in the exterior volume either

in a pellet or slurry form or using metal impregnated membranes for simultaneously studying

transport and reaction.

The experimental technique followed is straightforward. The asphaltene solution is loaded in

the autoclave in the space exterior to the membrane and pressurized under H2 or mixtures of

H2 in Ar (see below). The interior and exterior membrane volumes were sampled periodically

and analyzed by techniques such as XRF for heteroatom analysis, SEC for MW distribution,

SEC/ICP for heteroatom specific MW distribution, overall asphaltene content, NMR and

FTIR for overall functional group identification and by Gas Chromatography. Parameters

investigated included (but are not limited to): (1) the effect of asphaltene concentration

on the overall transport mechanism; (2) the effect of temperature and overall pressure and

pressure gradient across the membrane (the pressure of the interior and exterior membrane

volumes can be independently adjusted and controlled); (3) the effect of solvent and type of

asphaltene (i.e., pentane or heptane insoluble, type of coal liquid it came from); and (4) the

effect of pore size and membrane surface morphological properties.

DHFusivity measurements were carried out with a number of model coal liquid compounds,

and asphaltenes isolated from real coal liquids provided to us by PETC and coal liquids

produced by us by the thermal dissolution of two model coals. Sol-Gel and CVD modified

Sol-Gel membranes were used during our diffusivity measurements. Transport investigations

were also carried out under high tempearture ( 360”C) and pressure (1500 psi) reactive (H2)

and nonreactive (Ar) conditions. The rejection characteristics of various membranes during

thermal coal dissolution were also investigated. Results of our experimental investigations

were presented at various technical meetings as outlined during the various quarterly reports.

2. The Study of Asphaltene Agglomeration and Delamination Phenomena

The asphaltenes due to the action of solvents and their interaction with other asphaltene

molecules and the solid porous walls, are constantly fragmenting and agglomerating. In the

absence of a porous barrier one would expect an asphaltene solution to reach a state of

pseudo-dynamic equilibrium. When a porous barrier is present, however, as in the case with



our experiments, this dynamic equilibrium is shifted towards lower MW fragments, since

these fragments preferentially leak out of the membrane, i.e., one attains a form of facilitated

fragmentation. In a real catalyst particle the situation, of course, is very similar. One does

not have a LCS, where the low MW fragments will diffuse to but the low MW fragments are

removed by the chemical reaction, i.e., again a chromatographic separation of the asphaltene

occurs as it moves from the bulk solution into the particle’s center. Gaining a better fun-

damental understanding of asphaltene agglomeration and delamination phenomena has been

the goal of this Task. We have begun to analyze the effect of aggregation/delamination phe-

nomena on the transport characteristics of asphaltene. Our efforts are of both experimental

and theoretical character. Our experiments so far have focused on fundamental investiga

tions of asphaltene precipitation in resids and in solution. We have shown that the data

for asphaltenes from various sources and for various solvents all obey the same scaling rela-

tionship similar to those encountered in aggregation and gelation phenomena. Movitated by

this finding we have proposed a novel model based on aggregation and gelation phenomena

that appears to explain both our own data and the SANS, SAXS data of other investiga-

tors. We have applied fractal concepts to the description of the aggregation/delamination

phenomena. We have shown by computer simulation and precise experiments that formation

of such macromolecules involves diffusion-limited particle and cluster aggregation. The dat a

suggest the presence of both small and large aggregates which have fractal structure with well-

defined fractal dimensions. If the system is in equilibrium and its temperature is low enough,

then large asphaltene particles have the structure of diffusion-limited particle cluster-cluster

(DLCC) aggregates with a fractal dimension Df N 1.8 in three dimensions, while small as-

phaltene particles are similar to diffusion-limited particle aggregates with a fractal dimension

d~ & 1.45, which is similar to two-dimensional DLCC aggregates, and eventually to aggre-

gates that are essentially linear with a fractal dimension Df e 1. Non-equilibrium effects,

as well as the effects of the concentration of the asphaltene molecules in the solution, and

the type of the solvent and the oil, on the structure of the aggregates have all been investi-

gated. The implications of these results for the structure, mechanical stability, and molecular

weight distribution of asphalts and a.sphaltenes were studied. Our research shows that the

fractal structure of the aggregates places an upper bound on their size and average molecular

weight. Moreover, we have proposed a new molecular weight distribution for the asphaltene

aggregates, which is based on the cluster-size dktribution of the aggregates. The new MW

distribution provides very good predictions for the experiment data. Thus, from the knowl-

edge that the asphaltene aggregates are fractal structures, and given the mechanisms of their

12
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formation, we have obtained considerable new insights. This new knowledge can now be used

to study other properties of the asphaltene aggregates, such as the time-evolution of their

structure, and their effect on the permeability and nettability of a porous metlum. Research

in this area is continuing.

Models of Asphaltene Transport in a Single Pore

A simulation code has been developed to model the structure and transport characteristics

of asphaltenes in a single straight pore. Asphaltene molecules are generated by using the

distributions of structural elements for asphaltenes available in the literature or measured

experimentally. Assuming that the cumulative distributions of the number of unit sheets in

a molecules, the number of aromatic and saturated rings, and the length of the alkyl chains

are available, the numerical code stochastically arranges the aromatic and saturated rings. It

calculates the number of peripheral carbons and the number of peripheral carbons that can be

substituted with aliphatic chains. The peripheral carbons are then randomly substituted with

alkyl chains, whose lengths are determined from the cumulative distributions. The numerical

code geneates up to 1,000,000 molecules in each calculation. Asphaltenic molecules typically

contain 2-5 aromatic sheets. The code calculates the geometric size of each molecule and, to

a first approximation, it considers it to be a cylinder with an oval cross-section. It calculates

the MW of each molecule for the number of carbons and hydrogens in each molecule and then

it generates a MW distribution, which it averages over many calculations to smooth out the

noise.

As already mentioned, the code, as it is now written, approximates each asphaltene molecule

as a spheroid (see discussion below). The code then proceeds to calculate the partition

coefficient of the spheroid-shaped molecules in a cylindrical pore. These are calculated using

the exact formulations for spheroidal molecules and cylindrical pores reported by Giddings

and coworkers (J. C. Giddings et al. J. Phys. Chem 724397, 1968; see also K. W. Limbach

et al. AIChE J. 35, 42, 1989). To calculate the transport within the pore both MC and

continuum hydrodynamic theory approaches are being utilized. Currently in both approaches

the solvent is assumed to be a continuum. In the MC part of the code the molecule is allowed

to move randomly along orthogonal axes. At any given time, the molecule can take a step

randomly along six principal directions (+z, &y, +z), and it can also rotate itself and change

its alignment with the pore axis. To simulate diffusion from a high concentration region to a

low concentration region, and to exit the pore, the motion of the molecules along the axis of

the cylinder from its entrance to its exit is biased. If the molecule hits the wall it goes back

13
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to its original position and induces a drag on the molecule in the forward direction. For each

molecule the diffusivity is calculated from the following relationship:

D.jf =
< [r(t) – 7’(0)]2 >

t
(2)

In the physiochemical hydrodynamics part of the code, each asphaltene molecule is approx-

imated by a spheroid. The number of sheets fixes its thickness. We equate the size of one of

the axes of the spheroid to this thickness. Subsequently based on the molecular structure of

the molecule, one calculates using molecular volume additivity rules, the molecular volume of

the molecule. The length of the second axis of the spheroid is chosen so that the volume of

the spheroid equals the molecular volume of the asphaltene molecule. The process of assign-

ing the length of each axis is somewhat arbitrary. The experimental data however, do not

justify a more elaborate process. In the initial efforts the hindered diffusivity within the pores

was calculated using the theory of Scalak and Chen (T. C. Chen and R. Skalak, Appl. Sci.

Res. 22403, 1970) utilizing the centerline approximation. The effect of the parameters of

the MW distribution, and the distributions of the number of asphaltene sheets per molecule,

the number of aromatic and saturated rings per sheet and the number and length of side

alkyl chains on asphaltene diffusivity and partition coefficients have all been calculated. (See

relevant papers in Appendix.) More recently we are utilizing BEM codes for calculating the

effective diffusivit y both off and on the centerline.

The MC numerical code discussed above has been used to simulate the diffusion experiments.

First, 100,OOOmolecules are generated to simulate the high concentration side (HCS) of the

membrane. Randomly selected molecules are then continuously introduced into the pores and

then aIl the molecules inside the pore are allowed to make random changes in their positions

and orientations as long as they do not hit each other or the wall. The concentrations and

the molecular weight distributions of asphaltenes in the HCS and LCS of the membrane are

monitored at different times and the diffusivities of asphaltenes are calculated.

The numerical results have been encouraging and the calculated diffusivity values are in

qualitative agreement with the experimental data generated by our group and by Baltus and

coworkers for model membranes with straight nonintersecting pores.

Asphaltene Transport in Networks of Interconnected Pores

To extend the above model to Sol-Gel type membranes represents a major challenge. An

appropriate model must be developed of the pore structure. In this project an effort was made

to develop a statistical model to represent the structure of the Sol-Gel alumina membranes.

14



The effort was carried out in collaboration with the Process and Media Technology group in

Pittsburgh, PA. The statistical modelling was combined with an investigation of the structural

properties of these membranes using BET and mercury and flow porocimetry techniques, high

resolution SEM and TEM investigations and the measurement of the transport of various

model coal compounds through such membranes.

5. Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamic Simulations

No effort was made to model the transport processes in such a complex 3-D porous medium.

Instead our effort forcused on model porous media. For example, we studied the diffusivity

of Lennard-Jones particles in porous systems with dlmensionality between two and three.

Examples of model porous systems of such dimensionality are pillared clays. In our simu-

lations the pillared clays were represented by parallel sheets separated by a given distance,

and connected by pillars of a given size. Two different spatial distributions of the pillars,

namely, random and uniform, were studied to determine their effect on the properties of

the system. Our calculations did not indicate a strong dependence of the diffusivity on the

spatial distribution of the pillars, except at low porosities. The solvation force was found to

be monotonically increasing with decreasing distance between the clay layers and increasing

density of the molecules. The percolation threshold of the system, i.e., the critical porosity,

+oCand the diffusivity D1 relate according to the power law, D1cm(w – pc)n, where ~ is the

porosity of the system, and n an universal constant.
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The Appendix contains all papers that either were published or accepted for publication

during the period of performance of this project. A number of other papers are either under

review or in preparation. We will be happy to provide copies of these papers as they become

available.
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Abstract-Theresultsofourongoing studies of the transport of asphattene molecules through model
membranes are presented. The experimental results are briefly reviewti and a model is presented which
aims to capture the effect on the transpon of the polydispeme nature of the asphaltene molecules. The
asphaltene molecular structure is first generated stochasticall y using a Monte Carlo technique. The
individual asphaltenemoleculesare then approximatedas spheroids for the purpose of calculating their
hindered diffusivities. Continuum hydrodynamic theories of hindered diffusion are then used to calculate
the individual transportcoefficients.

INTRODUCTION

Among the various crude-oil and coal-liquid frac-
tions, asphakenes, which consist primarily of macro-
molecular species, create difficulties during hydro-
crackhg and upgrading. This is due to their high
heteroatom content and their macromolecular colloi-
dal nature, which result in reduced yields during
hydrotreating. To increase the eftlciency of the
asphaltene hydrotreating processes it would be help-
ful to have a better understanding of the asphaltene
structure and the mechanism of asphaftene diffusion
through restricted porous systems like the typical
hydrotreating catalysts.

The name asphaltene has been used to deseribe the
components of a resi~ which are generally polar and
large in size. Since the early stages of the field of
heavy oil upgrading, asphalterres have been defined
as a volubility class. This definition has attracted
considerable debate (Bunger and Cogswell, 1981).
Some of the asphaltene properties are known to
depend on their isolation technique. Questions, there-
fore, exist as to whether the asphaltenes bear
similarity to compounds found in the original liquids,
and whether the asphaltenes themselves even exist
rather than being artifacts of their isolation process.
This debate has continued for years, and compre-
hensive descriptions cart be found in a number of
papers (Koots and Speight, 1975; McKay et al., 1978;
Wlehe, 1992; Sane et al., 1994). The view commonly
held today is that asphaltenes do exist and are found
in the originaf heavy liquid. However, one cannot
unique] y characterize asphaltenes based on a single
property alone such as, for example, soh,tbility. For

*To whom correspondence should be addressed.

petroleum resids, two properties are needed to
differentiate one resid fraction from the other (at least
three for heavy coal liquids). However, which two
properties to use is still under debate. Molecuiar
weight (as measured by gel permeation chromatog-
raphy) and polarity (as measured by the volubility
parameter) have been suggested (Long and Speight,
1989). The average molecular weight (as measured
by vapor pressure osmometry) and the average
hydrogen content have been used by Wiehe (1992).

Interest in asphaltenes goes back to the 1940s and
has been steadily increasing in reeent years, due to
the relative abundance of heavy crudes and the
ongoing research activities in coal liquefaction.
Asphaltene chemistry has attracted the major share
of attention. Several reviews on this topic have

I
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already appared (Yen, 1990; Speight, 199_l). Some !~
of the earliest studies in the field are by Yen et al.
(1961 ) who proposed a model of the asphaltene’s I
structure. In their model, the building blocks of the
asphaltene structure consist of condensed heterocy -
clic aromatic sheets with attached alkyl chains
restricted to the plane of the sheet, typically
8.5– 15 ~ in diameter. These molecules then asso-
ciate with each other in the third dimension in the
presence of non-polar or slightly po}ar solvents to
form stacked clusters (commonly referred to as
particles) about 16–20 ~ in height. The forces
causing the stacking, though not completely under-
stood, are believed to be both chemical, and weak
physical like van der Waals and hydrogen bonding.
The important observation of Yen and coworkers
that clustering occurs and that concentration, tem-

1

perattrre and aging all affect the degree of associa-
tion, has been verified by a number of other studies.
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For example, it was observed (Mieville et uL, 1989)
that different gel permeation chromatography (GPC)
cuts of asphaltenes contain different numbers of
sheets per asphaltene particle. But the size of the
unit sheet is essentially the same and relatively small
(five aromatic and two naphthenic rings). k was also
reported (Moschopedis et al., 197@ .Speight et al.,

1985) that asphaltenes do associate in non-polar
solvents and dissociate in polar solvents.

The association and clustering do not stop at the
cluster (or particle) level. Several molecular weight
distribution studies have shown the presence of
components (called “micelles” in the asphaltene
literature) of very large molecular weight and diame-
ters of the order of 100-300 ~. The clustering and
association of the particles may be aided by the
presence of various metals in the asphaltene. The
nature of the forces responsible is not clear, though
they are believed to be primarily weak in nature
(Pfeiffer and Saal, 1940; Rao and Serrano, 1986;
Sheu et aL, 1990). Where metals and other hetero-
atoms are located in the structure of asphaltenes has
also attracted attention. Whether the metals are
primarily porphyrinic or non-porphynnic in nature,
and how they participate in the clustering process still
remain matters of debate.

The literature on the chemistry of asphaltenes is
voluminous with a wealth of information on the
subject. The technical details are many and often
obscure, but overall a consistent (but not necessarily
universally accepted) picture is starting to emerge. It
is apparent that asphakenes are not simple mole-
cules but rather complex mixtures of components
(micelles) of various sizes and shapes, consisting of
assemblies of smaller particles, which in turn result
from the clustering of lower molecular weight
components, all in a state of dynamic exchange
strongly affected by the presence of solvents, tem-
perature, concentration and fluid mechanical condi-
tions. The type and exact nature of forces resulting
in the clustering of the lower molecular weight
components are still being studied. Furthermore, the
exact chemical composition of these compounds is
still not clear and is the subject of ongoing inves-
tigations (Strausz e? af., 1994; Yen, ]994). One
would expect such structures, consisting of aggre-
gates of the primary particles, to be highly sensitive
to their environment, i.e. whether the environment is
polar or non-polar, the temperature and pressure, the
presence of strrfactants, etc.

An important contribution in this area is by Klein
and coworkers (Savage and KIein, 1989, Trauth et af.,
1994). They have taken the vast knowledge of the
chemical structure of asphaltenes and have succeeded
in instilling in it a degree of mathematical formalism.
They have developed a technique that combines
routine analytical tests and an iterative stochastic
modeling approach to develop a representative
molecular structure of a petroleum resid. This repre-
sents an important development in the field of heavy-
crudelcoal-liquid upgrading reactor design.

Prior studies of asphaltene df/iusion
Most of the molecular components of an aspha]-

tene are large structures, with sizes approaching those

of typical catalyst pores. Hydroprocessing of asphal-

tenes involves a number of parallel and/or consec-
utive reactions like hydrodesulfunzation, hydrodeni-

trogenation, hydrodemetallation, and cracking.
Owing to the large size of most asphaltene entities, ail
these reactions occtrring within the catalyst pellet are
diffusion-limited. This behtg the case, it is unclear,
from the standpoint of resid upgrading reactor design,
why considerably fewer studies have dealt with the
subject of asphaltene transport and diffusion through
restricted porous catalysts and systems, especially in
view of the voluminous literature on asphaltene
chemistry.

Studies of asphaltene hindered diffusion are few in
number. In one of the earliest studies, Thrash and
PiIdes (1981) measured the diffusion coefficient of
asphaltenes through mica membranes. Shimura et al.

(1986) studied asphaltene diffusion in porous cata-
lysts by uptake-type experiments. A more detailed
study of asphrdtene transport was done by BaMtts
(1984) and Baltus and Anderson (1983, 1984), who
used a Wicke-Kallenbach-type diffusion cell to
measure the diffusivity, through mica membranes, of
asphaltenes derived from Kuwaiti atmospheric bot-
toms. They divided the overall molecular weight
(MW) range into five regions and assigned each to a
hypothetical asphaltene fraction. Using GPC, they
measured the diffusivity of each fraction for pore
diameters varying from 160 ~ to 4,400 ~. The
diffusivity De of each fraction was found to relate to
its bulk diffusivity Dx as D/D= = exp(–3.89k),
where h is the ratio of the Stokes–Einstein radius and
the pore radius. These studies have been continued
(Kyriakou et al., 1988 ; Nortz et al., 1990) with
various fractionated samples of heavy oils using
polycarbonate membranes and Taylor-dispersion-type
experiments. Using hydrodynamic models for macro-
molecular complexes (Garcia de la Terre and Bloom-
field, 1978), Baltus and coworkers have also attemp-
ted to model the asphaltene structure as assemblages
of interconnected spheres (Nortz et al., 1990).

Mieville et al. (1989) measured the diffusion of
asphaltenes, by uptake-type experiments, through
catalysts with both unimodal and bimodal pore size
distributions. Hondo asphaltene was found to have
the highest diffusivity, which was attributed to its
smaller average aromatic cluster. The present authors
have also studied experimentally the transport of
asphakene for a number of years (Sane et al., 1988;
Sane, 1992; Sane et al., 1994). In these studies model
membranes (polymeric, anodic ahrminas and sol–gel)
were utilized and experiments carried out under
steady-state conditions utilizing Wlcke– Kallenbach-
type diffusion cells. Membranes offer a number of

advantages when it comes to fundamental invesUga-
tions of transport and reaction. Polymeric and anodic
membranes have straight, non-intersecting and fairlY
UIIifOrtTI pores, thus eliminating the need for descfl~
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ing the tortuosity and the topology of the pore space.
Sol–gel membranes with their fairly unimodal pore
size distributions represent an intermediate step in the
knowledge tree, leading to a better understanding of
the transport phenomena occuring in real catalyst
systems.

Before describing the model of asphaltene diffu-
sion, some of our experimental results are briefly
reviewed. Further details are outlined in prior pub-
lications (Sane, 1992; Sane et al., 1988, 1992,
1994).

EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURES

Most of the experiments were carried out in a
stainless steel W]cke–Kallenbach-type diffusion cell
(Sane, 1992) consisting of two half-cells separated by
the microporous membrane, each equipped with an
externally driven rotor shaft for good mixing to
eliminate external mass transfer limitations. The
temperature of each half-cell was individually con-
trolled. During the experiments, samples were with-
drawn from the high and low concentration cell sides
(HCS and LCS, respectively). The samples were
analyzed by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) for elemental
concentrations, size-exclusion chromatography
(SEC) for MW distribution, and for total asphaltene
content. The asphakenes were isolated from resids
using n-heptane (or n-pentane) (Dolbear and Phrm,
1988). Before each experiment the thickness, pore
size and pore density of the membranes were
measured.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As already mentioned, from the earlier years
(Pfeiffer and Saal, 194Q Yen et al., 1961; Dickie and
Yen, 1967) asphaltenes were thought to be complex
mixtures containing many compounds with a broad
MW distribution. The polydisperse nature of asphalt-
enes has significant implications for their transport. It
implies for example that one cannot detlne a unique,
time-independent effective diffusivity even for
steady-state-type diffusion experiments. This fact had
been overlooked until it was reported by the present
authors six years ago (Sane et al., 1988) in transport
experiments with n-pentane insoluble Hondo
asphaltenes.

SEC is a technique well-suited for studying the
polydisperse nature of asphaltenes, though quantita-
tive interpretation of the SEC data is difficult,
because the elution time of a given solute depends not
only on its size, but also on its shape and surface
properties. In our experiments we have analyzed the
solutions in the HCS and LCS of the diffusion cell by
SEC. What we have observed is that the asphaltene in
the LCS has initially different ehition characteristics
than the asphaltene in the HCS, but eventually
approaches the behavior in the HCS.

The data are, of course, consistent with the
polydisperse nature of the asphaltene molecules.
Polydisperse compounds including asphaltenes and
polymers should behave in such a manner. Asphaltene

diffusion is a more complex phenomenon, however.
The authors of this study have found, for example,
that asphaltene components with nominal sizes
exceeding those of the membrane pores somehow
find their way from the HCS to the LCS. For small
pore size membranes (< 150~), even after long
experimental times, only a relatively small percentage
of total asphakenes has penetrated in the LCS. That
the LCS asphaltene has almost similar characteristics
to the HCS asphakene is consistent with the
“dynamic nature” of the asphaltene molecule that has
been already described, which imparts to it the ability
to generate itself from its fragments. To reiterate,
asphaltenes are not simple generic species but rather
complex mixtures consisting of micelles of various
sizes and shapes, of small particles and of high- and
low-molecular-weight heterocyclic aromatic sheets
with attached alkyl chains, all in a state of dynamic
exchange, strongly affected by the presence of
solvents, temperature, concentration, and fluid
mechanical conditions.

This dynamic nature of asphaltenes manifests itself
in the effect of temperature and concentration on their
transport properties. The measured activation ener-
gies for diffusion, for example, are more typical of
the association energies for ind;vidurd asphaltene
sheets reported by Dickle and Yen (1967), rather than
typical diffusion activation energies. hey increase,
furthermore, as the pore size decreases, an effect
which can be understood on the basis that asphaltene
dissociation would affect more strongly the transport
through more constricted pores. The present authors
have found that asphaltene diffusivity is also depend-
ent on their initial concentration in the HCS, as
expected, since the increased concentrations increase
the association of the various asphaltene components
in solution and increase their average MW. The
manner in which the concentrations of the metals and
other heteroatoms behave with time in the LCS and
HCS during diffusion is an indicator of the relative
abundance of these species in the asphaltene compo-
nents during transpofi and provides insight into the
aspects of the asphaltene structure that are of
importance during asphaltene upgrading. The data,
detailed accounts of which can be found elsewhere
(Sane, 1992), are again consistent with the overall
asphaltene picture emerging from the structural
investigations of asphahenes and upgrading reactor
data.

AMODELOF ASPHALTENETRANSPORT

There is no shortage of broad conceptual models of
the asphaltenes structure, and recently even some
continuum (Sane et al., 1988; Nortz et al., 1990) and
geometric models of transport have emerged. A
model of asphaltene transpo~ however, which is
consistent not only with the literature on the detailed
chemistry of asphaltenes, but also with their transport
measurements, is currently missing. This paper
presents such a model. The mathematical formalism
of Klein and coworkers is its foundation, since it is

‘1.>;,,!
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capable in our opinion of encompassing the vast
knowledge about the chemical nature and structure of
asphaltenes. In this model, the molecular models are
coupled with the detailed description of the transport
of asphaltene clusters through cylindrical pores. The
model in its present form does not explicitly account
for the agglomeration/delamination phenomena
(Sheu et al., 1990, 1992) which characterize the
dynamic nature of asphaltene molecules. The omis-
sion is deliberate and does not represent a weakness
of the model. The authors have recently (Rassamdana
et al., 1994), begun to look at agglomeratiord
delamination behavior. Little, if anything, concrete is
known in this area. Using, for example, asphaltene
precipitation by a solvent as a measure of agglomer-
ation/delamination behavior, the group has shown,
that a single gelation-type scaling equation describes
data from a variety of solvents under diverse
conditions. Asphaltene precipitation may also obey a
universal scaling relationship at the precipitation
point.

In what follows the model of asphaltene transport
is described. The effect of various model parameters
on the resulting asphakene structure is first examined.
Subsequently, the model predictions in terms of
asphaltene hindered resistance and partition coefil-
cients are described.

The generation of the asphahene molecules
Klein and coworkers (Savage and Klein, 1989;

Trauth et al., 1994) have developed a mathematical
framework for utilizing available chemical and struc-
tural data (Speight, 1972; Speight and Moschopds,
198 1; Yen et al., 1984a,k Speight, 1991) to describe
the structure of asphaltenes and other resid fractions.
The technique requires the knowledge of the proba-
bility distribution functions for the number of the
sheets in the asphaltene particles, the number of
aromatic and saturated rings and the number and
length of paraffinic chains. Direct analytical tech-
niques for identifying al} these structural elements are
available, but this approach involves a lot of experi-
mental resources and is time-consuming. Klein and
coworkers have proposed instead an iterative stochas-
tic modeling approach, whereby one tries to deter-
mine the probability distribution functions of the
structural elements by matching measured macro-
scopic properties like average MW, density, viscosity,
etc.

In these studies, the structural element probability
distributions of the number of unit sheets, and of
aromatic and saturated rings, and the length of alkyl
chains were assumed to be 2-parameter log-normal
distribution functions, widely used to describe poly-
mer molecular weight distributions. The probability
distribution P,l is given as

exp[–(ht x – In 1)2/2u2]
P,, = — (I)

\ 2’ITUX

where x is the number/size of the structural element,
2 is the mean, and u is the standard deviation (SD).

After one defines the various probability distribu-
tion functions, the number of unit sheets in every
asphaltene particle and the number of aromatic rings
and saturated rings in every sheet are determined. The
aromatic and saturated rings are stochastically
arranged with a condensation index of 0.8. The
condensation index, as defined by Savage and K}ein
(1989), depends on the number of peripheral carbons.
The aromatic and saturated rings in the sheet are
packed as closely as possible. The packing is done by
starting with one ring at the center and then adding
rings adjacent to it in a clockwise manner. The
molecule is now peri-condensed. Then the peripheral
rings are arranged randomly so that the condensation
index, calculated from the number of peripheral rings,
is close to 0.8. The number of peripheral carbons and
the number of peripheral carbons that can be
substituted with aliphatic chains are then calculated.
Typically 45% of aromatic carbons and 25% of
saturated carbons can be substituted with alkyl
chains. The peripheral carbons are randomly substi-
tuted with alkyl chains, whose lengths are determined
from the cumulative distributions. The alkyl chains
extend away from the condensed rings. The MW of
each particle is calculated from the number of
carbons and hydrogens in each molecule. The effect
of the two parameters (mean and SD) of the various
structural element distribution functions on the MW
distributions and transport and partition coefficients
was then studied.

In the generation of the molecular weight distribu-
tions of various hypothetical asphaltene molecules
(Figs 1–3) five different cases were studied. The
distribution function parameters for the so called
“base-case” are shown in Table 1 and they correspond
to the generic asphahene of Savage and Klein (1989).
In the other cases (b, c, d, e) either the mean is varied
as indicated in each figure, while keeping the SD
equal to the “base-case” vahre, or the SD is varied
while keeping the mean the same.

By adjusting the parameters of the probability
distribution functions and using an iterative stochastic
structure determination procedure, one can generate
asphaltene molecules whose MW distribution and
structure match those experimentally measured and
reported in the literature.

calculation of transport coejlcients using hydro-
dynamic theory

There are at least three approaches for modeling
the hindered resistance of asphaltene particles
through membrane pores and their partitioning
between the bulk and the membrane structure. each
with its intrinsic advantages and disadvantages.
Molecular dynamic calculations of the motion of the
particles would, of course, be the prclcrred technique
but its implementation for asphalmne particles is
presently numerically in(raclatdc. Monte Carlo sim-
ulations of transport id pailitioning is the second
technique and such tdLdalions have been carried out
(Ravi-Kumar w {d.. 199-I). They are the prefemd
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option for calculating partition coefficients, but are
not without shortcomings in the calculation of
transport coefficients, since one is forced to intro-
duced ambiguous parameters for the motion of the
molecules and hindered drag resistance. Moreover,
the relation between the Monte Carlo time and the
real (molecular) time is not yet clear.

In this paper continuum hydrodynamic theory is
used to simulate the hindered resistance to the
transport of asphahenes. The advantages and limita-
tions of this technique are discussed in detail by Deen
(1987) and will not be repeated here. The transport
coefficients of the asphaltene molecules were calcu-
lated by approximating the molecules to be rigid,
neutrally buoyant and uncharged particles. The
porous membrane is assumed to consist of non-
intersecting, straight, chemically inert cylindrical
pores. The solvent is assumed to be a continuum. The
solute transport in such a system is hindered by the
pore walls. The effective diffusivity of the molecule
through the pore is reduced as a result of the
partitioning of the particles between the bulk phase

Table 1. The parameters of the log-normal dktribution
functions for various structural elements

Structural element Mean SD

Number of sheets 3.58 0.26
Length of chains 6.77 0.23
Number of aromatic rings 10.50 0.30

and the porous medium, and the steric hindrance and
the hydrodynamic viscous drag resistance due to the
pore walls. The quantity describing the partitioning is
called the partition coeftlcient Q, and the steric
hindrance and hydrodynamic resistance are quanti-
fied by the hydrodynamic viscous drag coefficient Kd
(Deen, 1987). The diffusivity through the pore DP is
given as

DP = D@Kd (2)

where D= is the corresponding bulk diffusivity. For
the calculation of @ and Kd the asphaltene particles
were approximated as spheroids following the origi-
nal idea of Baltus and Anderson (1983). As already
discussed, the asphaltene particle is thought to consist
of a stack of condensed-polyaromatic sheets, referred
to as the “condensed-portion” and “paraffinic-chains”
extending away from the “condensed-portion”. The
condensed-portion is characterized by two dimen-
sions. The first dimension is the “height” of the stack
which can be directly calculated from the average
inter-sheet distance, reported in the literature (Yen et
al., 196 1). The second dimension is the critical
diameter which is the largest linear dimension of anY
of the sheets found in the stack. The volume of the

condensed portion is taken to be the vo]ume of the
spheroid with these two dimensions. TO this vohtme
we added the volume of the paraffinic chains, which
is calculated from the van der Waals radii and tie
inter-atom distances between carbon–carbon atOms
and carbon–hydrogen atoms.
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Since the paraffinic chains are thought to lie in the
plane of the polyaromatic sheet they are attached to
(Yen et al., 1961), the present model assumes that the
height of the entire asphaltene particle is the height of
the condensed-portion. The diameter of the entire
asphaltene particle is calculated based on the total
volume, which is the sum of the condensed-portion
volume and the moIar volume of the paraffinic-chains.
The diameter of the asphaltene particle is the spheroidal
diameter, and it is the major axis for an oblate spheroid
and the minor axis for a prolate spheroid. The height
of the asphaltene particle is the height of the spheroid,
and it is the minor axis for an oblate spheroid and the
major axis for a prolate spheroid.

The molar volumes of the entire asphaltene particle
were not used in the calculation of the hindered
diffusivities and partition coefficients, since the
authors found [as did Tsai et al. (1991)] that the
hindered diffusivity values so calculated are usually
overestimated. For the hindered diffusivity and parti-
tion coet%cient calculations, in the authors’ opinion,
critical dimensions of the condensed asphaltene
portion are more suitable.

Calculation of partition coe#icient
The partition coeftlcient between the bulk phase

and the pores, defined as the equilibrium ratio of the
solute concentration in the pores and that in the bulk
solution, was calculated using the corrected (Limbach
et al., 1989) statistical mechanical formulas of
Giddings et aL (1968). For an axisymmetrically-
shaped particle @ can be calculated as the fraction of
the orientationally averaged pore volume accessible
to the center of the molecule. The partition coefficient
is given by:

cient K~A,(3,@) over all radial positions ~ and ail
,~ ~

orientations @
~

JJ
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where ~(A,@) is the radial position where the
.! I

!{,, !
molecule first touches the pore wall for any given

.:

orientation.
:,,,.

The normalized hydrodynamic drag coefficient
K~A,~,O) of any molecule for a given @ and ~ can

,1~,
\,

be calculated by solving the Navier-Stokes equa-
,:

tions. For creeping Newtonian flow of incompressible
viscous fluids, the Stokes equation of motion and the
equation of continuity are ,~~

-vp+pvW. o (5) lj~
if

V.v=o (6)

where V is the fluid velocity, p is the pressure, and p
is the viscosity of the fluid. Almost all hydrodynamic
theories assume that the random fluctuations in the
motion of the molecule can be averaged over long
times, and hence the particle is thought to move
axially with a steady arbhrary velocity U. Once the
Stokes equation has been solved, the drag of the
entire molecule is known and hence Ku can be
calculated. Tullock et al. (1992) and Klm and Karrila
(199 1) have described numerical techniques (mostly
boundary<lement methods) which can in principle be
used for solving the Stokes equations for non-
spherical particles. Their techniques are, however,
computationaliy very intensive.

H@ = 1 ‘ d~ ‘“2 dOsinO(l - &2)’/2
‘no o

)-‘ \“ {C&z + [(a: - C&o,% + Cs;](l- @ ‘3)

(
Cs;[(ci:– O&cos% + cl;]

x1-{C& + [(el~- C@cos% + ct;](l - ~z)}”z )

where ~ is the ratio of the radial coordinate and the
ellipsoidal radius, t3is the angle between the pore and
the molecule axes, CSaand CSbare the ratios of the
ellipsoidal radhts and half axial length, and the pore
radius, respectively.

Calculation of hydrodynamic viscous drag
coefficient

The averaged hydrodynamic viscous drag coeffi-
cient (Kd) is dependent on the steric and the
hydrodynamic viscous drag effects due to the pres-
ence of the pore wall. For non-spherical rigid
molecules (with scaled vector dimensions A) in
cylindrical pores, Anderson and Quinn (1974) gave
an expression for K,l which involves the integral of
the normalized hydrodynamic viscous drag coeffi -

The rigorous analytical calculation of K~A,f3,@)
for all (3 and @ is quite formidable for non-spherical
particles. For spherical particles in cylindrical and slit
pores, the hindrance factors that were calculated
based on the centerline approximation agree reason-
ably well with the values calculated by integrating
over the entire pore area (Anderson and Quinn, 1974;
Deen, 1987). It is assumed here that the asphaltene
particles are spheroids (axisymmetrical), and that
they translateaxisymmetricallyalongthecenterline.
Thereis noreasontobelieve(butnoproofeither)that
this approximationdoes not perform well for sphe-
roids. For an axisymmetric Stokes problem, eqs (5)
and (6) can he simplified by formulating them in
terms of the Stokes stream function *, For a steady,
axisymmetiic, creeping flow V can be expressed as
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derivatives of Y so that the equation of continuity is
automatically satisfted and then the equation of
motion leads to a fourth order partial differential
equation:

V’$v . () (7)

The boundary conditions are ~ = Oand VZ= Oat the
cylinder wails, and Vz = U and V, = O on the
spheroidal surface, where (rO,z) are the cylindrical
coordinates.

The singularity technique of Chen and Skakik
(1970) was used to solve the Stokes flow problem in
a cylindrical tube, containing a line of spheroidal
particles located axisymmetncally along the center-
line. Chen and Skalak solved eq. (7) for the Stokes
stream function and then calculated the viscous drag
on the particle. Their solution was periodic and even
in the axial coordinate Z, and was given in terms of an
infinite set of linear algebraic equations for the Stokes
stream function coefficients. The unknown Stokes
stream function coefficients were determined numer-
ically by a boundary-element method by satisfying
the boundary conditions on the spheroidal surface.
The collocation points were equally spaced along the
surface of the spheroid.

Chen and Skalak (1970) gave an expression
[which, corrected for a few typographical errors, can
be found in Ravi-Kumar (1995)] for the hydro-
dynamic viscous drag ~ for a spheroidal particle of
spheroidal-radius to pore-radkts bo, and spheroidal
dimensions A, translating axisymmewically with
velocity U in a cylindrical pore filled with a fluid of
viscosity ~ and moving with a velocity V as

3) = 6~pbo[Ku(A,0,G)U- K~A,O,@)Vj (8)

Ku(A,~,@) and K~A,~,~) are the normalized drag
coefficients for diffusion and convection, respec-
tively, and ~ is the axisymmetrical orientation. Chen
and Skalak (1970) showed that the coefficients
Ku(A,O,@) are directly related to one coefficient of
the Stokes stream function equation set. By using the
first few terms of the Stokes stream function equation
set, they solved for the coefficient, and hence
Ku(A,O,~). They found it practical to calcuIate the
drag for the range O < b. S_O.8. However’they
tabulated the values of K~A,O,@) and K~A,O,O) for
only eight pairs of (A,b,}) (within the range of
interest).

To calculate the diffusivities for the broad size
range of asphaltene particles the hydrodynamic
coefficients were calculated over a much wider range
of A and b(v For the calculation reported here a dilute
asphahene solution was assumed by using spheroidal
spacing six times larger than the pore radius. The
present authors followed the method of Chen and
Skalak ( 1970), and calculated the values for
K~A,O,@) and K~A,O,@) in the mnge 0.0 S b{) S
0.5 and 0,4 < y s 2.5, where y is the ratio of
spheroidal-diameter to spheroidal-thickness. The col-
location points were spdced evenly along the surface
of the spheroid. A system ot’24 stream function terms

and 32 equations and a modified boundary-element
method (Chen and Skalak, 1970) were used to solve
for the Stokes stream function coefficients. If the
matrix was singular or numerically close to being
singular, singular value decomposition was used to
solve for the Stokes stream function. Once the Stokes
stream function is known, the hydrodynamic drag
coefficient Kd can be directly calculated.

RESULTSAND D1SCUSS1ON

Model results are presented in terms of the
partition and transport coefficient distributions as a
function of the molecular weight. The effect of the
parametem of the probability distribution functions of
the structural elements on molecular weight and
transport coefficient distributions were also studied.

To generate the structures of a given asphaltene,
model results were averaged over five simulation
runs, each involving 200,000 particles. The molec-
ular weight distribution of the asphaltene molecules
was calculated by counting the number of particles
that are within a particular range of molecular
weights. The molecular weight distribution of the
asphaltene molecules generated by using the origi-
nal probability distributions is shown in Figs 1–3.
Asphakene molecules seem to follow a Schtrltz-
type distribution, as was observed experimentally
(Sheu et al., 1990).

The effect of varying sheet probability distribu-
tions on the molecular weight distributions is shown
in Fig. 1. It is clearly seen that the mean and SD affect
the molecular weight distribution significantly. The
effect of varying the mean of the chain lengths and
the number of aromatic rings on the molecular weight
distribution is also significant, but changing the SD
has a weaker effect on the molecular weight distribu-
tions (see Figs 2–3).

The diffusion and partition coefficients were plot-
ted versus molecular weight by averaging over all the
molecules within a range of molecular weights. The
scatter in the data at smal[ and large molecul~
weights is due to the small fraction of asphaltene
molecules in that range. Figure 4 shows how the
partition coef%cient changes with the molecular
weight and the pore size. The distribution of the
hindered diffusivity of asphaltene at 900C is shown in
Fig. 5. The partition and diffusion coefficients
decrease with increasing molecular weight and
decrease for more constricted pores. Calculated
asphaltene dlffusivities are of the same order of
magnitude as the experimental results in the literature
(Bahus and Anderson, 1983; Sane et al., 1992).

The effects of the change in parameters of tie
probability distribution functions of the vfiOus

structural elements on the partition coefficient dis-
tributions are presented in Figs 6 and 7, and on tie
diffusion coefficient distributions are presented in
Figs 8 and 9. The parameters of the sheet distrib-
utionsdo not affect the partition coefficient distribu-
tions significantly, as can be seen in Fig. 6, andme
same is true for the diffusion coefficients. The effect
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of the sheet distribution on the partition and diffu-
sion coefficients is basically manifested through the
changes in the MW distribution. The mean of the
chain probability distributions affects the partition
and diffusion coefficients significantly, while the SD
has no significant effect. The changes in the dis-
tribution of aromatic rings also has no significant
effect on the partition and diffusion coefficients.
Thus, molecular weight and the mean chain length
appear to be the major factors affecting the partition
coefficient and diffusivity of asphaltenes. These
effects, however, can be the result of the particular
technique used to calculate the spheroidal dimen-
sions. Well-designed experiments in this area would
be of great value.

The authors of this study have so far identified the
parameters which significantly affect the MW dis-
tribution and the transport coefficients. By adjusting
the parameters of the probability distribution func-
tions and using an iterative stochastic structure
determination model, one can generate asphaltene
molecules whose MW distributions and molecular
structures match those measuredheported in the
literature. There is no reliabIe technique available
today, however, that can be used for measuring such
MW distributions. Size-exclusion chromatography
appears to be more commonly used, and modeling
SEC data using the physics of SEC and our transport
model is the subject of our ongoing investigation.
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FRACTALS IN POROUS MEDIA: FROM PORE TO FIELD
SCALE
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ABSTRACT

Two applications of fractal concepts to problems involving porous meda are discussed.
One of them occurs at the pore level and involves the formation of large molecular aggregates
aa the result of injecting a fluid into an oil reservoir, or because of compositional changes
in the oil. Formation of such aggregates and their precipitation on the pore surfaces cause
severe problems for enhanced recovery of oil, and also many processes whkh use porous cata-
lysts. We argue that these molecular structures are similar to diffusion-limited cluster-cluster
aggregates, and small-angle neutron scattering data support our argument. The second ap-
plication involves field-scale distributions of the porosity and permeability of oil reservoirs.
We show that, contrary to the recent assertions that such distributions are described by frac-
tional Brownian motion or fractional Gaussian noise with positive correlations (persistence),
they are described by L&y distributions with negative correlations (anti-persistence).

INTRODUCTION

In recent years the complex behavior of wide variety of phenomena of interest to chemists,
physicists, and engineers has been characterized quantitatively by using the ideas of tkctal
distributions that correspond in a unique way to the geometrical shape and dynamical prop-
erties of the system under study. The key to this remarkable progress has been the fact that
many dk.ordered systems posseas scale symmetry and invariance. Isotropic systems with
such scale symmetry and invariance are self-similar, and can be characterized by a fractal
dimension Dt, a property that corresponds in a unique fashion to the geometrical shape
of the system. Anisotropic systems with scale symmetry are sel~-afine which means that
such systems preserve their scale invariance only if lengths in different directions are resealed
by direction-dependent scale factors. Such self-af?ine fractals no longer can be described by
a single fractal dimension. Examples of self-affine fractals include the fractional Brownian
motion (fBm) and fractional Gaussian noise (fGn) which are discussed in this paper. Several
books and articles discuss various aspects of fractal phenomena and their applications to
many branches of science and technology [1-6].

An area in whkh the application of fractal concepts has proven filtful is characteriza-
tion of, and flow and transport through, porous m.da [7,8]. In addition, fractal concepts
have provided us with a much deeper understanding of reaction and precipitation in porous
media [4,9-11] which result in the dynamical evolution and restructuring of porous media,
and nucleation and propagation of fractures in natural rock [12,13], which are crucial to flow
of oil in underground reservoirs, the development of groundwater resources, and the gener-
ation of heat and vapor from geothermal reservoirs for use in power plants. Such fractures
provide high permeability paths for fluid flow in reservoirs that are otherwise of very low
permeabilities and porosities, and would not be able to produce at economical rates. We
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do not intend to discuss all the applications of fractal concepts to porous media, as they
are well~doeumented[7-14]. Instead, we focus on just two of such applications. One of
them, which occurs at the pore level, is new and hss not been dlscuased before. This is a
phenomenon in which large molecular aggregates are formed and precipitate on the surface
of the pores of an oil reservoir, when a fluid is injected into the pore space to displace the
oil and enhance its recovery. A similar phenomenon occurs in many processes involving
porous catalysts. For example, during catalytic coal liquefaction and coal liquid upgrading,
and also many refining processes that use porous catalysts, large molecular aggregates are
formed whoskprecipitation on the surfaces of the catalyst’s porea cause severe problems for
efficient operation of such processes. In the chemical and petroleum industries such molec-
ular aggregatesare referredto as asphalts. These aggregates have many unusual properties,
and have also been used [15] for manufacturing strong composites that have many industrial
applications. The second application we discuss is characterization of field-scale distributions
of the porosities and permeabilities of reservoirrock. Such an application was pioneered by
Hewett [16,17], who showed that the porosities and permeabltities of many oil reservoirs
obey fractal statistic. However, our recent work indkd.es that, although the original ideas
of Hewett about the applicability of fractals to field-scale reservoirs are valid, many of his
conclusions regardingthe type of fractal distributions that the porosities and permeabilities
follow need to be reevaluated.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss the application of
fractrds to the formation and precipitation of molecular aggregates in porous media. Next,
we dkcuss fractal characterization of field-scale porous media. In the last section the paper
is summarized, and possible future researchdkctions are pointed out.

FORMATION OF MOLECULAR AGGREGATES IN POROUS MEDIA

The asphalt aggregates usually are highly polar, and there is strong evidence [18] that
they are colloidal particles, which means that they cannot be procased with the current
refinhg technology. When they are formed in an oil reservoir, they precipitate on the surface
of the pores and plug them and thus reduce the effective permeability of the reservoir. In
order to disperse the asphalt aggregates in refining operations, or prevent their formation
and precipitation in an oil reservoiror in a porous catalyst, it is of fundamental importance
to understandtheirmolecular structure and the mechanisms that give rise to their formation.
However,despite many years of research, and particularly extensive experimental work [19],
up until very recentlya model of the asphalt aggregat~ whose properties are all consistent
with the experimentaldata had not emerged.

There are severalmethods for measuring various properties of the asphalt aggregates that
provide insight into their structure. One popular method has been measuring their effective
diffusivity in a well-definedsystem such as a porous membrane with non-intersecting pores.
Since the pores are non-intersecting, possible complications due to the tortuosity of the
membrane do not arise. Because the size of the aggregatea is comparable with that of the
pores, diffusion of the asphalts is hindered or restricted, which means that their effective
dlffusivity in the pores is smrdler than its corresponding value in an unbounded solution.
The experimental data are then correlated using the hydrodynamic theories of hindered
diffusion [20-23]. These theories provide reasonably accurate approximate description of the
data, but as far as providing insight into the structure of the aggregates is concerned, they
can be used only if we assume that the aggregatescan be represented as spherical molecules
with an effective hydrodynamic radius, or as ellipsoidal molecules with given major and
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Figure 1: The resealed experimental data (symb~ls) for precipitation of the asphalts with
X = r-JM1~4and Y = Wr2. The curve is the universal scdng function and represents the
best fit of the data.

minor axial lengths. Despite this severe shortcoming, such correlations have been derived by
several authors [24,25], mainly because an understanding of transport properties of asphalts
is essential to the successful design of refining and coal liquefaction operations. Another
approach was proposed by Klein and coworkers [26,27] by which an iterative stochastic
model of the aggregates is constructed, beginning with some hypothesized structure and
matthing its properties with measured macroscopic properties such as the average molecdar
weight of the aggregates, their viscosity, density, etc. However, thk approach is very tedious
and requires a considerable amount of accurate experimental dat~ some of which are not
even available yet.

As far as oil rewvery and refining processes involving porous catalysts are concerned,
it is of great importance to know the amount of precipitated aggregates on the surface of
tbe pores [28]. However, despite their significance, accurate precipitation data are relatively
rare, because their measurement is difficult. The structure of the aggregates and their
precipitation on the pore surface are sensitive to the temperature and pressure of the system,
the chemical composition of the fluid that is injected into the pore space, and a variety of
other factors. We have recently carried out [29] a careful experimerital study of asphaIt
formation in a pore using crude oils and a variety of alkanes, ranging from C3 to CIO,= the
injection or soIvent fluid. We have mer@ured the amount of the precipitated asphait that
is formed when an alkane is injected into the pore that contains a crude oil. At a given
temperature and pressure, the parameters of the measurements were the molecular weight
M of the solvent, the solvent to crude ratio r (in cm3/gr), and the weight percent W of
the precipitated asphalt. We have shown [29] that an scaling equation can be developed
by combining the three variables into two variables X = r/Mz and Y = Wrz’, thereby
collapsing all the experimental data for various values of M, W, and r onto a single curve.
We have shown that z and z’ are universal, i.e., they are independent of the temperature
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Figure 2: Logarithmic plot of the SANS intensity I(q) versus the magnitude of the scattering
vector q, for a toluene solution that contains 570 asphalt, at T = 25°.

and pressure of the system, or the composition of the crude oil, and that z = 1/4 and z’ = 2.
Therefore, the scahng function provides a universal equation of state that may be used for
predicting the amount of the precipitated asphalts under wide variety of conditions. Figure
1 shows the universal scaling equation together with the experimental data at T = 26° C. We
have shown [30] that our universal scahg equation can successfully predict the experimental
data for a variety of crude oils.

The existence of such universal scaling variables and functions strongly suggests that the
asphalt aggregatesaze fraetal and self-similar. Thus, motivated by this observation, we have
analyzed [31] small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) data on asphalt solutions in toluene at
various temperatures [32,33]. Suppose that I(q) is the scattering intensity, where q is the
magnitude of the scattering vector. If the aggregates have a fractal structure, then [34]

(1)

where Dj is the fraetal dimension of the aggregates. Figure 2 shows the log-log plot of I(q)
versus q for a solution that contains 5% asphalt in toluene at T = 25”C, very close to the
temperature at which the data shown in Fig. 1 were measured. As can be seen, over about
one order of magnitude variations in q, we have a straight line with an slope

Dj = 1.8+0.05 . (2)

What is the interpretation of this value of the fractal dimension? From our experimental
observations the following picture of formation of the aggregates emerges. As the solvent is
injected into the oil, very small solid particles are formed in the solution. These particles
diffuse in the solution, and upon collision with each other they stick together. After some
time, one has a number of small clusters of solid particles in the solution, whose sizes are
not yet large enough to prevent their diffusion in the solution. Thus, the solid clusters also
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diffuse in the soIution until they collide and are attached to each other. After some time
the aggregate becomes too large and heavy, and thus it precipitates onto the pore surface.
This picture of formation of the aggregates is based on the experimental observations, but
it is also the way diffusion-limited cluster-cluster (DLCC) aggregates are formed [35]. Such
aggregates have a fractal dimension DJ = 1.75 – 1.8, in very good agreement with our
result. This confirms our assertion that the asphalt aggregates have a fractal structure, and
the SANS data as well as and precipitation data in&ate that these aggregatea are in fact
DLCC aggregates that have been studied extensively in the past several years.

The discovery that azphalts are colloidal aggregateswith a fractal structure has important
practical implications. The kinetics of the aggregation of asphalts can be described in terms
of the mean-field Smoluchowsky equation

dnk 1
--- ~ K(i,j)7tiftj‘~ K(k,j)Ylk,

z – 2 ;+j=k j=l
(3)

where ni is the number of clusters of size i, and K(i, J is a kernel. The first term of the
right hand side represents the formation of clusters of size k from the two smaller clusters
of sizes i and j = k – i, while the second term represents the loss of clusters of size k by
reaction with other clusters to form larger clusters. For DLCC aggregates the appropriate
kernel is given by [36]

K(i, j) = (i$ + jJ) (i*/DJ + jl’~f) (4)

where $ is the exponent the relates the {Iffusion coefficient 2? of the intlvidual clusters to
their mass M, ‘D N M6. This mean-field description is valid in three or higher dimensions,
and thus should be highly accurate for the asphalt aggregation. Using thk mean-field theory,
one can calculate various quantities of interest, such as the molecular weight dktribution of
the asphalts. Identifying the asphalts as DLCC aggregatesalso enables us to impose an upper
bound on the typical molecular weight M of the asphalt aggregates, an unsolved problem to
date. Moreover, this upper bound tells us that M cannot exceed a few thousands, contrary
to some assertions in the literature that M can be as large as 105, since if M becomes too
large thermal fluctuations in the solution disturb the mechanical stability of the aggregates
and force them to rearrange themselves. Thus, the mean-field approach, together with our
universal scahng equation for the amount of the precipitated asphalts, give us a relatively
complete theory of aggregation and deposition of molecular aggregates in porous media.

C2ZARACTERIZATION OF FIELD-SCALE POROUS MEDIA

Although characterization of laboratory-scale, or macroscopic porous me&a can be done
in great detail, and reasonable understanding of such systems has been obtained, the same is
not true about field-scale, or megascopic porous media. Experimental data for the morphol-
ogy of such porous media is incomplete, their effective properties such as the porosity and
the permeability vary greatly at different length scales, often by severalorders of ma~itude,
and the relations between such properties and the volume or the linear size of the porous

media which one wishes to study or exploit are often unknown. For this reason, modelling
field-scale porous media usually involves stochastic techniques. Thus, although field-scale
reservoirs are, in principle, intrinsically deterministic, because of the great uncertainties one
often has to speak of the stochastic nature of such porous media, and describe their proper-
ties in terms of statistical quantities. As flow in field-scale porous media is greatly important
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Figure 3: The porosity log of a 600m-deep well in the Middle East.

to oil and gas recovery from underground reservoirs, and to the development of groundwater
resources in aquifers, it has captured the attention of scientist and politicians, since pollution
of groundwater resourceshas become a “hot” political issue in the USA.

To give the reader some idea about the complexities that are involved in the character-
ization of a field-seafe porous medium, we show in Fig. 3 a vertical porosity log that was
obtained from an oil well in the Middle East. The well’s depth was about 600m and the
porosity ~ was measured every 20cm, so that over 3,ooO data points were collected. As can
be seen, the pattern of the variations of ~ is very complex. How do we analyze sueb complex
variations of ~ and uncover any mathematiezd structure that they may have? The analy-
sis of such data is usualfy done by using the resealed-range technique by which a quantity
R(L)/S(L) is calculated, where R(L) is the range of the accumulated departure from the
mean of the variable at length scale L, and S(L) is the standard deviation (see Feder [3] for
more details). This method was first used by Hnrst [37] for analyzing annual flows in rivers.
In mathematical terms, if a variable v takes the value v(t) at position t, R(L) is given by

R.(L) = X~..(t, L) – X~i.(t, L) , 1< t < L , (5)

and S(L) is given by

X(fl,L) = ~[t)(u) – (U)L],
%=1

(+L = ;gv(t),

{ }

1[2

S(L)= + :[v(q - (V)L]’
t–l

(6)

(7)

(8)
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Figure 4: F&scaled-range anafysis of the porosity log shown in Fig. 3. The slope of the
straight line is H = 0.83.

It can be shown that if the data follow an fBm, then [38]

(9)

where H is called the Hurst exponent, and 0 < H ~ 1. H >0.5 signifies positive correlations
or persistence, i.e., a trend (a low or high value) at z is followed by a similar trend at
z + Az, whereas H <0.5 is indicative of negative correlations or anti-persistence. An fBm
is a fractal distribution whose spectral density S(w), the Fourier transform of its variance,
in one dimension is given by *

(lo)

where u is the Fourier component. An fGn has a similar spectral density with the exponent
2H + 1 replaced by 2H – L We carried out a resealed-range analysis of the data shown in
Fig. 3, the results of which are shown in Fig. 4. For nearly 3 orders of magnitude variations
in L we obtain H cx 0.83. A similar value of H was obtained by Hewett [16] who carried out
the first resealed-range analysis of a porosity log. However, H ~ 0.83 is indicative of strong
persistence and positive correlations in the data, whereas the porosity log shown in Fig. 3
indicates clearly the existence of anti-persistence or negative correlations, as a high value of ‘
#is followed by a low value, and vice versa. From a geological point of view, the existence of
anti-persistence seems more plausible, since reservoir rock usually is stratified and Iayered,
and the properties of the neighboring layers differ greatly.

To obtain a better understanding of the data, we first construct the experimental his-
togram of the increments 4(z + t) – ~(z), where we fix the separation length t [39]. The
results are shown in Fig. 5 for t = 20cm. Also shown is the fit of the data to a L&y
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Figure 5: Frequency distribution of the increments in the data shown in Fig. 3 (symbols)
and its fit by a J.Avy distribution (solid curve). Also shown is the Gaussian distribution
(dashed curve).

distribution, a fractal distribution given by [40]

P(y) = + ~m exp {–[c(?k]Dw} COS(UY)b, (11)

where Dw is the fractal dimension of the set of points that are visited by a random walker
whose step sizes obey the L.&y distribution, and C(t) is a scale parameter. Of course,
D. = 2 corresponds to a Gaussian distribution of the data, which has been used extensively
in the petroleum engineering literature, but Fig. 5 shows clear deviations of the data from
a Gaussian dktribution. From Fig. 5 we obtain DW ~ 1.49 and C ~ 0.0043. Moreover, as is
well-known, because of the long tails of the distribution the second and higher moments of
a L&y distribution are all divergent, Such tails decay very slowly, which make the moments
of the distribution divergent. A similar analysis was carried out by Painter and Paterson
[39] for acoustic transit time of some oil wells in northwest Australia. Note that up until
now an fBm or fGn with H > 0.5 has been used by many researchers to characterize the
porosity or permeability dktribution of rock.

The fact that the increments in the porositiea obey a L&y distribution also suggests
another method for estimating the parameter H. If we vary the separation length t, the
same value of DWis obtained. This is indicative of self-similarity of the data, and suggests
that if we plot C(t) as a function of the separation distance t, we should obtain

c(t) - ‘!H . (12)

If the increments are not correlated, then H = D;l. For positive (negative) correlations and
persistence (anti-persistence) we should have H > D;l (H < D;l). For short separation
distances we obtain H & 0.68 e D;l = 0.67, indicating that at such length scales the
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Figure 6: Logarithmic plot of the scale parameter C(t) versus the separation distance.? for
the data shown in Fig. 3. The slope of the straight line is H R 0.13.

porosities are distributed essentially at random. Thk is presumably because at such short
length scales one samples the rock properties within a stratum where the morpholo~ is more
or leas random. However, at large separation distances that are of interest to us, which span
many strata, the rock is highly heterogeneous, since the strata’s properties greatly differ, and
thus we expect negative correlations and anti-persistenc~ and indeed from Fig. 6 we obtain
H = 0.13<< D;* cx 0.67, i.e., the data indkate negative correlations and anti-persistence,
completely consistent with the porosity log shown in Fig. 3.

Another method for uncovering the fractai nature of the data is based on calculating the
variance of the increments 7(t), since for a fractal distribution one has

‘y(t) - P* . (13)

Figure 7 shows the results using this method. Note the similarity between this figure and
Fig. 6. From Fig. 7 and for large separation distances we obtain H LX0.17, consistent with
the result obtained from Fig. 6, and confirming our assertion that, at least for the porosity
log that we have analyzed, there are long-range negative correlations in the data.

To further check these results, we used an fBm to generate several one-dimensional se-
quences of numbers wifh various values O < H <1, and then analyzed the resulting synthetic
data with the resealed-range method. We found that, regardlessoj the value oj H used in the
generation of the synthetic data by an fBm, the resealed-rangeanalysis always predicts that
H m 0.9. This indicates that there is a fundamental bias in such an analysis, and therefore
it may not be a reliable tool for analyzing geological as well as other types of data. We
intend to carry out an extensive study of the previous data that have been analyzed by this
method, in order to assess its reliability.
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Figure 7: Logarithmic plot of the variogram of the data of Fig. 3.

SUMMARY

We discussed application of fractal concepts to two problems involving porous media. One
of them, the formation of large molecular aggregates and their precipitation on the surfaces
of the porea, gives rise to diffusion-limited cluster-cluster aggregates that have been studied
extensively over the past decade. In the second application, we considered characterization of
the distribution of the porosity of a field-scalereservoir. We argued that previous studies that
used a resealed-range analysis of the data could not reveal the true nature of the statistical
correlations in the data.

Work is currently in progress to analyze extensive porosity and permeability data of
several oil fields, as well as other types of data. The results will be published elsewhere [41].
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Abstract-Using grand-canonical-ensemble Monte Carlo and moleeular dynamics simulations. adsorption
equilibria and diffusion of finite-size molecules in model pillared clays are studied. Our simulations show
that, at moderate and high porosities. clustering of the pillars and their spatial distribution do not have
a significant effect on the adsorption isotherms. However, the dependence of the adsorption isotherms on
the porosity is different at low and high pressures. At low pressures, the equilibrium loading increases as the
porosity deereases, whereas at high pressures it increases with increasing porosity. The difference is due to
the competition between the adsorption surface and the accessible volume of the system, which are the two
most important factors that control the adsorption behavior of the system. At low enough temperatures
and at any porosity, a first-order phase transition (condensation) occurs.The selfdiffusivityD is found to be
a monotonically increasing function of the tempcmture. Unlike adsorption isotherms however. clustering
of the pillars does have a strong effecton the diffusivity of the molecules. Moreover, ol>erthe entire loading
range studied, D increases monotonically as the porosity increases. &r

tN’tRODUCXtON

DitTusion. adsorption. and reaction in porous cata-
lysts have been the subject of considerable research
activity in the last few deeades [for a review see. for
example, Sahimi et al. (1990)]. In industrial applica-
tions, such phenomena usually involve the transport;
adsorption, and reaction of large molecules in small
pores, and therefore porous catalysts represent ideal
model systems well-suited for theoretical and experi-
mental studies of hindered diffusion, adsorption and
reaction processes, which are caused by the molecules
being excluded from a fraction of the pore volume,
and by the hydrodynamic resistance hindering the
transport of the molecules through the porous me-
dium.

Among all catalytic systems zeolites have reeeived
the greatest attention. But considerably less attention
and research effort have been focused on studying
diffusion, adsorption and reaction phenomena in an-
other class of catalytic materials, namely. pillared
clays. In recent years, a number of studies have been
carried out, almost all of which are experimental in
nature [see, for example, Oeeelli and Tindwa, (1980),
Pinnavaia (1983), Pinnavaia et al. (1985), Occelli et al.

(1985), P1ee er al. (1985), Tennakoon et al. (1987),
Giannelis et al. (1988), Lee et al. (1989), Baksh and

●Corresponding auLhor.

001

J’Yang (1991, 1992 Baksh et aL (1992), Yang and
Baksh (1991) a Ohtsuka et aL (1993~ for a review
see. Kloprogg~1992)]. The original idea for produ-
cing pillared clays, due to Barrer and MacLeod
(1955), was to insert molecules into clay minerals to
prop apart the aluminosilicate sheets, thereby produ-
cing larger pores than in native clays. or even in
zeoiites. However. such materials did not have the
thermal stability that zeolites usually possess. But
pillars of hydroxyaluminum and other eations, which
are capable of being dehydrated to oxide pillars and
to support temperatures of up to 500 ‘C without
structural collapse under catalytic cracking condi-
tions, are new and were first reported by Brindley and
co-workers (Brindley and Sempels, 197~ Yamanaka
and Brindley, 1978) and independently by Lahav et al.
(1978) and Vaughan and Lussier (1980).

In general, pillared montmorillomites are 2:1 dioc-
tahedral clay minerals consisting of layers of silica in
tetrahedral coordination, holding in between them
a Iayer of alumina in octahedral coordination. Substi-
tuting Si$+ with A13’, or Al’* with Mg2+ gives the
silicate layer a negative net charge. which is normally
compensated by Na’, Ca2 * and Mg2+ ions (Grim,
1986). By exchanging the charge compensating ca-
tions with large cationic oxyahrminum polymers, one
can synthesize molecular sieve-t ype materials (Lahav
et aL, 1978; Vaughan and Lussier. 1980).These inor-
ganic polymers, when heated. form pillars which prop
open the clay layer structure and form permanent
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piliartd clays. The Iocntion and size of the pillars can.
ingerreral .vary.dependin gonsuch parameters as (he
type of~he pillaring agcm and preparation conditions.
The structure of pillared clays is such {hat they behaw
as sytaems \vith an effective dimension ali(y between
two and ~hree. since molecules are forced to move in
a very restricted pore space between the clay layers.
The molecules might also be able (o move from one

layer (o ano(tter. although this may be difficult, espe-
cially if the molecular sizes are large. Similar to
zeolite-based catalysts, pillared clays have shown high
catalytic activities for gas oil cracking. They have also
shown large initial activities towards methanol con-
version to olefins and toluene tthylation. but the>-
are substantially deactivated by coke deposition
(Figueras. 198S).Two important reasons for the inter-
est in pillared clays are that their pore sizes can be
made larger than those of faujastic zeolites. and that
access to the intenor pore volume of pillared clays is
controlled by the distance between silicate layers and
the distance between the pillars, and thus one or both
distances can be adjusted to suit a particular applica-
tion. Due to their versatility, they have also been sug-
gested as a new class of materiafs for separation pro-
cesses (Baksh and Yang 1991;Yang and Baksh, 1991).

Despite their many potential applications and the
existence of the wealth of valuable information ob-
tained through extensive experimental efforts, very
few fundamental theoretical studies have been under-
taken so far to investigate transport and adsorption
processes in pillared clays. [n contrast, zeolites, which
are chemically similar but structurally and mor-
phologically very different front pillared clays, have
been the subject of extensive theoretical and experi-
mental studies. However, even for zeolites. detailed
moIecular simulation studies are relatively scarce [see.
for example, June et al. (1992), Snurr et al. (1993) and
references therein] and under restricted (usually low
coverage) conditions. For pillard clays. a few com-
puter simulation studies, using random walk and per-
colation concepts, have been carried out (Politowicz
and Kozak, 1988, Politowicz el ai., 198Z Cai et a(..
1990 Sahimi. 1990; Chen et al., 1994). Fundamental
molecular simulations of diflusion in model pillared
clays have been initiated by our group [Yi et al.
(1995), hereafter referred to as Part 1), Using molecu-
lar dynamics (MD) simulations we studied in Part
I diffusion in model pillared clays. However, many
more issues remain to be studied, and our results
obtained so far represent only the beginning phase of
this research. In this paper, we use MD and grand-
canon”cal-ensemble Monte Carlo (GCEMC) simula-
tions b study both diffusion and adsorption in such
catalytic materials, with a particular emphasis on the
effects of porosityand pillar distribution.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In the next
section we describe the morphology of our model of
pillared clays and their energeties. We then discuss the
MD and GCEMC methods that we employ in this
paper. Next, our results are presented and discussed.
The paper is summarized in the last section, where we

also discuss some important issues thnt remain to be
studied.

TIIE N1ODEL

The model used in this study is [he same as the one
used in our previous MD study of ditTusion in pi[lared
clays reported in Part 1.The tetrahedral sheets of the
clays, which we call the solid walls. are represented by
the (100) face of a face-centered cubic solid with speci-
fied surface number density. The pillars are represent-
ed by rigid chains consisting of a given number of
Lennard-Jones-type spheres separated by their size
parameter Up They are intercalated vertically in the
space benvee~,the solid walls. The =-coordinate of the
centers of the end spheres of the pillar chains is
0.5 x (a.. + OF),where a~ is the size parameter of the
atoms (or groups of atoms) representing the solid
walls. The pillars are distributed either uniformly or
randomly between the solid walls, or allowed to clus-
ter together. In the uniform distribution, the centers of
the pillars are placed at the nodes of an imaginary
square lattice attached to the walls. in the random
distribution of the pillars, the locations of their centers
are distributed randomly, but with the constraint that
the distance between any pair of pillars must be no
less than the diameter of the spheres that comprise the
pillars. A schematic representation of our model with
a uniform distribution of the pillars and a height of
3ar is given in Fig. 1. In the clustering configurations,
the pillars are allowed to aggregate into groups or
clusters according to certain coordination. The idea
is to mimic the formation of metal oxide clusters in
pillared clays (Ocelli et al., 1982 Ohtsuka et aL, 1993).
In this paper, we only consider clusters of two and
three piIlars, which we call the dipkid and triad cius-
ters, respectively. The distribution of the centers of the
clusters between the solid walls is assumed to be
uniform for both types of clusters. A schematic repres-
entation of the top view of the spatial distributions of
the various pillar clusters used in this paper is shown
in Fig. 2. Obviously. for a given type of pillar config-
uration. i.e. for a given size of the pillar clusters and
their spatial distribution, two parameters are suffi-
cient to define the morphology of the model. One is
the interlayer spacing ISWwhich is the separation
between the centers of the atoms on the upper and
lower layers. The other one is the surface density of
the pillars pP, which is the number of pillars per unit
area of the solid walls. The porosity of the system,
defined as the volume fraction of the system not
occupied by the pillars, is estimated from the follow-
ing equatiorx

rp=l-*rrppr7; . (1)

The conventional pait-wise additicity and rigid solid
assumptions in dealing with solid–fluid systems are
adopted in thk study in describhtg the adsor-
bate-solid and adsorbate-adsorbate interactions. By
rigid solid we mean that the solid walls or the pillars
do not swell upon adsorption of guest molecules. and
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F;g< 1. Schematic representation of the (side-viewof) model
of pillared clays.

the vibrational motions of the atoms in the solid are
ignored. With the pairwise additivi[y assumption. the

total potential energy can be partitioned into three
attributes belonging to adsorbate-adsorbate. adsor-
bate-piIlar, and adsorbate–solid wail interaction err-
ergies. The lattice energy which holds the solid to-
gether will not enter our calculation explicitly since it
is a constant based on the rigid solid assumption. We
use the cut and shifted Lennard–Jones potential

o
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IOdescribe the interactions between {he guest nx)lccu-

ks (Aorbates) as well ss between thcm and the
spheres that comprise the pillars. In [his cqua(ion r is
~he separation bctwccn interacting pairs. r, is the
(runcation dislance of (he po(en(ial. and @c, is Ihe
s(andard Lennard-Jones pokntial:

where t and u are (he usual energy and size para-
meters. respectively. The value of r. that we used in
our simulation was 3.5a. The interaction between the
guest molecples and the solid walls. which is the sum
of the interactions between a single molecule and all
the atoms that comprise the solid walls, is approxim-
ated by the well-known 10-4-3 potential (Steele. 1973)

‘W=’’’w[w’o-tv
0.4714

- (z/aw + 0.4314)3 1“
(4)

@ e
@e

(b)

#

(d)

Fig. 2. Schematic representatiorsof (a) uniform.(b) random.(c)diploid,and (d) triad pillar clusters.
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where tWond CWare the energy and size parameters
characterizing [he interactions between the gues( mol-
ecules and the atoms that comprise the solid walls.
and = is the verti~~l dislancc form the walls. This
equa[ion is obmmed from a mean-field Irea[menl of
the interaction between a guest molecule and the
Lennard-Jones-lype f.c.c solid with surface density
i .0.

Tfretotal potential energy can then be wri[tenas

where NP is the number of the pillars, N is the number
of the guest molecules. and superscripts L and U are
used to distinguish between the potential energies
associated with the lower and the upper walls.

MOLECUL.4R SISlUL4TtONJMETHODS

We now describe the molecular simulation methods
that we used in this study. To study adsorption phe-
nomena, we used a GCEMC method, whereas a MD
method was used to investigate ditltsion oft he mol-
ecules in the model pillared clays.

Grand-canonical-ensemble Monte Carlo simulation
In a grand-canonical ensemble, both the energy

and density are allowed to fluctuate. The GCEMC
simulation is therefore appropriate for studying the
thermodynamic equilibria of .mtdtiphase systems.
Consequently, it has been widely used for studying
adsorption equilibria of guest molecules in various
materials and systems. including simple systems such
as slit pores (Snook and Megen, 1980), cylindrical
pores (Peterson and Gubblns, 1987), and complex
materials such as siliealite (June et al.. 1992) and
ahrminophosphates (Cracknell and Gubbins, 1993).
Although some discrepancies have been observed be-
tween the simulation results and the experimental
data, it is believed that they are due to the inaccuracy
of interaction potentials or the geometrical models of
the systems, rather than any possible numerical errors
associated with the algorithm, unless a system is close
to its critical point, or is in high density region, or the
adsorbate molecules are too complex, such as heavy
hydrocarbons. Even for these situations, modifica-
tions of the original algorithm of Adams (1975) have
been proposed and tested. For exampie. “biased inser-
tion” methods have been tested by several groups and
proven very effective in improving the probability of
successful adsorption of the molecules under high
density conditions, or when dealing with complex
molecules (Siepmann and Frankel, 1992; Snurr et aL.
1993).The algorithm we used in this study is basically
the same as the one originally developed by Adams
(1975} which we summarize in this section. A more
detailed discussion of this method is given in the

--7 t?standard reference of Allen and Tildesle~ (198 ).

Each step in a GCEMC simulation typically con-

sists of three types of operations or movements. with
the corresponding probability of occurtmcc consistent
with that in the subspace of the parlicle number
N and the configuration rN of the phase space of the
grand-canonical ensemble in question. where ry rep-
resents the set of the position vectors of the N molecu-
les (rl, r2, .... rN). The first type of operation in any
GCEMC method is the insertion of a guest molecule
into the system with the following probability:

where U is the potential energy, #l= (k~T )- * is the
reciprocal temperature, k~ is the Boltzmann’s con-
stant, PCis the configurational chemical potential of -
the guest molecules, which is the same for the molecu-
les both inside the system and in the ambient phase
when adsorption equilibrium is achieved, and 6U + is
the change in the potential energy as a result of adding
the molecule. The second type of operation is the
removal ofa guest molecule from the system, with the
following probability of realization:

p“ = min[Nexp( –gpC –~JU-), 1] (7)

where AU- is the change in the potential energy as
a result of removing the molecule. Finally, the third
type of operation is the displacement of a guest mol-
ecule inside the system from its present position to
a new position, the probability of which is given by

p’= min [exp( – /J6Ud). 1] (8)

where dU~ is the change in the configurational energy
accompanying the displacement of the molecule. Both
the motecule being displaced and its dispIaeement,
which is restricted to be between O and a maximum
allowed value, are randomly selected. The maximum
allowed value of the dkplacement is adjusted period-
ically during each simulation to achieve a specified
acceptance ratio of the trial movements, which was
chosen to be 0.50 in our simulations.

The macroscopic condition of the ambient phase
surrounding the system is uniquely specified by its
temperature and chemical potential, since we are deal-
ing with a single-component system and the range of
chemical potentials is chosen such that its maximum
value is close to, but does not exceed, the value at
which a vapor-liquid phase transition occurs. The
pressure of the ambient phase can be easily calculated
from the specified temperature and chemical potential
using the equation of state of the Lennard-Jones
system defined by eqs (1) and (2).

A typical GCEMC simulation begins with 1 million
steps of equilibration followed by the generation of
the configurations of the adsorbed states. The simula-
tion is not terminated until about 3–5 millions steps
are successfully generated. However, depending on
the equilibrium loading range in which the simulation
is carried out, the number of steps may vary from 6 to
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8 millions. [n addition to ~he loading, olher equilib-
rium properties including the irtwrlayer density pro-
tile. the configurational energy and the solvation force
are also calculated from the generated configurations.
The interlayer densi(y profile. which is essentially [he
probability density of finding a gues! molecule at
a distance z from the wall. regardless of its (x. y)
coordinates. is evaiuated from the following equa(ion:

which are collected in a typical duration of 50000
time steps. afmr spending about 10000 time steps for
system equilibration. According to linear-response
theory. the transport properties can also be obt:~incd
from such equilibrium simulations (Zwanzig. 196S).
The self-diffusivity D, 0[ the molecules in (he x-direc-
tion can be calcula\ed from either the Einstein equa-
tion

()1 dN(:)
~,(i) = ~ —

&
(9) (N Iri(r + ro) – ri([o)lz

DX=-&lim ~
t )

(11)

f-x i

where (-) is the ensemble average. approximated by
averaging over all the configurations collected. N(z) is
the number of guest molecules centered between Oand
z. and A is the area of the wail. The solvation force is
defined as the force experienced by a unit surface of

uPPer solld wall. which can be calculated from

‘=:(:1[%1==%)-’10)
Obviously, the arbitrary choice of the upper wall does
not affect the results, since the force experienced by
each wall is the same based on symmetry considera-
tions. The results obtained with the GCEMC method
are compared with the corresponding results obtained
from our MD simulations. which we now discuss.

Molecular dynamics simulation
Similar to any Monte Carlo method, the major

disadvantage of the GCEMC simulation is that time
is not explicitly a parameter of the simulation, and
therefore one cannot obtain any truely dynamic prop-
erty and its dependence on time. such as the auto-
correlation functions and the transport properties.
except for some simpleand noninteractingsystems
(FichthornandWeinberg,1991)inwhichtherealtime
canberelatedto theMonteCarlotime.Thus,tostudy
the ditTusivemotion of the guest molecules in our
mode~ we employ the MD method.

Our MD simulation is performed in the micro-
canonical ensemble with periodic boundary condi-
tions applied along the x and y directions (see Fig. 1).
Theoretically, the results given by a micro-canonical
ensemble simulation should be equal to those ob-
tained from a grand-canonical-ensemble simulation
in the thermodynamic limit, namely, the limit in which
the volume of system and the adsorbed guest molecu-
les both go to infinity, keeping their ratio finite. The
trajectories of the molecules are calculated by solving
Newton’s equation of motion using a standard fifth-
order predictor-corrector method (Gear, 1971; Haile,
1990) with the forces calculated from the interaction
potentials (see above and Part 1). In our system, the
force experienced by a guest molecule is due to the
potential field generated by both the rest of the guest
molectdes, the pillars, and the walls. The macroscopic
properties, such as the solvation force, the configura-
tional energy, and the interlayer density profile can be
calculated from the trajectories of the molecules,

or the Green-Kubo equation (Green, 1952; Kubo.
1957)

?.

H )
~ * ~ [Vi~C + Co)-Vi=(fo)] df , (12)D==-

0 fel

where vi, is the velocity of the ith molecule in the
x-direction, and (“> indicates an average over all the
trajectories with a series of independently selected
time origins to. Note that, some of the particles can
collide with the walls and the pillars, and thus their
velocities will be reversed. However, the fraction of
such particles for dijiision simulations is not large.

Energy conservation in the system was monitored
in each simulation. and the time step was adjusted
depending on the loading of the guest molecules and
the porosity of the system to guarantee that energy
‘leaking” was controlled in a reasonable range (typi-
cally about O.10/0in 104time steps). The linear correla-
tion coefficients between the mean square displace-
ment and the time elapsed were also calculated and
used as an indication of how the system follows
Fickian diffusion.

The computer programs were written in reduced “
units. namely, the energy parameter ~ and the size
parameter COof the guest molecules were used as the
units of energy and length in both the GCEMC and

the MD simulations, and the quantity ~=~ was
used as the unit of time in the MD simulations. The
conversion factors that convert the results in the re-
duced units to the values in the S1 units for the
temperature, pressure, energy, density, and the self-
ditTusivity,along with the numerical values calculated
using the m, t, and rr of oxygen atoms are listed in
Table L The numerical uncertainties in the quantities
calculated were estimated using the so called block-
averaging method (Bishop and Frinks, 1987). Their
typical values were 2%- 100/. of the calculated quant-
ities of interest.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSIONS

Although only the most important features of pil-
lared clays are incorporated into our model, and some
details have been ignored due to the complexity of the
system and the incompleteness and uncertainties in
the experimental information, the parameter space
that defines the morphology of the system and the
molecular interactions is still quite large. Among the
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Table 1. The conversion fiictors [or converting the dimensionless parameters O( [he

sirnukslions into dimensional quantities

Vitriirble Prngrsm Uni[s S1 value Equivdienl

Length 0 3.405x 10-’Om 3.405.i
Energy & 0.996 kJ/mol [/’kB= 119.8K
M isSS M 6.63 X 10-Z6kg 39.95au.
Time (r) UYG 2.156 X10-’ZS Z.l%ps
Temperature &/kB 119.8K i 19.8K
Density lp?j 4.206 x 10’ mol/m3 42.06 mpl,lli[.
Surface density l,k+ 6.98 x 10-’ mol/mz o.lo4/Al
Pressure M/(rla] 4.19x 107N/mz 413.4atm
Diffusivity u 1,11 5.38 x 10-a mz)s 5.38x 10-4 cmz~s

important features that aflect the adsorption iso-
therms and difftrsivities of the molecules are those that
control the pillar configuration. the relative magni-
tude of the interlayer and interpillar spacing, the rela-
tive strength of the adsorbate–adsorbate, adsor-
bate–pillar. adsorbate-solid wall interactions, as well
as the macroscopic conditions of the surrounding
bulk fluid. The computational effort involved is also
very demanding, with each GCEMC and MD simula-
tions taking typically about 10 to 15 h on a SUN
SPARC1O station. In this study. we focus our atten-
tion on investigating the dependence of the adsorp-
tion isotherms and the diffusive motion of guest mol-
ecules on, (1) macroscopic condition of the surround-
ing fluid, namely, its temperature and chemical poten-
tial (or, equivalently, pressurek (2) the pillar configura-
tion and clustering, and (3) the porosity of the system.
Without loss of generality. we use the same size and
energy parameter for all types of interactions invoived
(i.e. aP = IJW= er). The uncertainties for the equilib-
rium properties (with the exeeption of the equilibrium
loadings) were calculated as the difference between the
GCEMC and the corresponding MD simulations,
and the uncertainties for the difiusivity are calculated
as the difference between the values as evaluated from
each half-trajectory in each MD simulation.

ADSORPTION 3SOTHERMS

Fig. 3 presents the adsorption isotherms at various
temperatures for a uniform pillar configuration, with
an interlayer spacing fr~ = 4.0, and an interpillar spac-
ing (the distance between the centers of neighbor-
ing pillars) hP = 4.5, corresponding to a porosity
q = 0.97. The amount of the adsorbed moleeules is

normalized with the total solid wall surface (including
the parts shadowed by the pillars). As this figure
shows, the amount adsorbed at a given pressure de-
creases as the temperature increases, which is ex-
pected. At reduced temperature T = 0.80, a finite
jump in the adsorption isotherm is found at a redueed
pressure around 4.5 x 10-3. However, such a discon-
tinuity is not observed in the adsorption isotherms at
the higher temperatures. This phenomenon is of
course a first-order phase transition, in which the
chemical potential (pressure) changes continuously
but the moleeular density does not, and is commonly

%

called capillary condensation for macropore systems
(Gregg and Sing, 1982).To better understand these -
results, the density profiles in the vicinity of
P = 4.5x 10-3 are given in Fig. 4. which show clearly
that, as the pressure passes the transition point, multi-
Iayer adsorption occurs with the formation of an
adsorbed layer centered at z = 2 [i.e.half-way between
the two solid wallsl in addition to the two next to the
walls. At T = 1.0, the amount adsorbed increases
sharply at pressures around P = 4 x 10-3, but (he rate
of increase (the slope of the curve) slows down quickly
as the pressure is increased further. Such a change is
a manifestation of the packing eflect, i.e. the limit in
the amount that ems be adsorbed due to the confine-
ment of the porous medium. A similar pattern is
observed in the adsorption isotherm at T = 1.20, ex-
cept that the curve is not as sharp in the intermediate
pressure region. Loosely speaking. this is a natural
result of the competition between thermaI and poten-
tial energies. On the one hand, thermal agitations at
higher temperatures ean effectively block fast conden-
sation, which is indrreed mainly by the adsorbate–
solid and the adsorbat~adsorbate attractions at low
pressures. On the other hand, thermal agitations ears
make the packing effectat higher loadings to be more
moderate, since the guest molecules (here modelled as
the Lennard–Jones hard spheres) become “softer”, in
the sense that their equivalent hard-core diameter
decreases as the temperature is increased (Weeks et
al., 1971).We expect a similar change in the equivalent
hard-core dimension of the solid. Such a “softening”
can be viewed as an effective increase in the porosity,
which results in a shift of the plateau of the high-T
isotherms to higher pressures.

We also studied the effect of the porosity on the
adsorption isotherms, by carrying out a series of simu-
lations at q = 0.89, the results of which are shown in
Fig. 5. As can be seen, the adsorption isotherms are
very similar to those shown in Fig. 3, except that the
location of the first-order phase transition has been
shifted to a lower temperature (and pressure). We thus
expect that, as the porosity of the system approaches
the percolation threshold, i.e., the porosity below
which no macroscopic phenomenon ean occur, the
critical temperature for the first-order phase
transition would approach zero.
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Fig. 3. Adsorption isotherms at temperatures T = 0.8 (circles), 1.0(solid triangks). 1.2(triangles). and 2.0
(squares), for a uniform distribution of the pillars with porosity 0.97.
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Fig. 4. Irrterliryer density profiles at temperatrrre T = 0.8, and pressures P = 5 x 10-3 (solid curve)and
4 x 10-3 (dashed curve). for a uniform distribution of the pillars with porosity 0.97.

To study the efiect of the pillar configuration on the
adsorption equilibria, we carried out a series of simul-
ations for different distributions and cluster sizes of
the pillars. The results are shown in Fig. 6. In these
calculations, the temperature T and the interlayer
spacing Jrware fixed at 1.20and 4.0. respectively, while
the porosity is 0.97. The interpillar spacing hP for the

uniform pillar configuration is fixed at lrP = 4.50. To

maintain constant P, the number of pillars per unit
wall surface for the other three pillar configurations is
chosen to be the same as that of the uniform config-
uration. For the random distribution of the pillars,
several pillar configurations were generated and used
in the computations, in order to minimize the effect of
the system size and the periodic boundary conditions
along the x and y directions. The results reported are
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Fig. 6. The efket of the pillar distribution on the equilibrium loading at temperature 1.20 and porosity
0.97. The results are for uniform (circles), random ( +), dipfoid (squares), and triad (triangles) configura-

tions.

thus averaged quantities, where the averaging was
taken over all realizations of the system.

Figure 6 indicates that there exists an inflection
point at a reduced pressure around 1.5x 10-2. The
solvation form exhibits a steep minimum at about the
same pressure, as Fig. 7 shows. The density profiles
which are presented in Fig. 8 can help us understand
such features in both figures. At low equilibrium load-

ings, and as the pressure increases, the guest molecules
are gradually adsorbed in the two layers next to the
walls. As the pressure is increased further, the interac-
tion between the guest molecules begins to manifest
itself, and one more layer is formed. As a result, it
beeomes difhcult to have more guest molecules ac-
commodated in the layers, as indicated by the change
in the slope of the adsorption isotherms. and the force
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Fig. 7. The effect of the pillar distribution on the solvation force at temperature 1.20 and porosity 0.97.
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Fig. 8. Interlayer density profile at various pressures for a uniform distribution of the pillars with porosity
0.97 at temperature T = 1.2.The results are, from top to bottom, for pressures F’= 7.6 x 10-2,4.1 x 10”2,

1..4x 10-2, 8.OX 10-3, and 3.0x 10-3, respectively.

experienced by the walls becomes negative or less
negative. Fig. 6 also shows convincingly that for our
model the amount of adsorbed molecules is not sensi-
tive to the spatial distribution and the size of the pillar
clusters over the entire range of pressures studied. The
apparent insensitivity of the adsorption isotherms to
the pillar configurations persists at lower values of q.
Fig. 9 shows the adsorption iso[herms at temperature

T = 1.2 and porosity p = 0.89, for two di~erent piIlar
configurations, namely, a uniform and a random dis-
tribution. As can be seen, there is little difference
between the two isotherms.

The insensitivity of the equilibrium loading to the
pillar configuration suggests that classical continuum
approaches to adsorption in porous media, which
correlate the adsorption isotherms with the pore size
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distribution of the system, may not be able to provide
meaningful information about the pore structure of
pillared clays, since our results demonstrate clearly
that the difference between the adsorption isotherms
of the guest molecules in intercalated systems with the
same porosity but quite diflerent pore structures is
very small. In other words, it is doubtful that, in the
absence of any speeific interactions (such as acid-
base). the adsorption isotherms alone can determine
the pore size distribution of a microporous material.
such as pillared clays. Although in these simulations
lrWwas fixed, we expect the insensitivity of the adsorp-
tion isotherms to the pillar distribution and config-
uration to persist for other values of h~. unless it is
very small and no more than two molecular dia-
meters, in which case. instead of hP h~ is the control-
ling length scale.

In general. the porosity of a porous material is an
important parameter that controls both the adsorp-
tion and transport behavior of a porous medium. To
investigate the eflect of the porosity on the equilib-
rium loading of the guest molecules. we performed
four sets of simulations at a fixed temperature T = 1.2
and a uniform distribution of the pillars. The results
are presented in Fig. 10, where the equilibrium load-
ings at four porosities are given as a function of the
pressure. The variation in the porosity was achieved

by changing the interpillar spacing hr The smallest
interpillar spacing was hP = 2.25, corresponding to
the porosity q = 0.89, and the highest porosity

q = 1.0 is simply a slit-like pore. The isotherms at
high and low pressures show different patterns. At

high pressures, the equilibrium loading is a monotoni-

cally increasing function of the porosity, while it is
a decreasing function at low pressures. These patterns
can be attributed to the competition between two
factors that affect the equilibrium loadings. namely,
the accessible volume and the total adsorption surface
of the system (walls surface plus pillar surface).
Clearly. an increase in both of them results in an
increase in the equilibrium loading. But theirdepend-
ence on the porosity is totally difierent. since the
accessible volume increases as the porosity does,
whereas the adsorption surface due to the piIlars de-
creases with increasing porosity. The results thus sug-
gest that the accessible volume is the most important
controlling factor at high presstires, where packing
et%et becomes important, whereas the total adsorp-
tion surface is the factor most responsible at lower
pressures. This dependence of the adsorption iso-
therms and the diffusivity (discussed below) on the
accessible volume and surface area of a material is .
a percolation effect (Sahimi, 1994,1995).

To study the sensitivityy of the adsorption isotherms
on the potential parameters that define the adsor-
bate-pillar interactions, we performed two sets of
GCEMC simulations. In one set. the energy para-
meter &Pwas changed from 1.0 to 2.0 to 0.5, represent-
ing moderately, strongly, and weakly attractive pil-
lars, respectively. The amounts adsorbed, normalized
with the value corresponding to EP= 1.0,are shown as
a function of pressure in Fig. 11. As the results indi-
cate, the larger EP, the larger the amount adsorbed.
This behavior can be explained by noting that a large
CPimplies a deeper potential well, i.e. a stronger at-
traction between the adsorbate and the pillars, which
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means that more molecules can be adsorbed at the the adsorbate-adsorbate interactions become stron-
same pressure. An interesting feature demonstrated ger as pressure increases. and make comparable or
by these results is that, adsorption equilibria are less larger contributions to the total potential energy than
sensitive to Epat high pressures (or, equivalently, high the adsorbate-pillar interactions do when P ap-
Ioadings) than at low pressures. with the normalized preaches 0.8, and therefore the dependence of the
amount adsorbed approaching unity as the pressure adsorption isotherms on tP becomes weaker. Further-
approaches 0.8. This is understandable if we note that more, at high pressureslloadings. the fluid behavior is
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dominated by repulsive rather than attractive forces.
Hence we expect a sensitivity to u, not &pThis. insight
wili be valuable in bolh developing an approximate
ana]y[ical model for our simulation resulw in the high
loading limit. and in usingour model for predicting or
correlating experimental adsorption data of an inter-
calated system. For example, it tells us that more
auention should be paid to the adsorption data at low

pressures than those at high pressures. if we want to
estimate the adsorbate-pillar interaction parameters
from the experimental data.

DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS

In Part I we studied the dependence of the self-
diiTusivity D. measured in the direction parallel to the
solid walls, on the molecular density, the porosity of
the system, the distribution of the pillars, and the
interlayer spacing between the solid walls. However.
the effect of the temperature and pillar clustering on
D was not studied. It is therefore natural to carry out
a parallel study for the self-diffusivity of the guest
molecules in the present model, and investigate the
effect of the parameters and factors that were studied
in the GCEMC simulations, on D. To do this, we
computed the self-difftrsivities by carrying out MD
simulations, using the molecular densities (i.e. equilib-
rium loadings) obtained from the GCEMC simula-
tions for the corresponding model parameters and
macroscopic fluid conditions. In addition to giving
insight into the effect of the temperature and pillar
configuration on the diffusive motion of the molecu-
les, a comparison of the equilibrium properties ob-
tained from GCEMC and MD simulations also serves
an a further check of our results.

In Fig. 12. (he self-diflusivities, measured parallel [o

the walls. at three temperatures and with a uniform

distribution of the pillars are shown as a function of

equilibrium loading The rest of the parameters of the

system are the same as those of Fig. 3. The corres-

ponding bulk fluid phase pressure can be estimated

easily from the GCEMC results shown in Fig. 3. k

Fig. 12 shows, all three curves exhibit a similar pat-

tern, and as may be expected, the self-diffusivity in-

creases as the temperature does. Over a wide range of
the guest molecules loading (about 0.3-1.1), the self-
diffusivity increases slowly as the loading decreases.
For adsorbate loadings less than 0.3, the ditTusivity
increases rather rapidly. At the lowest temperature.
T = 0.8, there.is a discontinuity in D, which corres-
ponds to the first-order phase transition shown in Fig.
3. In Fig. 13 we present the dependence of the ditTus-
ivity on the equilibrium loading at porosity 0.89 and
three different temperatures. For this series of simula-
tions the pillars were distributed uniformly between
the walls. The qualitative features of these results are
similar to those shown in Fig. 12 except that the
discontinuity in D has shifted to a lower temperature.
in agreement with Fig. 5. Fig. 14 shows the depend-
ence of the selfditTusivity on the pressure. All the
parameters are the same as those of Fig 13 and. as
expected, the trends in the results are also similar to
those shown in Fig. 13.

Shown in Fig, 15 are the self-diffusivitiesfor four
different pillar configurations and distributions at
T = 1.20. as a function of the equilibrium loading.
For aii.the four pillar configurations, the diffusivity is
a monotonically decreasing function of the loading.
At high loadings ( z 0.7) D is not strongly correlated
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Fig. 12. The self-diffusivityD as a function of the equilibrium loading for a uniform distribution of the
pillars withporosityq =0.97 at temperatures T = 0.80 (circles),1.2(triangles),and 2.o(squares),respectively.
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with the pillar distribution, which is similar to what
we observed for the equilibrium loading in the
GCEMC simulation. At lower loadings, however.
D has a much stronger dependence on the pillar

configuration than that of the equilibrium loading (see
Figs 3 and 6 for comparison). Fig. 15 shows that. the
values corresponding to the triad cluster configura-
tions represent the upper bound to the self-diffusivity,

while those corresponding to the uniform pillar con-
figuration give the lower bound. These results can be
understood by noting that the pillar-guest molecule
collisions are the main source of resistance to the
diffusive motion of the molecules in the low loading
region, while both molecule-pillar and molecule-mol-
ecule collisions become important at higher loadings.
Among the four pillar configurations, the triad
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clusters have the largest pore opening due to the
grouping of pillars. Consequently, compared with the

other pillar configurations, the molecules collide less
frequently with the pillars, and therefore have the
highest self-diffusivities. Following the same argu-

ment, it is not difficult to understand why a uniform

pillar configuration gives rise to the lowest diffusivi-

ties. The diffusivities for the diploid cluster configura-

tions lie between the higher and lower bounds, in clear
conformity with our reasoning. The results for the
random pillar configurations, for which the average
pore opening is about the same as that of the uniform
pillar configuration, are slightly larger than that of the
latter. To understand this, we only need to note that
for the random pillar configurations, some wider
channel or “easy” paths may be formed, due to the
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randomness of the pillar configurations. and thus re-

sult in the enhancement of the self-diffusivity. This

result is also in agreement with our previous study of

the effect of the spa{ial distribution of single-sized

pillars on the difTtrsivi{yreported in Part 1. Figures 16

and 17 present the results at porosity q = 0.89. and

compare the diffusivities for two different pillar con-

figurations. The qualitative featuresof Figures 16 are

similar to those shown in Fig. 15, and confirm our

arguments regarding their interpretation. The trends

in Fig. 17 are also similar to those of Fig. 16. which is

expec[ed.

Fig. 1S presents self-diffusivities a[ four porositics
wi[h uniform pillar dis(ribu[ion. The [cmpemture and

the in[erlayer spacing are again fixed at T = 1.20 and
IiW= 4.5. respectively. AS this figure indicates. with the
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same guest moleculesloadingtheratioofthehighest
and lowestself-diffusivitiesisas high as 10 at very low
guest moleculesloadings.Inagreementwithour study
reported in Part 1, the diffusivity is a monotonically
increasing function of the porosity. As our discussion
given above indicates, this is an expected result, since
with a uniform pillar distribution, the pore opening
increases with increasing porosity.

Similar to Fig. 11, where we showed the dependence
of the amount of the adsorbed molecules on the pillar-
adsorbate energy parameter 2P, Fl& 19 presents the

same for the diffusivity. The trends in the results are
somewhat similar to those in Fig. 11, and as both
figures indieat~ in the limit of high adsorption there is
little difference between the dilT&ivities for all three
cases. However, at low adsorption, the difference be-
tween the diffusivities is large. a result that can be
explained using arguments similar to those given for
Fig. 1L

SUMMARY

Molecular simulations were carried out to study
the adsorption equilibria and diflusive motion of
guest molecules in model pillared clays. The depend-
ence of the adsorption isotherms and the self-diffusivi-
ties of the moleeules on temperature, pillar configura-
tion, porosity, and pressure (chemical potential) were
studied systematically. The adsorption isotherms pre-
dicted by the GCEMC simulation were found to be
monotonically increasing functions of the pressure
and monotonically decreasing functions of the tem-
perature. A first-order phase transition (condensation)

was observed at low enough temperatures. At moder-
ate and high porosities, the adsorption isotherms
show no strong dependence on the spatial distribu-
tion of the pillars. Depending on the pressure, the
dependence of equilibrium loading on the porosity
exhibits two ditl’erent patterns. In the high pressure
range, the equilibrium loading increases as the poros-
ity increases, whereas in the low pressure range this
dependence is reversed. This complex dependence of
the equilibrium loading on the porosity is due to the
competition between the accessible pore volume of
the system and its total adsorption surface, the two
factors that control adsorption equilibria in any por-
ous medium, and represent percolation eflects.

An important finding of this work is the relative
insensitivity of adsorption isotherms to the pore struc-
ture of the system (as represented by pillar clustering)
at the same porosity, at least at moderate and high
porosities. This implies that experimental adsorption
isotherm data alone may not be able to uniquely
determine parameters such as the pore size distribu-
tion. However, we caution that this conclusion is
limited to the model we used in this study, and may
need modification for low porosity cases, and where
very specific interactions are involved in adsorption.

When the comparison is possible, the MD simula-
tion results are in good agreement with our results
reported in Part I, and the equilibrium properties
obtained from corresponding GCEMC and MD
simulations are in close agreement. With the excep-
tion of states involving condensation transition, the
self-ditTusivity of the guest molecules, as obtained
from the MD simulations, was found to be a
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monotonically decreasing function of the equilibrium

loading (and therefore [he pressure of [he surrounding

fluid). and a monotonically increasing funclion of the
temperature. Our results show tha( [he difiusivi(y is
more strongly dependent upon \he spatial distribu-
tion of the pillars (h~n is the equilibrium loading.
especially at low and moderate loadings. The ditTus-
ivity also has a much stronger dependence on the
porosity than that of the equilibrium loading.

Based on the availabie experimental information.
and the insight we have obtained from the molecular
simulations of our model of intercalated porous ma-
terials. we are currendy developing a more refined
model of pillared clays. in which detailed information
about their structure and the energetic are incorpor-
ated. The model wilI then be used for molecular simu-
lations of diffusion and adsorption in typical pillared
clays, such as Al-intercalated montmorillomites. The
results will be reported in a future paper.
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Abstract
We present extensive new experimental data. for the
amount of precipitated asphalt and ssphaltene aggregates
formed with crude oil and various solvents, and their
molecular weight (MW) distributions. A new scaling equa-
tion is proposed for predicting the onset and amount of the
precipitates, somewhat similar to those encountered in ag-
gregation and gelation phenomena. The scaling function
takes on a very simple form, and its predictions are in very

good agreement with the available data. We also present
an analysis of small-angle X-ray and neutron scattering
data to delineate the structure of the asphalt and ssphal-

tene aggregates. Our analysis suggests that the asphalt
and asphaltene aggregates are fractal structures with well-
defined fractal properties. We identify the mechanisms
that give rise to such fractal aggregates, based on which
we propose a new analytical form for the MW distribution
of the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates which provides
accurate predictions for our data.

INTRODUCTION
An important phenomenon in the petroleum industry is de-
position of heavy organic compounds on the pore surfaces
of oil reservoirs during enhanced oil recovery processes 12.
Miscible displacement of oil by carbon dioxide or natural
gas is considered one of the most efficient methods of in-
creasing oil production, However, this process often causes
some changes in the fluid flow behavior and the equilib-
rium properties of the fluids. Under certain conditions
such changes lead to the formation of asphaltenes and as-
phalts, which are large molecular aggregates with com-

plex structure and properties. Although many authors do
not distinguish between asphalt and asphaltene, we define
the former as the latter plus resin, and use this termi-
nology throughout this paper. Formation of asphalts and
asphaltenes is a function of the composition of the crude oil
and the displacing agents, and the pressure and tempera-
ture of the reservoir. Their deposition on the surface of the
pores reduces the permeability of the pore space, leading
to the eventual isolation of oil from the flowing fluid in the
reservoir3, and reduction of the efficiency of oil recovery
processes. As enhanced oil recovery processes by miscible
displacements have become popular, formation of heavy
organic aggregates in the form of asphalt and asphaltene
and their deposition on the pore surfaces have gained in-
creasing importance. Deposition of such aggregates on the
pore surfaces can also alter the nettability of the reservoir,
which is a crucial factor in the distribution of immiscible

fluids in a porous medium and displacement of oil by an
immiscible fluid such as water4. Although over the past
several decades the nature of asphalts and asphaltenes and
the mechanism of their precipitation on the pore surfaces of
a porous medium have been studied intensive yl’2’5- 15, no
general consensus has emerged. One important reason for
this lack of consensus is that these studies were not system-
atic in that each study considered only one aspect of the
problem, and did not investigate several important and re-
lated aspects of the problem, all in one study and with sim-
ilar compounds, and under similar conditions. The com-
plexity of the structure of asphalt and asphaltenes aggre-
gates has also hindered progress. Problems arising from as-
phalt and asphaltene precipitation have been encountered
in many field-scale operations around the world, including
those in Algeria16, in the Ventura field in Californias’ 17,
in the production tubing in the Little Creek, Mississippi,
during C02 injection for enhanced oil recovery 17, and in
some Iranian oil fields.

The purpose of this paper is to present the results of a

systematic study of formation of the asphalt and asphal-
tene aggregates, their structure, and the onset and amount

of their precipitation. Their transport properties, such
as their effective diffusivity in a pore, have been reported

elsewherels. We first present our new experimental data
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for the onset and amount of asphalt and asphaltene pre-
cipitation, which is then followed by their theoretical mod-
elling. We then present an analysis of small-angle X-ray
and neutron scattering (SAXS and SANS, respectively)
data, showing that they provide key insights into the struc-
ture of the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates, based on
which we propose the mechanisms that give rise to these

aggregates. This leads us to a new analytical equation for
the MW distribution of the asphalt and asphaltene aggre-
gates, which provides accurate predictions for the new data
presented here.

PRECIPITATION RESULTS
To measure the amount of the precipitated asphalt or as-
phaltene aggregates we used a crude oil, from an Iranian
oil field, which we filtered to remove its solid contents,
such as sand. We then diluted the oil by a solvent, which
was a normal alkane with a carbon number ranging from
5 to 10. Several different dilution ratios R, measured in
terms of the cm3 of the solvent/gr of the oil, were used.
The diluted oil was then agitated in a tube, which caused
the formation and precipitation of the aggregates. After
one day the solid content of the oil, i.e., the precipitated
aggregates, was mea3ured. The asphaltene content was
separated and measured by the standard 1P-143 method.
During the entire experiment the temperature was kept
at about 25° C. Complete details of such experiments are
given elsewherelg.

Figure 1 shows our experimental results for the weight
percent of the precipitated asphalt W, in weight of the
asphalt/gr of the crude oil, for five different solvents (n-
alkanes) and various solvent to crude ratios R. Our data
are consistent with the previous experimental data. For
example, Hirschberg et al. 13 have presented very limited
data for n-C5, n-C7, and n-C1o at three different values
of R. The trend of their data are consistent with ours,
although a numerical comparison between their data and
ours is not possible, because they do not specify the tem-
perature of their experiments. Kokal et aL20 presented
two sets of precipitation data obtained with two different
Canadian crude oils. One was for Suffield heavy oil, and
the solvents were n-C5, n-C6, n-C7, n-es, and n-clo. The
other one was for Lindberg heavy oil, with n-C5, n-CG, n-
CS and n-CIO aa the solvents. Our data are consistent with
theirs, although, aa they pointed out, the fluctuations and
uncertainties in their data are large.

To study the effect of pressure on the precipitation, we
also measured the amount of precipitated asphalt in a tank
oil at 25° C with two solvents, namely, n-es and n-C7, at
various pressures. The results are shown in Figure 2, in-
dicating that as the pressure increases the amount of the
precipitated asphalt decreases. However, beyond a certain
pressure no significant changes are observed in the pre-
cipit ation. This behavior, which is also supported by the
small-angle scattering data that are discussed below, is ex-
plained as follows. At a fixed temperature, lower pressures

are associated with lower fluid density and solubilizing abil-
ity, and a large mean distance between the asphalt parti-
cles and the surrounding fluid particles. As a result, the
amount of the asphalt aggregates, and hence the precipi-
tation amount, is larger at low pressures. As the pressure
increases, the solubilizing ability of the solution increases,
resulting in smaller amount of the asphalt (and asphaltene)
aggregates and precipitation.

We also measured the amount of precipitated asphaltene
with n-es and n-C7 for various values of R and at 8*C and
19”C. The results are presented in Figures 3 and 4. The
qualitative trends of these data are similar to those shown
in Figure 1, implying that their modelling and predictions
must also be similar to them. We show below that this is
indeed the case.

THEORETICAL MODELLING OF PRECIPITA-
TION DATA
Predicting the onset and amount of asphalt and asphal-
tene precipitation is a difficult problem which has not yet
found a satisfactory solution. In the past various thermo-

z 13,19-22for predicting thedynamic models have been used *
precipitation, based on the assumption that the process is
a reversible phenomenon. Aside from the fact that the re-
versibilityy of this process is in question, to be predictive,
this approach requires many adjustable parameters and w
sumptions, many of which are not justified, and therefore
it is not satisfactory. We present an alternative approach
that uses the analogy between asphalt and asphaltene for-
mation and aggregation phenomena, and builds on the uni-
versal properties that they possess.

The data presented in Figures 1, 3, and 4 are strongly
suggestive of the possibility that they may all be collapsed
onto universal scaling curve+ since all the curves start at
about the same point (close to their onset of precipitation),
and at large values of R they become more or less parallel.
As a result, it may be possible to collapse the data onto a
single scaling curve. This is in fact typical of aggregation
processes by which asphalt and asphaltene aggregates are
also formed. The variables in Figures 1, 2, and 4 are R,
W, and itf, the MW of the solvent. Similar to aggregation
phenomena in which independent variables are combined
and reduced to fewer variables, we find that, if let X =
R/Mz and Y = WRZ’, then the experimental data shown
in Figures 1, 3, and 4 can be collapsed onto scaling curves
with

1z.=–
4’

Z’ =2,. (1)

The results are shown in Figures 5 and 6. Note that, we
could not find any other values for z and z’ that could col-
lapse the data onto scaling curves with the same accuracy,
nor could we find any other combinations of the three vari-
ables that could do the same. Thus these combinations
of the variables and the values of z and Z1 appear to be
unique. The reason for this data collapse, which is novel,

.
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becomes clear only if one understands the similarities be-
tween asphalt and ssphaltene formation and aggregation
phenomena, which have scaling and universal properties;
these are explained below where we analyze the scattering
data, and provide a theoretical explanation for the values
of z and z!.

The collapse of the precipitation data onto scaling curves
also has two important implications and consequences.
First, the scaling curve provides accurate predictions for
those values of R, or those solvents, for which no data are

available, or their measurement my be difficult. Secondly,
the scaling representation of the data implies a universal
property for the onset of precipitation, to be discussed be-
low. To show that the data collapse is robust and a scal-
ing curve can be obtained from far fewer data points with
comparable accuracy which can then be used for predict-
ing precipitation for other systems, and to also get some
idea about the effect of fluctuations and unceri,ainties in
the data on their collapse, we also collapsed onto a single
curve the asphalt data only for n-C5 and n-cfj, the light-
est solvents used in our experiments, and again found that
the same z and z’ collapse the data. The resulting scaling
curve shown in Figure 7 was then used for predicting the
experimental data for n-CT, n-Cs and n-C1o. The results
are shown in Figure 8, and it is seen that the accuracy of
the predictions is very good. Similar results are obtained
if we collapse the data for n-Cs and n-C1o, the heaviest
solvents used in our experiments, and then use the result-
ing scaling curve to predict the data for n-C5, n-CGand
n-C7, or if we use the scaling curvesshown in Figure 6 and
predict the amount of precipitated asphaltene with n-cc
and n-CT. Thus, any two sets of data provide accurate
predictions for all other data, i.e., with limited amount of
ezpem”mental data, one can make accumte predictions for
other systems for which no data atw available.

We should point out that the collapse of the precipita-
tion data is not restricted to our results and the crude oil
that we used in our experiments. For example, we found
that with the same values of z and z’ we can collapx the
data reported by Kokal et aL20 onto scaling curves. The
results are shown in Figure 9. Given that, as Kokal et al.20
themselves pointed out, the fluctuations and uncertainties
in their data are large, the collapse of their data is excel-
lent. This confirms our assertion that the collapse of the

precipitation data onto scaling curves is independent of the
type of crude oil, tempemture and pressure.

The Onset of Precipitation
From a practical point of view, an important quantity is
R=, the value of R at the onset of precipitation. For R < RC
no precipitation occurs, whereas for R ~ R= one has as-
phalt or asphaltene precipitation. Currently, the only ex-
tensive experimental data for RC that we are aware of
are those of Hotier and Robin23, which according to them
are subject to great uncertainty. From the scaling curves
shown in Figures 5, 6 and 9 we can derive a relation be-

tween R= and M for the onset of precipitation for various
solvents. To do this, we find the intercept of the scaling
curves at Y = O and calculate the critical value XC for the
onset of precipitation. Since we have collapsed the data
onto a single curve, the value of XC must be the same for
all the solvents. Indeed, Figure 5 predicts that for the as-
phalts XC = R/Ii41f4 N 0.27, and Figures 9 tell us that
Xc = 0.3, and therefore R= = cM1/4, where c is essentially
independent of the type of the crude oil. Similar] y, Fig-
ure 6 tells us that for the asphaltenes, XC s 0.025. These
results tell us that at the onset of precipitation, the cn”t-

ical mtio & depends mainly on the MW of the injected

solvent, at least for the solvents that we used in our exper-
iments. More generally, we may write RC= c(T) M1/4, in

which we believe that c is a temperature-dependent quan-
tity. Estimating c(T) requires experimental data at several
temperatures.

ANALYSIS OF SMALL-ANGLE SCATTERING
DATA
Asphalts and asphaltenes are molecular structures whose
formation is the result of aggregation of the elementary
particles in the crude oil solution. Thus, it would be use-
ful to discuss briefly two important aggregation phenom-
ena that are relevant to our paper. These are diffusion-
limited particle (DLP) and diffusion-limited cluster-cluster
(DLCC) aggregation. In the DLP aggregation mode124 the
site at the center of a lattice (or a continuum) is occupied
by a stationary particle. A new particle is then injected
into the lattice, far from the center, which dlffusea on the
lattice until it reaches a surface site, i.e., an empty site
which is a nearest-neighbor to the stationary particle, at
which time the particle sticks to it and remains there per-
manently. Another diffusing particle is then injected into
the lattice to reach another surface (empty) site and stick
to it, and so on. If this process is continued for a long time,
a large aggregate is formed, a typical two-dimensional (2D)
example of which is shown in Figure 10. The most impor-
tant property of the DLP aggregates is that, they are self-
similar and fractal. This means that, if NP is the number
of the elementary particles in an aggregate of radius 6,

then one has iVP N l#D1, where Dj k the fractal dimen-
sion of the aggregate. Computer simulations indicate that
Dj = 2.5, for 3D DLP aggregates.

In the DLCC aggregation mode125)26 one starts with an
empty lattice (or a continuum). At time t = O, a fraction

PO of the lattice sites are selected at random and occu-
pied by particles. Each occupied site can cent ain only one
particle. If p. is small, the system will consist of a large
number of isolated occupied sites and a few small clusters
of particles. A cluster is a set of nearest-neighbor particles.
One cluster, including a single particle, is then selected at
random and is allowed to diffuse in a randomly-chosen di-
rection. Then the perimeter sites of the cluster — the set of
sites that are adjacent to the cluster — are examined to see
whether they are occupied by other particles or clusters, If
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so, the perimeter particles or clusters are attached to the
cluster that was moved to form a larger cluster. Another
randomly-selected cluster is moved again, its perimeter is
examined for possible formation of a larger cluster, and so
on. Figure 11 shows several stages of this process in 2D.
The DLCC aggregates are also fractal objects, and exten-
sive computer simulations suggest that for DLCC aggre-
gates D~ R 1.8+ 0.05 in 3D.

An important property of fractal aggregates is the
roughness of their surface. Since the clusters that aggre-
gate together have irregular shapes and sizes, their active
surface area S=, i.e., that part of their surface which is
most likely to collide with the surface of another cluster,
is different from the total surface area of the cluster, and
constitutes only a small fraction of it. For a growing clus-
ter during aggregation So scales with the total number of
particles s in the cluster as

S.-SW, (2)

where u is a universal exponent, independent of many mi-
croscopic features oft he cluster. As we discuss later, w has
a strong influence on the shape of the MW distribution of
the aggregates.

An accurate probe of the structure of complex systems
is small-angle scattering. In a scattering experiment the
observed scattering intensity 1$ (q) by a single self-similar
and fractal cluster or aggregate is given by27

I, (9) - 9--D’, (3)

where q is the magnitude of the scattering vector given by

(4)

Here A is the wavelength of the radiation scattered by the
sample through an angle 6. Thus, a logarithmic plot of
I,(q) versus q should yield a straight line with the slope
–Dj .

If the solution contains many aggregates or clusters of
various sizes, as is the case with a crude oil that contains
man y asphalt or asph altene aggregates, then the inten-
sity l(q) scattered is the average sum of the intensities
scat tered by all the aggregates. Suppose that n, (t) is the
number of the clusters or aggregates of size s in the so-
lution at time t, where s represents the number of the
elementary particles in an aggregate. If the aggregates are
fractal, then it has been shown that28

?2. = s-’f(s/(s)) , (5)

where r is a universal exponents, (s) is the mean aggregate

size, and ~(z) is a universal scaling function. For a solution
containing many aggregates of various sizes I(q) is given
by29

l(q) = / sn, I$ (g)ds , (6)
J

which means that

(7)

We now analyze the small-angle scattering data to de-
duce the structure of the asphalt and asphaltene aggre-
gates. The data that we analyze include both SANS and
SAXS, which are known to have very different contrast
mechanisms, especially for complex systems such as the
asphalt and asphaltene aggregates. Despite this, both the
SANS and SAXS data lead to the same conclusion regarrl-

ing the structure of the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates.
We start with the analysis of the SANS data and give

a brief description of such experiments30. The small-
angle scattering spectrometer utilizes neutrons from a cold
source containing liquid hydrogen at 1.5K. The outcom-
ing neutrons are monochromatized by a single multilay-
ered monochromator for selection of the wavelength. In
the experiments the wavelength was 5.0~ with a wave-
length spread of about 11%. The sample cell was a cylin-
drical quartz cuvette of 2-mm pathlength. The scattered
neutrons, after passing through a helium-filled drift space,
were detected by a 3He area detector of 50 x 50 cm2 contain-
ing 128 x 128 pixel elements. The sample-t-detector dis-
tance was 180cm, which corresponds to a q-range of 0.008
to O.17A-1. Heptane was used as the solvent, and after
the aggregates were formed, they were separated from the
solution and were mixed with toluene. Then the system
was allowed to equilibrate for 11 days. The experiments
were carried out with the aggregate-toluene mixtures.

The logarithmic plot of the scattering intensity I(q) ver-
sus q at 25° C and 5’?40aggregate concentration is shown in
Figure 12. A power-law scattering is observed over about
one order of magnitude in the length scale. The size of
these aggregates appears to be very small, ranging from
about 5A to about 50~. This is due to the fact that in
these experiments the asphalt aggregates were dissolved in
toluene, which is known to be a good solvent for asphalts
and resin. Dissolution of the asphalt in toIuene causes
fragmentation of the aggregates into small pieces. As Fig-
ure 12 indicates, there are two distinct regimes. At large
length scales (small q) one has a straight line with a slope
of about 1.76 + 0.11, whereas at small length scales (large
q), the slope is about 2.6 + 0.1. Hereafter, we use Dj
and df to denote the fractal dimensions of the large and
small aggregates, respectively. What is the interpretation
of these results? From our experimental observations the
following mechanisms for the formation of the aggregates
emerge. After the solvent is added, the resin, that covers
the surface of the small individual particles and the self-
associates suspended in the oil, is partiaIly dissolved. The
particles and the resin are both electrically charged, albeit
with opposite signs, and therefore dissolution of the resin
creates electrical imbalance between the particles. The
small clusters are then formed by diffusion of the charged
solid particles in the oil, which stick together upon colli-
sion. But, this is precisely how the DLP aggregates are

. .
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formed. Their fractal dimension, which is about 2.5, is
in agreement with the scattering data, df N 2.6+ 0.1, ob-
tained from Figure 12. After some time, one has a mixture
of small aggregates of various sizes (which also carry a net
electrical charge), as well as the individual charged parti-
cles. So, while the aggregation of the individual particles
continues, aggregation of the clusters as well as the par-
ticles is also triggered. These clusters and particles also
diffuse in the solution and stick to each other upon colli-
sion, which is precisely the mechanism by which the DLCC
aggregates are formed. Indeed, if we take ~ = 2, the value
for DLCC aggregates, Eq. (7) predicts a fractal dimension
Df s 1.76 for large length scales, in excellent agreement
with that of 3D DLCC aggregates.

Next, we consider SAXS data31. In these experiments 3
solution samples were used. Two of them were oil residues
at atmospheric pressure and 350° C. After the solvent,
which was n-C7, was added and the asphalts were formed,
they were separated and dispersed in benzene. The third
sample was a vacuum residue without any separation with
n-C7. The solution used in the third scattering experiment
contained 10% residue, containing the asphalt, dispersed
in benzene. The wave length A, selected by a variable-
curvature monochromator, was 1.608~. The focal distance
was 2m, with lm between the sample and the linear sen-
sitive detector.

The results are presented in Figure 13, which show
power-law scattering over nearly two orders of magnitude
variations in the aggregate size between 50~ and 1700~.
Note that the size of these aggregates is much I=ger than
those in the SANS experiments. The slope for the first
two samples yields Df ~ 1.8+0.03, while the third sample
yields a fractal dimension Df cx 1.75+ 0.05, all of which
are in excellent agreement with that of DLCC aggregates
discussed above, and are also consistent with SANS data
analyzed above, which were for a completely different oil.
Note that, the range of length scales and the aggregate
sizes that have been probed by SAXS in these experi-
ments are much larger than those in the SANS experi-
ments, but the results are completely consistent with each
other. Note also that, unlike the SANS data, the results
shown in Figure 13 do not indicate the presence in the so-
lution of the DLP aggregatea at small length scales. We
attribute this to two important factors: One is the aging of
the three solutions32 for a very long time, which provides
ample time for the small aggregates to diffuse in the solu-
tion and stick together as they collide. The second factor
is the low concentration of the asphalt in the solution. If
the concentration of the solid particles that constitute the
asphalt particles is large enough, initially DLP aggregates
are formed which cluster together later and form a DLCC
aggregate. C)n the other hand, if the concentration is low
enough and the system has reached equilibrium, it con-
tains only one type of fractal aggregates. For example, if
the asphalt-containing solution is aged for a long enough

time, practically all the DLP aggregates as well as the in-
dividual charged particles cluster together and form one or
more DLCC aggregates.

These results are also supported by the very recent
33 Using atorniC force mi-experiments of Totdhoat et al.

croscopy, they obtained beautiful pictures of asphalt aggre-
gates that are completely similar to those shown in Figures

10 and 11, thus providing strong support for our results.
Thus, not only we estimate the fractal dimension of these
aggregates, we also identify the mechanisms for their for-
mation.

The eflects of the tenzperature and pressure. As the
temperature of the system rises, more resins are dissolved

and thus the electrical charge imbalance between the par-

ticles or small clusters is much lower. Therefore, aggre-

gates with much lower densities ~and effective fractal di-

mensions are formed. It is possible that the system will

eventually contain DLCC and DLP aggregates with their

three-dimensional fractal dimensions, but the time scale

for reaching this state may be very long. This has been

observed very clearly in several experiments30. The pres-
sure of the system has an effect somewhat similar to that
of the temperature. As the pressure rises, smaller aggre-
gates with lower effective fractal dimensions are formed.
However, as our results shown in Figure 2 indicate, once
the pressure is large enough, the behavior of the system
becomes independent of it. This is clearly seen in Figure
14 wb.ere we show the results34 of SAXS experiments with
a heavy oil at 25° C. In these experiments n-C5 was the sol-
vent, the volumetric ratio oil/solvent was about 3/2, and
the pressure was about 5900 psia. At small length scales
(large q) the slope of the line is about df m 1.3, much
smaller than df = 2.5 for DLP aggregates, while at large
length scales the slope is less than one, implying that there
is no DLCC aggregate in the solution at all. These results
indicate that at such high pressures only very small ag-
gregates are formed, in agreement with our precipitation
results (Figure 2) that indicate that with increasing pres-
sure asphalt precipitation decreases.

We should mention that, in the past there has been
some speculation about the possible fractal structure of
asphalt and asphaltene aggregates35-s9. However, none
of these papers specified what kind of a fractal structure
the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates may possess, “or pro-
posed any mechanism for their formation. In the absence
of any mechanism for the formation of a fractal structure
with a given fractal dimension, one can, in principle, have
an infinite number of ways by which the fractal dimen-
sion may arise. In fact, Park and Mansoori35, Crickmore

37 all stated that, if the as-and Hruska36, and Lin et al.
phalt and asphaltene aggregates are fractal, their frac-

tal structures and fractal dimensions cannot be specijied,
and RaghunathanW speculated that the fractal structure
of these aggregates is similar to that of linear polymers.
We must emphasize that a fractal dimension Z2f & 1.8
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does not imply that the aggregates are nearly two dimen-
sional. It only means that the number of the elementary

solid particles in the aggregates is so low that, their fractal
dimension is smaller than two.

If asphalt and asphaltene aggregates are of the DLCC
and DLP types, then one can explain why the precipitation
data can be collapsed onto a single scaling curve. Equation

(5) tells us that, we can collapse all the aggregate-size dis-
tributions n,(t) obtained for fixeds or tonto a single curve,
if we plot srns [t)versus s/(s), since the scaling function
f(z) is universal and does not depend on the details of the
system. Thus, if we take ~ = 2, the value for DLCC, we
obtain

szn~ (t) = ~(s/(s)) . (8)

On the other hand, if the scaling functions shown in Fig-
ures 5, 6, 7 and 9 are written as Y = It(X), where h(X)
is the collapsed curve, then the data collapse with z = 1/4
and z’ = 2 implies that

R2W = h(R/Ml/4) , (9)

which is completely similar to Eq. (8), explains the col-
lapse of the precipitation data onto a single curve and the
value Z1= 2, and indicates that, as we argued above, the
asphalt and asphaltene aggregates are of the DLCC type.
Of course, the scaling functions ~(z) and h(~) are not the
same. Comparing Eqs. (8) and (9), one may infer that
the roles ofs and n.(t) in the dynamic aggregate-size dis-
tribution are played by R and W, respectively. It is not
unreasonable to infer that the size of the asphalt aggre-
gates may be proportional to the ratio R, and indeed as
Figures 1, 3, and 4 indicate with increasing R the amount
of precipitation, and thus the size of the aggregates, do
increase. As a rough estimate, W(t) is also proportional
to n,(t), the number of clusters or aggregates of size s at
time t for all s ~ s~in, where sm~~is the minimum clus-
ter size for precipitation, since only when a cluster is large
enough, it can precipitate; otherwise it wiII remain sus-
pended in the solution. We expect to have smin N a(s),
where a > 1. With these analogies, it becomes clear why
the data collapse shown in Figures 5, 6,7, and 9 is possible.

THE MOLECULAR WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
Over the years, many authors have studied the MW dis-
tribution of asphalts and asphaltenes40-47. Most of them
measured the average MW of the asphalts and asphaltenes
from various oils, and provided some statistics of their mea-
surements, but did not give the MW distribution itself.
Trauth et UL47 used a Monte Carlo method to determine
the MW distribution. We now present new data for the
MW distribution of asphalts and asphaltenes, and based
on our results discussed above propose analytical equations
to predict them.

We first describe briefly our experimental procedure for
determining the MW distribution. The tank oil was di-
luted by several solvents including n-Cs, n-C6, and n-CIO,

and for R =1.5, 4.0, and 10.0 in cm3 of solvent/gr of the
tank oil. The samples were kept in a dark place in an inert
gas to prevent oxidation, and they were stirred occasionally
for 24 hours. In the next step, the samples were filtered
using the Wattman No. 42 filter paper. The filter papers
were then washed by excess amount of the solvents. The
asphalt that remained on the filter was used for measuring
its MW distribution and its average. Two average MWs
were determined for the asphalts and asphaltenes. These
were the weight-average molecular weight (J14W) and the
number-average molecular weight (A4n). Also determined
were the MW distributions using liquid size-exclusion chro-
matography, or gel permeation chromatography (GPC).
The standard A.STM test method D3593–80 for determin-
ing the average MWs and the MW distributions of toluene-
soluble macromolecules was used.

The GPC instrument consisted of a solvent reservoir,
a pump, a sample injection device, 4 packed columns, a
solute detector, a flow rate detector, and a recorder. It
had 4 different columns filled with Styragel, and nominal
exclusion limits of 500, 103, 1500, and 104~ were used
in the measurement process. Each column had a length of
120cm and was lcm in diameter. The columns of the GPC,
at the specified temperature and solvent, were calibrated
using the polystyrene standard. The resulting calibration
curve was then transformed to give a relationship between
the retention volume and the molecular weight M. .,....:..-.: .

The asphalts or asphaltenes were dissolved in toluene at
room temperature using a magnetic stirring device. The
resulting solution was then injected into the chromato-
graphic column packed with a solid and porous substrate,
with a flow rate of 2 ml/min, in order to separate the
various molecular aggregates according to their sizes. The
concentrations of the separated aggregates were also deter-
mined and recorded. By using the MW calibration curve
the MW averages and the MW distribution for each ex-
periment were determined.

The MW averages and the MW distributions of the
asphalt and asphaltene samples for all the solvents with
R =1.5 and 4 were measured 2 weeks after forming the
toluene-asphalt (or asphaltene) solutions, while for the
solution with R = 10 the measurement were done after
3 weeks. To investigate non-equilibrium effects on the
growth of the asphaltene or asphalt aggregates, a separate
measurement was carried out for n-CG at R = 1.5 after 4
weeks.

Some typical MW distributions of the asphalts obtained
with n-C5 and n-C1oare shown in Figures 15 and 16. These
distributions are bimodal, and thus consistent with the
small-angle scattering data shown in Figure 12, because
the existence of the two maxima is a strong indication that
there are two different types of asphalt aggregates in the
solution. One type are those that are formed by a DLP
aggregation, while the other type are those that are formed
by a DLCC process. We point out that, in general, the MW
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distribution is a time-dependent quantity which evolves
as the aggregation of the asphalt and asphaltene particles
takes place. Thus, as discussed above, if the solution is
aged for a long enough time, then the maximum that is
due to the DLP aggregates should disappear, yielding a
solution with only DLCC aggregates, and thus a unimodal
MW distribution. This is clearly seen in Figure 17, where
we show the results for an asphaltene solution obtained
with n-C6 and R = 1.5 after 4 weeks. More extensive data

for several other solvents will be reported e1sewhere4*.

Botet and Jullien49 studied the cluster-size distribu-
tion during aggregation processes, and derived an analyti-
cal formula for the most probable cluster-size distribution.
Suppose that at the beginning of the aggregation process
there are N elementary particles, and that there are N=
clusters or aggregates in the system. Botet and Jullien49
showed that, the most probable cluster-size distribution is
given by NnS/N~ ~ ~U(NCs/N), where w is defined by
Eq. (2). This equation tells us that ~W(z) can be con-
sidered as a resealed or reduced most probable cluster-size
distribution. Botet and Jullien49 also derived the following
equation for ~W(z)

$@(z) = CZ-2Wexp[–(1 – 2w)z] , (lo)

where c is a renormalization constant obtained from
$~~ ~)dz = 1. This equation can have a maximum only

We now convert Eq. (10) to a MW distribution for the
asphalt and asphaltene aggregates by assuming that, the
M W of an aggregate is proportional to its size. Since the
data shown in Figures 15-17 indicate that there can be a
minimum molecular weight lkf~ at which the MW distri-
bution is cutoff, Eq. (10) implies the following equation
for the MW distribution for asphalts and asphaltenes:

ju(kf) = c(A4-ikf~)-2wexp[-: (A4-&fm)] , Ala J4m ,
(11)

where a k a contant. In J3q. (11) we can treat w as an

adjustable parameter, but in what follows we provide ev-

idence that w may in fact be a universal exponent, and
thus its value can be fixed. If so, all one has to do is spec-
ifying the minimum molecular weight Mm, which can be
obtained by a simple measurement, and determining the
constant c from the normalization condition. Then, the
MW distribution is completely specified. However, Eq.
(11) is appropriate if the MW distribution is unimodal,
which is the case if the solution is aged for a long enough
time. If it is bimodal, then we use the following equation
which is a generalization of (11):

~w(M) = ~ Ci(M - Mmi)-2w exp[-ai(M - Mini)] . (12)
i=l

In this equation subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the DLP and
DLCC parts of the MW distribution, and thus Mml = O.
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Taken together, there are 6 parameters, which are ci, ai,
w, and Mm2, and are estimated by fitting the data to Eq.
(12). However, for all the.cases we found that w ~ –1/2,
indicating, as mentioned above, that it may be a universal
parameter. The resulting fits of the data are also shown in
Figures 15–17, and it can be seen that the agreement be-
tween the predictions and the data is generally very good.
However, the significance of the proposed equations is not
in the goodness of the fits, since there are 5 adjustable pa-
rameters. It is in the fact that Eqs. (11) and (12) have a
firm theoretical foundation.

SUMMARY
In this paper we presented extensive new experimental
data for the onset and amount of asphalt and asphaltene
precipitation under various conditions and with different
solvents, and their molecular weight distributions. We pro-
posed a simple scaling equation that appears to be capa-
ble of providing accurate predictions for the precipitation
data. Moreover, the scaling equation provides a particu-
larly simple, and apparently universal, prediction for the
onset of precipitation. We also analyzed small-angle scat-
tering data for asphalt and asphaltene aggregates in solu-
tions, and proposed the mechanisms that give rise to such
aggregates. Based on these findings, we proposed new an-
alytical equations for the MW distribution of the asphalt
and asphaltene aggregates, which provide accurate predic-
tions for the new data presented in this paper.
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NOMENCLATURE
dj, Df =

f,h =
I=

M=
Mm =

72* =
=

Rq =
=

s: =
-t=

w=
X,Y =
z, z’ =

e=
A=
T =
w=
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Figure 1. Experimentaldata for the weightpercentW of precipitated asphalt = a function of the

solvent/oil ratio R (in cm3/gr). The resuks are, from top to bottom, for n-es, n-cc, n-C7, n-es, and

n-C1o as the solvent.
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Figure 2. The weight percent W of precipitated asphalt as a function of the pressure P (in psia)

at 2’ = 23°C and solvent/oil ratio R = 3 with n-C6 (squares) and n-C7 (circles) as the solvent.
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ABSTRACT

We present here an ovem”ew of our experimental and theoreti-

cal studies of asphaltene transport through membranes. Statistical

Monte-Carlo models are utilised to model the structure of asphcdtene

molecules, and continuum hydrodynamic theory is used to calculate

their transport caeficients.

INTRODUCTION
Due to the relative abundance of heavy crudes and the ongoing research

activities in coal liquefaction and coal-liquid upgrading, the need to study the

structure, reactivity and transport properties of heavy oils is ever increasing.
Asphaltenes, which are a major component of heavy oils, create difficulties
during upgrading. To increase the efficiencyof the hydrotreating of heavy oils
it would be helpful to have a better understanding of the asphaltene structure
and the mechanism of asphaltene diffusion through restricted porous systems.

Membranes offer a number of advantages in fundamental investigations of
transport and reaction. Microporouspolymeric, mica and anodic membranes
have straight, non-intersecting and fairly uniform pores; this eliminates the need
for describing the tortuosity and the porous media topology. Sol-gel membranes

with their fairly unimodal pore size distributions represent an intermediate step

in the knowledge tree leading to a better understanding of the transport phe-

nomena occuring in real catalyst systems. Inorganic membranes, in particular,
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offer the opportunity for fundamental transport and reaction investigations at
realistic process conditions (Nourbaksh et al., 1990; Nourbaksh, 1991). These
membranes, furthermore, show good potential for novel reactor applications in
this area (Ravi-Kumar, 1995).

Several reviews on asphaltene structure have already been published (Yen,
1990; Speight, 1991; Sane et al., 1994). A broadly accepted model for the
asphaltenes molecular structure is beginning to emerge from these studies. As-
phaltene molecules (particles) are thought to be stacked layers of condensed
heterocyclic aromatic sheets with attached alkyl chains restricted to the plane
of the sheet, typically 8.5-15Ain diameter. These particles are about 16-20~ in
height. In asphaltenes the association and clustering do not stop at the particle
level. Several molecular weight dtiribution studies have shown the presence
of components (called “micelles” in the asphaltene literature) of very large
molecular weight, whkh are thought to result from the agglomeration of indi-
vidual particles. The chrstering of the particles is affected by concentration and
temperature. An important contribution in this area is by Klein and cowork-
ers (Savage and Klein, 1989; Trauth et aL, 1994). They have taken the vast
knowledge about the chemical structure of asphaltenes and have succeeded to
instill in it a degree of mathematical formalism. They have developed numerical
techniques which can be used to modei representative molecular structures of
asphaltenes and resids. Their work has significantly influenced our own studies
in this field.

Considerably fewer studies have dealt with the subject of asphaltene trans-
port through porous catalysts and membranes. In one of the earliest studies
Thrash and PiIdes (1981) studied the transport of aspha.ltenes through mica
membranes. Shimura et al. (1982)studkd asphaltene diffusion in porous cata-
lysts by uptake-type experiments. A more detailed study of asphaltene trans-
port was done by Baltus (1984) and Baltus and Anderson (1983, 1984), who
used a Wicke-KalIenbach-type diffusionceil to measure the dlffusivity, through
mica membranes, of asphaltenes derived from Kuwaiti atmospheric bottoms.
Their studies have been continued “(Kyriakou et al., 1988; Nortz et al., 1990)
with various fractionated samples of heavy oils using polycarbonate membranes

and Taylor-dispersion-t ype experiments. Using models developed by Garcia de

la Terre and Bloomfield (1978), Baltus and coworkers have also attempted to
model the asphaltene structure as assemblagesof interconnected spheres (Nortz
et al., 1990). Mieviile et al. (1989) measured the dMusion of asphaltenes, by
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uptake type experiments, through catalysts with both unimodal and bimodal

pore size distributions. Hondo asphaltene was found to have the highest diffu-

sivity, which was attributed to its smaller average aromatic cluster. Our group

has also studied experimentally the transport of asphaltene for a number of

years (Sane et al., 1988, 1992, 1994). In our studies we have utilized model

membranes which, as already pointed out, offer a number of advantages when

it comes to fundamental investigations of transport and reaction.

Before describing our model of ssphaltene diffusion, we first briefly review

some of our experimental results. Further details are outlined in our prior

publications (Sane, 1990; Sane et al., 1988, 1992, 1994; Ravi-Kumar et ai.,

1994).

EXPERIMENTAL
Most of our experiments desribed here were carried out in a stainless steel

Wkke-Kallenbach-type diffusion cell (Sane, 1990) consisting of two haIf-ceIIs
I separated by the microporous membrane, each equipped with an externally

driven rotor shaft for good mixing to eliminate external mass transfer limita-

tions. The temperature of each half-cell was individually controlled. During

! the experiments, samples were withdrawn from the high (HCS) and low con-

centration cell sides (LCS) and analyzed.

As outlined in the introduction, asphalten= are thought to be mixtures1
of many compounds with a broad molecular weight (M W] distribution. The

poIydisperse nature of asphaltenes has implications for their transport. It im-

plies, for example, (a fact overlooked until recently (Sane et al., 1988)) that one

cannot define a unique, time-independent effective diffusivity. Size exclusion

chromatography (SEC) is a technique that can be used to study polydisperse

compounds like asphaltenes. Using SEC, we have observed that the asphaltene

in the LCS has initially different elution characteristics than the asphaltene in

the HCS, but eventually approaches the behavior in the HCS. Furthermore, ~

phaltene components with nominal sizes exceeding those of the membrane pores

diffuse across the membrane. This is consistent with the ‘(dynamic nature” of

the asphaltene moIecule, which imparts on it the ability to generate itseif from

its fragments.

This dynamic nature of asphaltenes manifests itself in the effects of temper-

ature and concentration on their transport properties. The measured activation

energies for diffusion, for example, are typical of the association energies for in-

dividual asphaltene sheets and increase with decreasing pore size. Asphaltene

1 251



diffusivity also depends on initial HCS concentration, decreasing with increasing

asphaltene concentration. The manner the concentration of metals and other

heteroatoms change with time in the LCS and HCS during diffusion is an indi-

cator of the relative abundance of these species in the asphaltene components

during reaction and transport, and provides insight into the structural aspects

of importance in asphaltene upgrading. The data (Sane et al. 1988,1992,1994;

Sane, 1990) are again consistent with the overall asphaltene picture emerging

from the structural investigations.

A MODEL OF ASPHALTENE DIFFUSION
There are a number of broad conceptual literature models of the asphaltene

structure in the literature. A model which is consistent with both their tranport

measurements and with the literature Oritheir detailed chemistry and structure

is, however, currently missing. In this paper we present such a model. The

model uses Monte-Carlo techniques to describe the asphaltene structure and

continuum hydrodynamic theory to describe the hindered diffusion. The model

presently does not explicitly account for the agglomeration/delamination phe-

nomena which characterize the dynamic nature of asphaltene molecules. The

omission is deliberate since little concrete is known in this area (work is currently

in progress in our group). The technique for generating the asphaltene struc-

ture is based on the mathematical formalism of Klein and coworkers (Savage

and Klein, 1989; Trauth et al., 1994). It requires knowledge of the probability

distribution functions for the number of sheets in the aaphaltene particlea, the

aromatic and saturated rings in each sheet and the number/length of parafiinic

chains. Experimental techniques for identifying all these structural elements

are available. For a given asphaltene, however, the approach requires a lot

of resources and is time consuming. An alternate approach utilizing iterative

stochastic modelling to determine the structural element probability distribu-

tion functions based on measured macroscopic properties like average MW,

density, viscosity, etc. is gaining appeal.

In our studies, the structural element probability distributions of number

of unit sheets, aromatic and saturated rings, and the length of alkyl chains

were assumed to be 2-parameter log-normal distribution functions. Once these

functions are defined, the program then determines the number of unit sheets

in every asphaltene particle and the aromatic rings and saturated rings in every

sheet. The rings in each sheet are stochastically arranged in a peri-condensed

manner (packed as closely as possible). The peripheral rings are then arranged
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Figure 1: Molecular weight distributions of asphaltenes. a-Mean= O.90, b-

Mean=3.58, c-Mean=7.16.

randomly so that the condensation index is close to the value of 0.8 reported by

Savage and Klein (1989). The number of peripheral carbons and the number

of peripheral carbons that can be substituted with aliphatic chains are then

calculated. The peripheral carbons are randomly substituted with alkyl chains,

whose lengths are determined from the cumulative distributions. The MW of

each particle is calculated from the number of carbons and hydrogens in each

molecule. Further details about the technique for generating the asphaltene

structure can be found elsewhere (Ravi-Kumar et al., 1994). Fig. 1, for example,

shows the MW distribution of a number of generated asphaltenes. In this

figure we vary the mean of the probability distribution for the number of sheets

while maintaining the mean and standard deviation of the other probability

distribution functions constant.

Calculation of the transport coefficients

We have used a continuum hydrodynamic theory to simulate the hindered

resistance to the transport of asphaltenes (Deen, 1987). The transport coeffi-

cients of the asphaltene molecules are calculated by assuming that the molecules

are rigid, neutrally buoyant and uncharged particles and the solvent is a contin-
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uum. The porous membrane is assumed to consist of non-intersecting, straight— ———-—<
chemically inert, cylindrical pores. The diffusivity of the molecule through a

pore is reduced as a result of the partitioning of the particles between the bulk

phase and the porous medium, and as a consequence of the steric hindrance and

the hydrodynamic viscous drag resistance due to the walls. The partitioning

is described by the partition coefficient @, and the steric hindrance and hy-

drodynamic resistance by the hydrodynamic viscous drag coefficient Kd. The

diffusivity through the pore, i.e., DP is given as

Dp = Dm@K~ , (1)

where Dm is the bulk diffusivity value. For the calculation of @ and Kd the

asphaltene particles have been approximated ss spheroids.

The partition coefficient Q, defined ss the equilibrium ratio of the solute

concentration in the pores to that in the bulk solution, is calculated using the

corrected (Limbach et al., 1989) statistical mechanics formulas of Giddings et

al. (1968). For an axisymmetrically shaped particle @ can be calculated as the

fraction of the orientationally averaged pore volume accesible to the center of

the molecule.

The averaged hydrodynamic viscous drag coefficient (K~) is affected by

steric and hydrodynamic viscous drag effects due to the presence of the pore

wall. For nonspherical rigid molecules (with dimensions A) in cylindrical pores,

Kd can be expressed (Anderson and Quinn, 1974) as an integral of the normal-

ized hydrodynamic viscous drag coefficient A’u (A, /?, ~) over all ra&al positions

/3 and all orientations @

(2)

E(A, ~) is the radial position where the molecule first touches the pore wall
for any given orientation. Ku (A, /3,@) can be calculated by solving the Stoke4

equation of motion and the equation of wntinuity, assuming a creeping flow of

a Newtonian and incompressible viscous fluid.

Boundary-element methods (Tullock, 1992) can, in principle, be used for

finding the solution of these equations, but the calculations are computation-

ally intensive. The rigorous analytical calculation of KZJ(A, /3,~) for all/3 and ~

is also formidable for non-spherical particles. We have utilized here the center-

line approximation (Deen, 1987; Anderson and Quinn, 1974), by assuming that
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Figure 2: Hydrodynamic drag coefficient for various spheroidal sizes.

the asphaltene particles translate axisymmetrically along the center-line. The

Stoke6 flow problem in a cylindrical tube, containing a line of spheroidal parti-

cles located axisymmetrically along the center-line, was first addresed by Chen

and Skalak (1970) using a singularity technique. The hydrodynamic viscous

drag D for a particle, of spheroidal-diameter to pore-diameter ratio of bo, and

spheroidal-thickness to pore-thickness ratio of ao, translating axisymmetrically

with velocity U in a cylindrical pore filled with a stationary fluid of viscosity p

is

D = 6npbOKu(a0,bo,O,~)U (3)

where ~ is the axisymmetrical orientation. Chen and Skalak (1 970) have tab-

ulated a limited number of Ku (a~, bo, O,0) values.
To calculate the dlffusivities for the broad size range of asphaltene particles

we have recalculated the hydrodynamic coefficients for a much wider region of

ao and bO, in the range 0.0< bO <0.5 and 0.4< aci/bos 2.5. The collocation

points were spaced evenly along the surface of the spheroid. We used a system

of 24 stream function terms and 32 equations and a modified boundary-element

method to solve for the Stok& stream function coefficients. Further details can

be found elsewhere (Ravi-Kumar et at., 1994). Once the Stoke4 stream function

is known, the hydrodynamic drag coefficient l{d can be calculated directly. h“d
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Figure 3: Distribution of hindered diffusion coefEcients at different pore sizes.

as a function of the ratio of the StokeS-Einstein radius of a spheroid to the
pore-radius is shown in Fig. 2 for various values of ao/bo.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our model calculates the transport coefficientsof asphaltene molecules as a

function of the molecular weight and various other structural parameters. To
generate the structures of a given asphaltene, the results are averaged over 5
simulation rums,each involving 200,000particles. The molecular weight distri-
butions of typical asphaltene molecules thus generated are shown in Fig. 1. The
asphaltene molecules seem to follow a Schultz type distribution (Shue, 1990).
Fig. 3 shows how the asphaltene diffusioncoefficientscaled by its bulk value,i.e.,
(DP/Dm), changes with molecular weight and pore size. The diffusion coeffi-
cients were plotted versus molecular weight by averaging over all the molecules
within a range of molecular weights. (DP/Dm ) decreases with increasing molec-
ular weight and decreasing pore diameter. Calculated asphaltene diffusivities
are of the same order of magnitude as the experimental results of Baltus (1983)
and Sane (1990). In the region of molecular weights shown in Fig. 3, a scaling
relationship is observed between the (DP/D~ ) and the molecular weight of the
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asphaltene particle, i.e.,

Dp/Dm - exp(–kM*) , (4)

where k is a constant (which depends on the pore size) and M is the molecular

weight of the asphaltene particles.

The validity of any model (and its further development) must eventually

be judged by its agreement with experimental data. To critically evaluate the

transport model presented here one must have structural information and diffu-

sion data over a wide range of conditions. No such comprehensive data is avail-

able at this point and time that would allow meaningful comparisons. Work in

this area is continuing in our group.
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Asphalt Flocculation and Deposition. II. Formation and Growth of
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Extensive small-angle X-ray and neutron scattering data, as well as the results of precip-

itation measurements, are analyzed to delineate the structure of the asphalt and asphaltene

aggregates that are formed when a solvent is injected into a system containing crude oil. The

two types of data suggest strongly that, both small and large aggregates have a fractal structure

with well-defined fractal dimensions. If the system has been aged for a long enough time and its

temperature is low enough, then large asphalt particles have the structure of diffusion-limited

cIust er-cluster aggregates with a fract al dimension Df m 1.8, while smaIl asphalt particles are

similar to diffusion-limited particle aggregates with a fract al dimension df = 2.5. High tem-

peratures increase the rotational motion of the particles, disturb the structure and mechanical

stability of the aggregates, and decrease their fractal dimension. Aging effects, as well as the

effects of the concentration of the asphalts in the solution, and the type of the solvent, on the

structure of the aggregates are also investigated. The implications of these results for the struc-

ture, mechanical stability, and molecular weight distribution of asphalts and asphaltenes are

discussed in detail. In particular, a new molecular weight distribution for the asphalt aggregates

is proposed, and is shown to provide excellent predictions for the experimental data.

Key words: Small-angle scattering, fractal structures, diffusion-limited aggregation, asphalt

precipitation.



Introduction

Formation, flow and precipitation of particles or large aggregates in porous media is relevant

to a wide variety of natural and industrial processes, such as deep-bed filtration, flow of dilute

stable emulsions, migration of fines, and catalysis (for a review see Sahimi et al., 1990), as

well as ground water contamination and enhanced oil recovery (for reviews see Sahimi, 1993,

1995). The efficiency of these processes depends crucially on the availability of open pore space

which provides transport paths for the fluid that carries the aggregates. In some cases, the

particles or aggregates are formed when the fluid in the porous medium reacts with the solid

matrix, resulting in solid products that are carried away by the flowing fluid. In other cases,

the aggregates are formed when a fluid is injected into the pore space to react with, or displace,

the in-place fluid. These aggregates have very unusual properties, and despite many years of

research a definitive model of their structure has not emerged.

Consider a typical process in which such aggregates are formed, namely, catalytic coal

liquefaction and coal liquid upgrading, during which large molecular saggregates, that are

usually referred to as asphaltene, are formed whose precipitation on the pore surfaces of the

cat alyst decreases severely the efficiency of these processes. Over the years several studies

have been undertaken (see, for example, Thrash and Pildes, 1981; Baltus and Anderson, 1983;

Sakai et al., 1983; Mieville et al., 1989; Kyriacou et al., 1988a,b; Nortz et aL, 1990; Sane et

al., 1988, 1992) by which the transport properties of asphaltenes derived from various types of

heavy oil have been measured. However, in the absence of a reasonable structural model of the

asphaltenes, such data cannot be interpreted and correlated accurately. Moreover, precipitation

of the asphaltene aggregates on the pore surfaces of the catalyst causes severe problems for

efficient operation of the process, and thus one also needs an accurate model for predicting the

precipitation and its onset at which it is triggered. Despite some recent progress (see below), a

generally-accepted model has not emerged yet.

Consider another industrial process in which such aggregates are formed, namely, enhanced

oil recovery from an underground reservoir by a miscible displacement process in which an

agent — a gas or a liquid— is injected into the reservoir to displace the oil. This often causes

formation of large asphalt or asphaltene aggregates consisting of heavy organic compounds

and their precipitation on the pore surfaces of the reservoir during the enhanced oil recovery

process (Speight, 1991). For the sake of clarity we define (as do others; see, e.g., Speight, 1991)
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asphalts as asphaltenes plus resin and wax. Formation of asphalt and asphaltene aggregates

is a function of the composition of the crude oil and the displacing agents, and the pressure

and temperature of the reservoir. Their deposition on the surface of the pores reduces the

permeability of the pore space, leading to the eventual isolation of oil from the flowing fluid

in the reservoir (see, for example, Lichaa and Herrera, 1975), a reduction in the efficiency of

oil recovery processes, and an increase in their cost. Therefore, it is important to understand

the mechanisms of formation of such aggregates under the reservoir conditions, the point at

which their deposition on the pore surfaces is triggered, their thermodynamic and transport

properties, and their effect on the properties of the pore space. Although over the past several

decades such problems have been studied intensively (see, for example, Yen, 1990, and Speight,

1991, for comprehensive reviews), no general consensus has emerged.

In a previous paper (Rassamdana et aL, 1996; hereafter referred to as Part I), we presented

the results of a systematic study of asphalt formation near the onset of precipitation which is

particularly important to oil recovery, reported new experimental data for the amount of the

precipitates, and presented two theoretical approaches for predicting them. In the present paper

we study the kinetic growth of asphalt and asphaltene aggregates. We analyze two completely

different classes of experimental data. One is our precipitation data reported in Part I which

we analyze in order to gain insight into the structure of the asphalt aggregates. Small-angle

scattering measurements, a highly accurate probe of the structure of molecular aggregates,

constitute the second class of data which we analyze. We show that both types of data lead us

to an unambiguous and novel model of the structure of the asphalt aggregates. The model has

important implications for several structural and dynamical properties of the aggregates, which

we discuss in detail. Effective diffusivities of asphalt aggregates in a pore have been reported

elsewhere (Ravi-Kumar et al., 1994).

The plan of this paper is as follows. In the next section we describe two models of formation

and kinetic growth of molecular aggregates that are relevant to our discussion in this paper. We

then describe the theory of small-angle scattering by fractal aggregates. Next, extensive small-

angle X-ray and neutron scattering (SAXS and SANS, respectively) data are analyzed and are

shown to be consistent with a fractal structure for the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates. The

effects of the various factors that affect the structure of the aggregates, such as the temperature

of the system and the composition of the crude oil and the solvent are discussed in detail. In
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the next section, we analyze precipitation data and show that they are consistent with the

scattering results, thus lending strong support to the fractality Of the asphalt and asphaltene

aggregates. We then discuss the implications of these resuIts, including those for modelling

aggregation of asphalts, their stability against temperature fluctuations, and their molecular

weight distribution.

Particle and Cluster Aggregation

Two important aggregation processes that are relevant to our paper are diffusion-limited

particle (DLP) and diffusion-limited cluster-cluster (DLCC) aggregation (see Meakin, 1988,

for an excellent review). Here, we summarize briefly those aspects of these processes that are

directly relevant to our discussion. In the DLP aggregation model (Witten and Sander, 1981)

the site at the center of a lattice is occupied by a stationary particle. A particle is then injected

into the lattice, far from the center, which diffuses (executes a random walk) on the lattice.

If it reaches a surface site, i.e., an empty site which is a nearest-neighbor to the stationary

particle, it sticks to that site and remains there permanently. Another particle is then injected

into the lattice, which diffuses on the lattice until it reaches another surface (empty) site and

sticks to it, and so on. If this process is continued for a long time, a large aggregate is formed,

a typical two-dimensional (2D) example of which is shown in Figure 1. The DLP aggregates

are self-similar and fractal, i.e., if their radius is ~ and they contain NP elementary particles,

then

NP N R;f ,

where Df is their fractal dimension. Computer simulations

1.7 and 2.5, for 2D and 3D DLP aggregates, respectively.

In the DLCC aggregation model (Meakin, 1983; Kolb et

(1)

(Meakin, 1988) indicate that Di N

al., 1983) one starts with an empty

lattice. At time t = O, lattice sites are selected at random and occupied by particles, until a small

fraction pO of the sites are occupied by the particles. Each occupied site can contain only one

particle. A randomly-selected cluster of occupied sites, including a single site, is then selected

and moved (allowed to diffuse) in a randomly-chosen direction. Then the perimeter sites of

the cluster – the set of sites that are adjacent to the cluster – are examined to see whether

they are occupied by other particles or clusters. If so, the perimeter particles or clusters are

added (attached) to the cluster that was moved to form a larger cluster. once a larger cluster
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is formed, it is not allowed to break up again. (Later in this paper we investigate the stability

of these aggregates, and the conditions under which the clusters may break up. ) Another

randomIy-selected cluster is moved again, its perimeter is examined for possible formation of

a larger cluster, and so on. Figure 2 shows 3 stages of this process in 2D. Similar to the DLP

aggregates, the DLCC aggregates are also fractal objects with DJ = 1.45+0.05 and 1.8*0.05 in

2D and 3D, respectively. Observe that the fractal dimension of the DLCC aggregates is smaller

than that of the DLP aggregates. The reason for this is clear: Aggregation of clusters creates

larger holes in the final molecular structure than that of elementary particles. This is clearly

seen in Figures 1 and 2. Note that, in this model it is assumed that the diffusivity ~ of a cluster

is independent of its molecular weight M. In practice, one expects to have D N iVf-l/Df (since

the radius & of the cluster is proportional to ~l/Df ), or more generally, ~ N M<, where ~ is

an exponent that may depend on the type of the solution in which the aggregation takes place.

Computer simulations (Meakin, 1988) indicate that D~ is almost completely independent of ~,

provided that D decreases with increasing M.

Another important model is reaction-limited cluster-cluster (RLCC) aggregation process in

which the clusters have to touch each other many times before joining. As a result, the clusters

can penetrate more deeply into each other, leading to aggregates with a denser structure than

that of the DLCC aggregates. For example, their fractal dimension in 3D is Df = 2.05,

compared with DJ & 1.8 for DLCC aggregates.

An important property of the DLCC aggregates is their surface roughness. Since the ag-

gregating clusters have irregular shapes and sizes, their active surface area S=, i.e., that part

of their surface which is most likely to collide with the surface of another cluster,

from their total surface area S, and in fact S. constitutes only a small fraction of S.

surface area S= of an aggregate scales with the total number of particles s in it as

Sa-sw,

is different

The active

(2)

where u is a universal exponent, independent of many microscopic features of the aggregate.

Obviously, u <1, since the active surface area of a cluster cannot grow with its size faster than

linearly.

An important property of both the DLCC and RLCC aggregates is their cluster-size dis-

tribution. Suppose that n,(t) is the number of clusters of size s at time t. Then, it has been
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shown that (Vicsek and Family, 1984)

72,= s-’f(s/(s)) ,

where ~ is a universal exponents, and (s) is the mean cluster (aggregate) size defined by

(3)

(4)

Here j(z) is a universal scaling function such that f(z) N XJ for z <<1 and ~(z) <<1 for

z >> 1. For the DLCC aggregates ~ = 2 (Vicsek and Family, 1984), while for the RLCC

aggregates T = 3/2 (Ball et ai., 1987). Thus, the value of T can be used to distinguish between

the DLCC and RLCC aggregates which, in fact, is what we do in our analysis of the scattering

data discussed below. Obviously, the mean cluster size increases with the time -t, and therefore

(s) - tw , (5)

where w is a dynamical exponent which may depend on f, the exponent that relates the diffu-

sivity of the clusters to their molecular weight.

Theory of Small-Angle Scattering by Fractal Aggregates

An accurate probe of the structure of fractal aggregates is small-angle scattering. We define

the density-density autocorrelation function G’(r) at a distance r = Ir[ by

(6)

where V is the volume of the system. The origin of the coordinate system is in the aggregate,

g(r) = 1 if a given point at a distance r from the origin belongs to the aggregate, and g(r) = O

otherwise. For a d-dimensional self-similar and fractal aggregate of s sites and large values of

r we must have

c(r) - ?@f-d. (7)

In a scattering experiment the observed scattering intensity ~~(q) by a single cluster is given

by the Fourier transform of C’(r)

Is(q) = ~ c(r) ew(%” r)d3r ,
CQ

where q is the scattering vector whose magnitude q is given by

6
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(9)
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Here A is the wavelength of the radiation scattered by the sample through an angle 0. For

a system with sufficiently low porosity, such as a fractal aggregate, it is not unreasonable to

assume that, to a good approximation, there will be no interference scattering, and therefore

the total scattering intensity is the sum of the scattering from all segments of the aggregate.

For an isotropic medium, C(r) = C(r), where r = Irl, and Eq. (8) be~omes

Using Eq. (7) in (10) with d = 3 yields

I.(q) w q-~fr(DJ – 1) sin[(Df – l)7r/2] ,

(lo)

(11)

where I’(z) is the Gamma function. Thus, a logarithmic plot of the scattering intensity Is(q)

versus q (or the angle 0) should yield a straight line with the slope —DJ. Both light scattering

and small-angle X-ray scattering from silica aggregation clusters have confirmed the validity of

Eq. (11) (Schaefer et aL, 1984). In real systems the range of self-similarity and fractal behavior

may be limited by lower and upper cutoff length scales Rt and & (see below).

If the solution contains many aggregates or clusters of various sizes, then the

scattered is the average sum of the intensities scattered by all the aggregates.

given by (Bouchaud ei! al., 1986)

I(q) = ~ sn~~s(q)ds ,

which, after using Eqs. (3) and (8), yields

I(q) ~ q-(a-”)~f .

intensity I(q)

Thus, I(q) is

(12)

(13)

Note that, since for the DLCC aggregates r = 2, Eqs. (11) and (13) are idential in this

limit. We point out that power-law scattering, such as Eqs. (11) and (13), can also arise from

scatterers that are not fractal, but their size distribution is of power-law type. Thus, later in

this paper we also analyze the precipitation data which provide information about the asphalt

cluster-size distribution.

We now analyze the small-angle scattering and precipitation data, from which we attempt

to deduce the structure of the asphalt aggregates. We should point out that the small-angle

scattering data that we analyze are not ours. However, their presentation and analysis in terms

of fractal aggregates is novel and presented for the first time in this paper. In the origin~
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papers mainly the asphalt particle size distribution WaS studied, but no attempt was made

to deduce the structure of the aggregates. Moreover, the data that we analyze include both

SANS and SAXS, which are known to have very different contrast mechanisms, especially for

complex systems such as the asphalt aggregates. Despite this, both types of data lead to the

same conclusion regarding the structure of the asphalt aggregates.

I Analysis of the Small-Angle Scattering Data

We start with the analysis of the SANS data presented by Sheu et aL (1992), and give a brief

description of their experiments. The small-angle scattering spectrometer utilizes neutrons from

a cold source containing liquid hydrogen at 1.5K. The out coming neut rons are monochromatized

by a single multilayered monochromator for selection of the wavelength. In the experiments the

wavelength was 5. 0~ with a wavelength spread of about 11?lo. The sample cell was a cylindrical

quartz cuvette of 2-mm pathlength. The scattered neutrons, after passing through a helium-

filled drift space, were detected by a 3He area detector of 50 x 50 cm2 containing 128 x 128

pixel elements. The sampleto-detector distance was 180cm, which corresponds to a q-range of

0.008 to 0.17~-l. Heptane was used as the solvent, and after the aggregates were formed, they

were separated from the solution and were mixed with toluene and the scattering experiments

were carried out after 11 days. The aggregate concentration in the toluene ranged from 0.5~o

to 5% (by weight), with a temperature range of 25 to 43”C.

The logarithmic plot of the scattering intensity l(q) versus q at 25°C and 5% aggregate

concentration is shown as the lower curves in Figure 3. A power-law scattering is observed

over about one order of magnitude variation in the length scale. The size of these aggregates

appears to be very small, ranging from about 5A to about 50~. This is due to the fact that

I in these experiments the asphalt aggregates were dissolved in toluene, which is known to be

a good solvent for asphalts and resins and causes fragmentation of the a~regates into small

pieces. However, other data analyzed below are for much larger aggregates, and the results are

still consistent with what we find from Figure 3. As Figure 3 indicates, there are two distinct
I

regimes. At large length scales (small q) one has a straight line with a slope of about 1.76+ 0.11,
I

whereas at small length scales (large g), the slope is about 2.6 + 0.1. Hereafter, we use Dj and

df to denote the fractal dimensions of the large and small aggregates, respectively. What is the

interpretation of these results? From our experimental observations (see Part I) the following

mechanism for the formation of the aggregates is emerged. After the solvent is added, the resin,
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that covers the surface of the small individual particles and the self-associates suspended in the

oil, is partially dissolved. The particles and the resin are both electrically charged, albeit with

opposite signs, and therefore dissolution of the resin creates electrical imbalance between the

particles. The small clusters are then formed by diffusion of the charged solid particles in the

oil, which stick together upon collision, precisely the way the D LP aggregates are formed. Their

fractal dimension, which is about 2.5, is in agreement with the scattering data, dj N 2.6+ 0.1,

obtained from Figure 3. After some time, one has a mixture of small clusters or aggregates

of various sizes (which also carry a net electrical charge), as well as the individual charged

particles. So, while the aggregation of the individual particles continues, aggregation of the

clusters is also triggered. These clusters and particles also diffuse in the solution and stick to

each other upon collision, precisely the mechanism by which the DLCC aggregates are formed.

Indeed, with ~ = 2, the value for DLCC aggregates, Eq. (13) predicts D1 = 1.76 for large

length scales, in excellent agreement with that of 3D DLCC aggregates.

Next, we consider SAXS data reported by IIerzog et al. (1988), who used 3 solution samples.

Two of them were oil residues at atmospheric pressure and 350”C. After the solvent, which was

n-heptane, was added and the asphalts were formed, they were separated and dispersed in

benzene. The third sample was a 10% vacuum residue, containing the asphalt, without any

separation with n-heptane and dispersed in benzene. The wave length A was 1.608~.

The results presented in Figure 4 show power-law scattering over nearly two orders of

magnitude variations in the aggregate size, 50~ ~ 1 s 1700~. Note that the size of these

aggregates is much larger than those in the experiments of Sheu et aL (1992) discussed above.

The slope for the first two samples is 1.8+0.03, so that if we take ~ = 2, the value for the DLCC

aggregates, the fractal dimension for the aggregates in the first two samples is Dt s 1.8+ 0.03,

while the third sample yields a fractal dimension DJ c+ 1.75+ 0.05, all of which are in excellent

agreement with that of 3D DLCC aggregates, and also consistent with the SANS data of Sheu

et aL (1992) which were for a completely different oil. Note that, the ranges of length scales

and the aggregate sizes that have been probed by SAXS in these experiments are much larger

than those of Sheu et ai.’s, but the results are completely consistent with each other. Note also

that, unlike the data of Sheu et al., the results shown in Figure 4 do not indicate the presence in

the solution of the DLP aggregates at small length scales. We attribute this to two important

factors: One is the aging of the three solutions for a very long time, which provides ample time
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forthesmall a~regates todiffuse inthesolution andstick togetbsr m they collide. The second

factor can be the low concentration of the asphalt in the solution. Most fractal aggregates

lose their mechanical stability if their mass exceeds some critical value, and have to restructure

themselves (Kantor and Witten, 1984). Thus, if the concentration of the solid particles that

constitute the asphalt particles is large enough, initially DLP aggregates are formed which

cluster together later and form a D LC C aggregate. Once the mass of the DLCC aggregate

exceeds the critical value for its mechanical stability, it can no longer absorb the small DLP

aggregates, and they are left in the solution. On the other hand, if the concentration is low

enough and the system has been aged for a long enough time, it will contain only one type of

fractal aggregates. For example, if the asphalt-containing solution is aged for a long enough

time, practically all the DLP aggregates as well as the individual charged particles cluster

together and form one or more DLCC aggregates. Both of these factors result in virtually no

small aggregate left in the solution that can be detected by small-angle scattering.

The next set of SAXS data that we analyze was reported by Dwiggins (1978). In his exper-

iments oil was poured slowly into n-decane (the solvent), being stirred rapidly by a magnetic

stirrer in a flask. The resulting solution, which cent ained 18.670 oil by weight, was then used for

SAXS experiments at 25”C. The results are presented in Figure 5. The range of length scales

probed in these experiments varies by only a factor of about 4.5, and therefore the results that

are inferred from these data cannot by themselves be conclusive. But the size of the aggregates

is very large, ranging from about 1600~ to about 7200~. Moreover, similar to the SANS data

of Sheu et al. (1992), they indicate the existence oft wo distinct regimes. At large length scales

(small q) the slope of the line is 1.85 + 0.1, which together with 7 = 2 yield Dt = 1.85+ 0.1, in

agreement with the fract al dimension of the D LCC aggregates, whereas at small length scales

(large q) we obtain dj & 3. This value of Dt is again in agreement with that of 3D DLCC

aggregates. However, dj = 3 implies small compact aggregates, for which we have no explana-

tion. Dwiggins (1978) also reported SAXS data for a whole (blank) oil, which is an oil to which

no solvent has been added. The results for this solution are shown as the upper curve in Figure

6 which indicates that, over nearly one order of magnitude variations in the length scales, one

only has large aggregates with DJ = 1.87+ 0.09, if we take ~ = 2, again in excellent agreement

with that of 3D DLCC aggregates. Dwiggins (1978) himself remarked that, “The curve for the

whole oil further indicates the presence of very large particles,” consistent with our assertion.
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We point out that, if in interpreting the above results, we take ~ = 3/2, the value for the

RLCC aggregates, all the scattering results for large length scales that were discussed above (and

those that are discussed below) yield Df & 1.2, inconsistent with the fractal dimension of the

RLCC aggregates. In other words, ~ and Dj provide consistency checks on each other. Although

there is no reason to believe that these aggregates can form by a percolation phenomenon, a

process in which particIes join randomly, we can also test whether percolation can be a plausibIe

mechanism for the format ion of the asphalt aggregates. For percolation in three dimensions,

r = 2.18. Thus, if in Eq. (13) we take this value of r, since the slopes of all the scattering curves

that were discussed above were about 1.8 at large length scales, we would obtain Dj = 2.2,

again inconsistent with the fractal dimension of percolation fractals DJ = 2.52. Therefore, we

believe that DLCC aggregation is the only sensible mechanism for the formation of the asphalt

aggregates.

We must point out that the length scale (or the value of q) at which one has a crossover

from the DLP aggregates to the DLCC ones depends on the composition of the oil, the type

of the solvent, and the temperature and pressure of the system. This length scale is not a

universal property, and thus cannot be estimated from a knowledge of Dj and df alone.

We now investigate the effect of three important factors on the structure of these aggregates,

namely, the temperature of the system, the type of the solvent, and the aging of the asphalt-

containing solution.

The eflect of the temperature: In Figure 7 we present the logarithmic plots of I(q) versus q

for two systems that contain 1% (by weight) asphalt, at 25°C and 43”C, reported by Sheu et al.

(1992). The other characteristics of the solutions were the same as those discussed above. As

this figure indicates, these experiments probed over more than one order of magnitude variations

in the length scales, and the results are indicative of two important effects. First, since the

concentration of the asphalt is very 10W,at the time of the measurements aggregate formation

had not been completed. Indeed, as the upper curve of Figure 7 (at 25°C) indicates, at large

length scales (small q), the eflective fractal dimension of the aggregates is only Dj ~ 1.42, if we

take 7 = 2, the value for the DLCC aggregates, and an even smaller DJ is we take ~ = 3/2, the

value for the RLCC aggregates. At small length scales (large q), the slope is about 1.9 + 0.1,

indicating a dj much lower than that of 3D DLP aggregates, dj ~ 2.5. These results should

be compared with the lower curves shown in Figure 3, which are for a solution that contains
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5’?10 asphalt. Second, increasing the temperature of the system has two consequences. One is

that more resins are dissolved and thus the electrical charge imbalance between the particles

or small clusters is much lower. Thus, we expect to have aggregates with lower densities. The

second, and the most important, consequence is that the rotational motion of the particles and

clusters increases with rising temperature. It is known (Meakin, 1984) that, if during a DLCC

aggregation process the clusters are allowed to rotate relatively fast, the fractal dimension

of the DLCC aggregate decreases. For example, in 2D simulation of DLCC aggregation, the

fractal dimension decreases from Dj = 1.45 for aggregates with no cluster rotational motion,

to Dj = 1 with very fast rotations (Meakin, 1984), with a similar phenomenon happening in

3D. Therefore, at high temperatures we expect to have asphaltene aggregates with lower fractal

dimensions. This is clearly confirmed by the lower curves of Figure 7, which show the data at

43”C. At large length scales the slope of the line is 1.0 + 0.1, which even with 7 = 2 yields

Df m 1 + 0.1 for the aggregates, and with T = 3/2 one finds Df < 1, an unphysical result.

Even at small length scales, the clusters also have much smaller masses, and have organized

themselves into clusters with a lower effective fractal dimension, since the slope of the line is

only 1.8. This assertion is also supported by the results of Dwiggins (1978). He carried out

SAXS experiments with a whole oil at two different temperatures. One was at 25”C, the results

of which are shown as the upper curves in Figure 6, and were already described. The second

scat tering experiments were at 80° C, the results of which are shown as the lower curves in Figure

6. In complete agreement with our assertion, and consistent with the data of Sheu et aL (1992)

discussed above, at large length scales the aggregate has a fractal dimension Dj & 1, while at

small length scales the fract al dimension is df & 1.75 + 0.05. A different set of SAXS data was

reported by Storm et al. (1993) at 93*C. These authors used an oil residue with n-heptane

as the solvent to form asphalt. The resulting asphalt was solved in an asphalt-free residue

(synthetic residue), with which the scattering experiments were carried out. The results are

presented in Figure 8 which indicate that, over one order of magnitude variations in the length

scales, a power-law scattering is observed. This figure also indicates that between an upper and

a lower cutoff length scales, the aggregates are fractal with a fractal dimension Dj ~ 1.1 + 0.1,

again in agreement with the results discussed above. Figure 8 also demonstrates nicely how a

small-angle scattering experiment can provide estimates of the lower and upper length scales

for the fractality of a system.
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Aging efleck If the asphalt-containing solution is not aged. for along enough time, then

one still obtains fract al aggregates, except that the formation of the aggregates is not complete

and thus the fractal dimensions of the aggregates represent efieciive dues that may be smaller

than their long-time values. For example, if the asphalt-containing solution that results in the

lower curves of Figure 3 is not aged for 11 days, and the scattering experiment is carried out

immediately after mixing of the asphalt-containing solution with toluene, one obtains the results

that are shown as the upper curves in Figure 3. In this case, at large length scales the slope is

about 1.66, which together with r = 2 yields DJ = 1.66, smaller than that of 3D aggregates,

Di = 1.8 (see above), whereas at smalI length scales we have dj = 1.94, smaller than that of

3D DLP aggregates, dj = 2.5. The reason for these values may be that the solution has not

yet been aged for a long enoungh time, and thus aggregate formation has not been completed.

Figure 9 also shows the effect of aging on the resulting aggregates. All the characteristics of

the system are similar to those shown in Figure 3, except that the concentration of the asphalt

particles in the solution is only 170. The results indicate power-law scattering over one order

of magnitude variations in the length scales. The upper curve in Figure 9 corresponds to the

scattering results immediately after dispersion of the asphalt-containing solution in toluene,

and indicates the existence of fractal aggregates with DJ = 1.14+0.07. The lower curve is for a

scattering experiment 11 days after the mixing and yieIds a fractal dimension Df = 1.94+ 0.13,

consistent with D} = 1.8 for 3D DLCC aggregates. Note that, as we discussed above, when the

concentration of the solid particles is low, only one type of fractal aggregates is formed, and

Figure 9 confirms this again.

The eflect of the solvent: Most of the above results were obtained with n-heptane as the

solvent. The only exception was the case with n-decane. All the results were also consistent

with each other. We now discuss the scattering results with a completely different solvent, and

then speculate on the possible effect of the solvent on the structure of the asphalt aggregates.

Figure 10 presents the logarithmic plot of a SAXS experiment reported by Dwiggins (1978). In

this experiment, n-propanol was used as the solvent at room temperature. The solution that

was used for the scattering experiment contained about 5070 (by weight) crude oil. Figure 10

indicates that there is only one type of fractal aggregate in the solution. The slope of the line is

about 2.7 + 0.06, inconsistent with a DLCC structure for which DJ(3 – ~) ~ 1.8 [see Eq. (13)],

and with a RLCC structure for which Df(3 —T) ~ 3.o7. Thus, what is the interpretation of this
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result? At this point we can only speculate, since we do not have enough information about

the experiments, nor do we have any data for any other type of solvent other than what we are

discussing here. Moreover, the range of the length scales probed in these experiments is not

broad enough to draw any definitive conclusion from the results. However, we note that Jullien

and Hasmy (1995) have argued that, if in the DLCC aggregation model the initial concentration

of the particles is larger than a critical value, then instead of the usual DLCC aggregate one

may obtain a gel network with a fractal structure. The fractal dimension of the gel network (at

the gel point) is about Dj = 2.52 (for a review of gelation models and their fractal structures

see Sahimi, 1992, 1994). If we assume that the solution essentiality contains one large aggregate,

so that, instead of Eq. (13), Eq. (11) is applicable, then one has an aggregate with a fractal

dimension Dj N 2.7, only 7% larger than that of gels. Since the concentration of the crude

oil in the propanol was very high, it is possible that the concentration of the asphalt particles

was above the critical value for gel format ion, and therefore a gel network was formed. One

may also speculate that, the presence of propanol in the solution created hydrogen bonds that

bridged the small clusters, which otherwise would not have been attached to each other. As a

result, a much denser fractal aggregate with higher D j was formed.

Scaling Analysis of the Precipitation Data

We now consider the problem from a completely different angle, namely, the precipitation of

the asphalt aggregates, and show that the amount of the precipitated aggregates also provides

insight into their structure, and that the results are in agreement with the small-angle scattering

data. To measure the amount of the precipitated aggregates we used a crude oil which we filtered

to remove its solid contents, such as sand. We then diluted the oil by a solvent, which was

a n-alkane with a carbon number ranging from 5 to 10. Several different dilution ratios R,

measured in terms of the cm3 of the agent/gr of the oil, were used. The diluted oil was then

agitated in a tube, which caused the formation and precipitation of the aggregates. After one

day the solid content of the oil, i.e., the precipitated aggregates, was measured. During the

entire experiment the temperature was kept at about 25° C. Complete details oft he experiments

are given in Part I.

Figure 11 shows our experimental results for the weight percent of the precipitated asphalt

W, in weight of the asphalt/gr of the crude oil, for 5 different solvents (n-alkanes) and various

solvent to crude ratios R. (Some of these data were reported in Part 1, and are presented here
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only for the following discussion. ) These results are strongly suggestive of the possibility that a

scaling equation may be developed for predicting them, since all the curves start at about the

same point and at large values of R they become more or less parallel. As a result, it may be

possible to collapse the data onto a single scaling curve. This is in fact typical of aggregation

processes. For example, one can calculate the cluster-size distribution n,(t), discussed above,

as a function of either the cluster size s at a fixed time t, or as a function of t at a fixed s.

This has been studied in detail by Meakin et a). (1985). However, Eq. (3) also tells us that

we can collapse all the cluster-size distributions onto a single curve, if we plot srn~ (-t) versus

.s/(s) (with (s) N tw), since the scaling function ~(s/(s)) is universai and does not depend on

the details of the system. Figure 12 shows the results of this collapse which confirms Eq. (3)

with r = 2.

Since the small-angle scattering data analyzed above already suggest that, asphalts and

asphaltenes are fractal aggregates with well-defined scaling properties, the data collapse should

be possible, and this is indeed the case. The variables in Figure 11 are R, W, and M, the

molecular weight of the solvent. We find that, if let X = R/Mz and Y = WRZ’, then all the

experimental data shown in Figure 11 can be collapsed onto a single curve with

1
~=–

4’ “=2, (14)

where the estimated error bars are about +5Y0. The resulting data collapse is shown in Figure

13. Note that, we could not find any other values for z and z’ that could collapse the precipita-

tion data onto a single curve with the same accuracy, nor could we find any other combinations

of the three variables that collapse the data onto a single curve. Thus, these combinations of

the variables and the values of z and z’ appear to be unique.

In Part I the exponents z and z’ were given without providing any theoretical explanation

for their values, nor could we explain why the precipitation data can be collapsed onto a single

curve. However, based on the dynamic cluster-size distribution for the DLCC aggregates, we

can now provide a theoretical explanation for both of these. If we combine Eqs. (3) and (5),

and take T = 2, the value for the DLCC aggregates, we obtain

s2n=(t) = f(s/tw) , (15)

which implies that the universal scaling function ~(z) can be expressed ordy in terms of s2n. (t).

On the other hand, if the scaling function shown in Figure 13 is written as Y = h(X), where
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h(X) isthecurve representing the collapsed data, then thedata collapse shown in Figure 13

implies that

R2W = h(R/Mz) , (16)

which is completely similar to Eq. (15), offers a plausible explanation for the collapse of the

precipitation data onto a single curve and the value z’ = 2, and indicates that, as we argued

above, the clusters have the structure of the DLCC aggregates. Of course, the scaling functions

~(x) and h(x) are not the same. Comparing Eqs. (15) and (16), one may infer that the roles

ofs and n$(t) in the dynamic cluster-size distribution are played by R and W(t), respectively.

It is not unreasonable to infer that the size of the asphalt aggregates may be proportional to

the ratio R, and indeed as Figure 11 indicates with increasing R the amount of precipitation,

and thus the size of the aggregates, do increase. As a rough estimate, W(t) is also proportional

to n,(t), the number of clusters or aggregates of size s at time t for all s z smin. Here s~in

is the minimum cluster size for precipitation, since only when a cluster is large enough, it can

precipitate; otherwise it will remain suspended in the solution. We expect to have s~in N a(s),

where a > 1. With these analogies, it becomes clear why the data collapse shown in Figure 13

is possible. However, one has to be carefuI with such analogies, since although we expect W(t)

to be related tons(t), the relation between them is more complex than a simple proportionality.

In fact, we expect that the weight percent of precipitated asphalt W(t) to be related to n,(t)

by the following equation
co

(17)~(~) - ~(,) %(w >

that is, W(t) is simply proportional to the sum of the sizes of all the clusters that are larger

than smi~ N a(s). The analogy between Eqs. (15) and (16) also implies that the role of the

mean cluster size (s) = tw in the dynamic cluster-size distribution, Eq. ( 15), is played by &fz

in the scaling equation for the precipitation data, Eq. (16). That is, the mean size of the

asphalt aggregates is proportional to the molecular weight A4 of the solvent, raised to some

power z. Since Eq. (5) tells that the exponent w depends on <, the exponent that relates

the diffusivity of an aggregate to its molecular weight, D N MC, we also conclude that the

exponent z, the analog of w, may also be non-universal and presumably depend on the type of

the solvent and/or the asphalt-containing oil, whereas the exponent z’ = 2 is universal and does

not depend on the solvent or the oil type. This universality is the result of mass conservation

in the system, which also results in Eq. (3) with ~ = 2.
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We now make another quantitative connection between the scattering results and the pre-

cipitation data, and show that the latter also indicate that Dj N 1.8 and df & 2.5. To do

this, we assume that the distribution of the asphalt aggregates does obey Eq. (3), derive an

expression for the mass of the aggregates in the solution, and show that the results are consis-

tent with the precipitation data only if r = 2, dt N 2.5, and Dt = 1.8. For a cluster of size s

11~~ and its volume is v N s .the redius is RP(s) = s , 3jD/ Thus the volume of the clusters or

aggregates in the solution is

v~~(=).n.(t)ds (18)

which, when combined with Eq. (3), yields

/

a(s)

s3%-Tj(s/(s))ds = (S)3/Df-’+1
[

a #/%-7f(z)& w (#/%-T+l .VW (19)
o 0

Note that, the limits of the integrals in Eqs. (17)-(19) are different. Equation (17) is for the

large aggregates that have precipitated (whose minimum size is about a(s)), while Eqs. (18)

and (19) are for those that have remained in the solution. If Vt is the volume of a typical cluster

[3+~~(1-7N13e In ~ solution thator aggregate in the solution, then Eq. (19) is written as V w vt

cent ains one or a few large aggregates with a fractal dimension DJ and a large number of small

aggregates with a fractal dimension dj, the typical or average aggregate size is dominated by

those of the smaII aggregates. That is, the mean size of the aggregates remaining in i!he solution

is dominated by the small aggregates (since if they had been large enough, they would have

precipitated). Therefore, we can write v~ = l~f, where 1 is the radius of the typical aggregates.

Combining this equation with Eq. (19), and noticing that the mass m of the aggregates in the

solution is m = pV, where p is the aggregate density, we obtain

~ N p&[3+%(M/3 . (20)

Equation (20) tells us that a logarithmic plot of m versus / should yield a straight line with

a slope p = df[3 + DJ(I – 7)}/3. If our interpretation of the small-angle scattering resuIts is

correct, then T = 2, df N 2.5 and Dj m 1.8, which means that slope of the line should be

p N 1.0. The only quantity to be specified is 1, which is very difficult to measure directly. Since

asphalt and asphaltene aggregates are fractal with complex shapes, one can estimate / only if

the fractal aggregate is approximated by a simple shape. For example, Herzog et al. (1988)

and Acevedo et al. (1994) suggested that one may represent asphalts roughly as relatively thin
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discs, whose thickness was estimated to be in the range 3.6 – 8.0~, while the density of asphalt

aggregates is typically about 1.1 – 1.3 gr/cm 3. Thus, if, as a rough estimate, we assume 1 to

be the radius of the discs, given the weight and density of the asphalts in the solution and the

thickness of the discs, which we took it to be 5.8A, i’ can be estimated. We found that for

a fixed dilution ratio R a plot of in m versus in 1?does reproduce straight lines whose slopes

vary between 0.9 and 1.13, with an average of about 1.03, in agreement with the theoretical

prediction p & 1.0.

Our recent measurements of the MW distributions of asphalts and asphaltenes with various

solvents and dilution ratios R (Dabir et al., 1996) suggest that heavier solvents with larger

molecular diameters also generate larger aggregates, result ing in broader MW distributions.

As pointed out above, the analogy between Eqs. (15) and (16) also implies that the mean

aggregate size is directly related to the molecular weight of the solvent. Thus, we may also

assume 1 to be proportional to some characteristic length scale of the solvent molecules, such

as their effective molecular diameter or, since we used n-alkanes as the solvent, their linear

dimension. However, for n-alkanes the effective molecular diameter is directly proportional to

their linear dimension, and therefore any one of them can be used. For the n-alkanes the values

of 1, taken as the effective molecular diameter, are available in standard handbooks. Figure 14

shows the plot of in m (calculated from Figure 11) versus in 4 for various n-alkanes and values

of the dilution ratio 1?, where on each line R is constant. As can be seen, all the lines for the

various n-alkanes and Rs are parallel to one another as they should be, since their slope depends

only on the universal quantities ~, df, and Dj. Moreover, we find that p ~ 1.05, in excellent

agreement with both the theoretical expectation p N 1.0 and p H 1.03 obtained by assuming

that the aggregates can be represented as thin discs. Therefore, not only the precipitation data

are consistent with a dynamic cluster-size distribution for fractal diffusion-limited aggregates,

they also indicate that the fractal dimensions of the aggregates are the same as those that

we infer from the scattering data. Note that, only if we take r = 2 and have two types of

aggregates in the solution with two different fract al dimensions dj and Dj, do the predictions

of Eq. (20) agree with the data, thus supporting our interpretation of the scattering data. All

other plausible vaIues of ~, dj and 11~ yield slopes that do agree with the experimental value,

p R 1.05.

We should point out that an equation similar to Eq. (20) with ~ = 2 was given previously
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by Crickmore and Hruska (1989) (CH) using a completely different derivation. However, in

their derivation they made a wrong assumption, but still obtained the same result as ours!

They assumed that df (whose origin they did not specify) is the fractal dimension of the largest

asphalt aggregate (which is in fact Dj ), whereas as our discussion’ here makes it clear, dj is the

fractal dimension of the typical or average-size aggregates, which are dominated by the small

DLP clusters. Janardhan and Mansoori (1993) attempted to derive the equation given by CH,

made the same error as them, and

at the onset of the precipitation.

solvents, and therefore there is no

applied the equation erroneously to some precipitation data

At this point, the dilution ratio RC is different for various

way of obtaining the type of straight lines shown in Figure

14, since on each line the dilution ratio is constant for all the solvents. It is not clear to us how

they obtained the results that they present in their paper.

Summarizing the results of the last two sections, almost all the different sets of small-angle

scattering data as well as the precipitation results, for completely diflerent oils and aggregate
. 0

sizes ranging from 50A to over 7000A, yield the same result The largest asphalt particles are

DLCC aggregates with a universal fractal dimension DJ = 1.8 (independent of the type of the

oil), whereas the small asphalt particles are DLP aggregates with a universal C/lR 2.5. As

discussed above, high temperatures can generate low density aggregates with lower eflective

fractal dimensions, because they increase rotational motion of the diffusing clusters in the

solution. Moreover, if the concentration of the solid particles in the oil is low, eventually only

the DLCC aggregates will form. Thus, we can identify both the fractal dimension of these

aggregates and the mechanisms of their formation. These results are also supported by the

recent experiments of Toulhoat et aL (1994). Using atomic force microscopy, they obtained

beautiful pictures of asphalt aggregates that are completely similar to those shown in Figure

1, and thus providing strong support for our results.

We should mention that, in the past there has been some speculation about the possibility

of asphalts and asphaltenes having a fractal structure (Park and Mansoori, 1988; Crickmore

and Hruska, 1989; Lin et a~., 1991; Kuzeev et al., 1991; Mukhametzyanov and Kuzeev, 1991;

Raghunathan, 1991; Liu et al., 1995). However, aside from Liu et al. (1995), none of these

authors specified what kind of a fractal structure the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates may

possess, or proposed any mechanism for their formation. In the absence of any mechanism

for the formation of a fractal structure with a given fractal dimension, one can, in principle,
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have an infinite number of ways by which the fractal structure may form. In fact, Park and

Mansoori (1988), Crickmore and Hruska (1989), and Lin et al. (1991) all stated that, if the

asphalt and asphaltene aggregates are fractal, their jractal structures and jractal dimensions

cannot be specijied, and Raghunathan (1991) speculated that the fractal structure of these

aggregates is similar to that of hear polymers whose fractal dimension is DJ H 5/3. Liu et

al. (1995) proposed that if the concentration of the asphalt aggregates in the solution is high

or low, then one has non-fractal aggregates, whereas in the intermediate regime one has the

RLCC aggregates. However, their own data suggest that ~ = 1.8 & 0.2, much closer to T = 2

for the DLCC aggregates, than to ~ = 3/2 for the RLCC aggregates. While we agree with

them regarding non-fractalit y (and compactness) of the aggregates if their concentration in the

solution is very high (see above), we disagree with them about the low concentration regime.

We must also emphasize that a fractal dimension Dj = 1.8 does not imply that the aggregates

are nearly two dimensional. It only means that the number of the elementary solid particles in

the aggregates is so low that their fract al dimension is smaller than two. But, such aggregates

still have a 3D structure, i.e., they cannot be placed on a plane, or even on a few planes.

Finally, we point out that, there is no shortage of broad conceptual models of asphalts

and asphaltenes structure in the Literature. Over the years, many models have been proposed,

beginning perhaps with the work of Dickie and co-workers (1967, 1969), in which an analogy to

polymers was proposed. Many other conceptual models have been proposed (see, for example,

Yen, 1974; Ignasiak et al., 1977; Speight and Moschopedis, 1980; Sakai et al., 1983; Boduszynski,

1987, 1988; Sane et aL, 1988; Nortz et al., 1990; Strausz et al., 1992). In particular, an

interesting model has been proposed by Klein and co-workers (Savage and Klein, 1989; Truath et

aL, 1994), in which the experimental knowledge about the chemical structure of asphaltenes has

been used for developing a model that combines experimental data and an iterative stochastic

method for generating a model of asphaltenes. However, it is not clear to us that their model

can yield molecuIar structures similar to what we propose here.

Implications of the Results

The discovery that asphalt particles are fractal aggregates implies that the vast knowledge

already available for such aggregates can be used immediately to study in detail the structure of

the asphalts and the kinetics of their formation. Here we discuss three important consequences

of our results, which are modelling aggregation and
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mechanical stability, and their molecular weight distribution.

Modelling Kinetics of Aggregation of the Asphalt Particles

The kinetics of aggregation of many colloidal particles can be described in terms of the

Smoluchowski equation

dnk
— = ~ E ~(i,j)n~nj - n~~K(k,i)ni ,
dt

i+j=k i= 1

(21)

where ni is the number of clusters or aggregates of size i, and K(i, j) is a collision matrix or

kernel, which is a function of both the collision of the clusters and the aggregation processes.

The first term of the right hand side of Eq. (21) represents the formation of clusters of size

k from the two smaller clusters of sizes i and j = k – i, while the second term represents

the loss of the clusters of size k by reaction with other clusters to form larger clusters. This

equation is based on the assumption that the collision between the clusters or aggregates, or

the asphalt particles in our problem, is random and binary. The assumption of randomness

is valid if the fluctuations in the density of the particles is small. Such an assumption makes

the equation a mean-field approximation, and mean-field approximations are valid only above

a certain spatial dimension d which, in our case, is d = 2. Thus, the Smoluchowski equation is

valid for describing aggregation of the asphalt and asphaltene particles.

The most important parameter of the Smoluchowski equation is the kernel K(i, j) and its

functional form. For many processes to which the Smoluchowski equation maybe applicable, it

is not clear a priom” what functional form one should use for the kernel. Ziff et al. (1985) carried

out extensive computer simulations of DLCC aggregation in three dimensions, and showed that

If(i, j) N (i( + j“ (il/Df + jl/Df) , (22)

where < is the exponent that relates the diffusivity of the cluster to its molecular weight,

D- A@, defined earlier. Thus, Eq. (22) can be used immediately to study the kinetics of

asphalt and asphaltene aggregation by the Smoluchowski equation.

Mechanical Stability

Molecular Weight

of the Asphalt Aggregates and an Upper Bound to Their

One of the most interesting aspects of fractal aggregates is that, their density can be much

smaller than that of their constituent particles, and it decreases as their size increases. But,
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at the same time, fractal aggregates can preserve their mechanical stability and support defor-

mation. Therefore, it is sensible to ask, how large fractal aggregates can become before losing

their mechanical stability, which would force them to reorganize themselves into a more stable

structure.

Consider first a non-fractal object. Suppose that the system is at a temperature T, and

that the material at a distance r from the origin is displaced by an amount u, which produces a

strain c N u/r. Suppose also that the shear modulus of the system is p. Thus, the displacement

of the system costs an elastic energy per unit volume of the system which is about pe2. With

thermal fluctuations in the system we must have kBT -J pc2r~, where r~ is the volume of the

system, and kB is the Boltzmann constant, and thus 62 w r–~.

Consider now fractal aggregates. We must distinguish between fractal aggregates with many

closed loops of particles at any length scale, such as gel networks at the gelation point, and

those that contain small and insignificant (in a macroscopic sense) loops, such as the DLCC

and DLP aggregates (see Figures 1 and 2). In loopless fractals there is essentially only one

path connecting two widely-separated points in the system, which is called the minimum path.

Suppose that we fix one of the points at the origin, and displace the other one by an amount

u. Since the fractal is loopless, displacement of the particle strains only the essentially one

dimensional path between the displaced particle and the one at the origin (the same argument

cannot be used for fractals with large loops, since there are more than one path between the

two points). Suppose that the number of the elementary particles in the path is nP, and that

their effective size is a. If r is large, then

(23)

where D~;n is called the fractal dimension of the minimum path. In general, D~in > 1, but for

the DLP aggregates D~im & 1, while for the DLCC aggregates in 3D D~;. CY1.25. Kantor and

Witten (1984) showed that
kBT r ‘n;”

()
#.-—....— —

pbdn= a “
(24)

In this equation, bd is the volume of the atoms that constitute the particles, and n= is the

number of atoms in a particle. Thus, the average strain increases with the length scale T-,

c ~ rDmi”, in contrast

some critical values rC

with non-fractal objects for which c N r– d. If r and np are larger than

and nPC,c becomes of the order of unity. If an aggregate is larger than
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this critical size nPc, it becomes flexible and is free to respond to internal forces in the same

way as polymers do. If the forces are attractive, then the aggregate attains a collapsed state.

For colloidal particles, such as asphalt and asphaltene aggregates, n. is typically about 103,

~bd is about 10 eV, while k~T is about 1/40 eV at room temperature. Thus, the maximum

value that nP can take is about 104, before thermal fluctuations distort the aggregate and force

it to reorganize itself into another more stable structure. Thus, fractal structures, such as the

asphalt and asphaltene aggregates, cannot become too large. This restriction places an upper

bound on the largest molecular weight that an asphalt or asphaltene aggregate can attain,

which is about 6000 — 8000. h the literature, one finds estimates of the average molecular

weight of the asphalt or asphaltene aggregates that are as large a-s 105 – 106. In the light of

what we discuss here, such claims are wrong.

The Molecular Weight Distribution of the Asphalt Aggregates

The MW distribution is, in general, a time-dependent quantity which evolves as the aggre-

gation of the asphalt and asphaltene particles takes place. Since the asphalt and asphaltene

aggregates are of the DLP and DLCC type, a measure of their MW distribution is provided

by their cluster-size distribution, Eq. (3). Because the Smoluchowski equation can be used

to determine the cluster-size distribution, one can, in principle, also use the same equation to

study the time-evolution of the MW distribution. However, what we are interested in here

is the MW distribution of the aggregates after a long time. Over the years, many authors

have studied this problem (Dickie and Yen, 1967; Moschopedis and Speight, 1976; Moschopedis

et aL, 1976; Boduszynski et al., 1977; Ignasiak et al., 1977; Speight and Moschopedis, 1977;

Schwager and Yen, 1978; Snape and Bartle, 1984; Speight et al., 1985; Boduszynski 1987, 1988;

Acevedo et al., 1992; Strausz et al., 1992; Taylor, 1992; Trauth et al., 1994). Aside from Trauth

et al. (1994), these authors measured mainly the average MW of asphalts and asphaltenes

from various oils, and provided some statistics of their measurements, but none proposed an

analytical formula for the MW distribution, and in fact they did not even give the full MW

distribution itself. Trauth et al. (1994) used a Monte Carlo method to determine the MW

distribution, based on their own model described above.

Botet and Jullien (1984) studied the cluster-size distribution during DLCC aggregation

processes. They derived an analytical formula for the most probable cluster-size distribution, and

also determined numerically the average cluster-size distribution (since it cannot be calculated
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analytically in closed form), where the averaging was taken with respect to the process time.

Suppose that at the beginning of the aggregation process there are iV particles, and that there

are lVCclusters or aggregates in the system. Botet and Jullien (1984) showed that, the most

probable cluster-size distribution is given by

$ N fW(NCs/N) ,
c

(25)

where w is defined by Eq. (2). Equation (25) tells us that fW(Z) can be considered as a resealed

or reduced most probable cluster-size distribution. Subject to certain assumptions, Botet and

Jullien (1984) also derived the following equation for fW(z)

f (z) (1 – 24-2Ww
= r(l–w) z

‘2” exp[–(1 – 2w)z] . (26)

This equation can have a maximum only if w <0. Botet and Jullien compared Eq. (26) with

their numerical simulations and showed that, except around the maximum of the distribution

where Eq. (26) does not always estimate the magnitude of the maximum very accurately, it

provides a very accurate description of the cluster-size distribution.

We now convert Eq. (26) to a MW distribution for the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates by

assuming that, the molecular weight of an aggregate is proportional to its size. Experimental

measurements also show that there is usualIy a minimum molecular weight &ifn at which the

MW distribution is cutoff. ‘Therefore, Eq. (26) implies the following equation for the MW

distribution for asphalts and asphaltenes:

fw(kf)= c,(lkf - Mm)-2wexp[–c,(M - A4m)] , iM ~ ill~ , (27)

where c1 and C2 are constant. The normalization condition, fow fW(M)dM = 1, gives one

relation between c1 and C2, so that Eq. (27) has one free parameter to adjust. In Eq. (27) we

can treat w as an adjustable parameter, but in what follows we provide evidence that w may

in fact be a universal exponent, and thus its value can be fixed.

We used Eq. (27) to fit the experimental data presented by Park and Mansoori (1988).

The data are for the asphalt MW distributions in Brookhaven oil, obtained with three different

n-alkanes. For all three cases we obtained

u E –0.14 + 0.03, (28)

indicating that, at least for n-alkanes, the value of w is universal. That w is found to be

negative is expected, since, as mentioned above, 13qs. (26) and (27) can have a maximum only
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if w is negative. Figure 15 compares our fits with the data. As can be seen, except around

the maximum of the distributions, the agreement between the predictions and the data is

excellent. The slight disagreement between the predictions and the data around the maximum

is expected, since, as discussed above, 130tet and Jullien (1984) had already shown that Eq. (26)

may underestimate the magnitude of the maximum of the cluster-size distribution, consistent

with Figure 15. The small value of w also has two implications for the structure of the asphalt

and asphaltene aggregates. First, it implies that the active surface area of the aggregates that

actually participates in the process is very small. This is partly due to the rough and irregular,

and possibly fractal, nature of the aggregates’ surface, and partly due to the fact that no solvent

can dissolve all the resins that cover the surface of the solid particles that are suspended in the

oil, which are the building blocks of the aggregates. Second, w < 0 implies that as the size of

the aggregates increases, their active surface area decreases, since an increase in the aggregate

size also increases the roughness of its surface.

As mentioned earlier, some authors have suggested an analogy between the structure of

the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates, and polymers. In the polymer literature, use of a log-

normaI distribution for representing the MW distribution of polymers is popular. Therefore,

we thought it maybe useful to also use a log-normal distribution for predicting the above data,

and compare the results with the predictions of Eq. (27). Hence we used

f(A’f) = 6.(; –Mn)exp{-[ln(M_ - kf~) - ln(lkf)]2/202} , (29)

where (AZ) and c are the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, respectively, which

we treated as adjustable parameters. The resulting fits of the data are shown in Figure 16,

and it is clear that they do not agree with the data. Elsewhere (Dabir et aL,

new and extensive data for the MW distribution of asphalts and asphaltenes,

theoretical prediction using the ideas discussed here.

1996) we present

and discuss their

Summary and Conclusions

We have analyzed extensive small-angle scattering and precipitation data in order to de-

lineate the structure of asphalt and asphaltene aggregates. Almost all the data, with various

oils and solvents, provide compelling evidence that the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates are

fractal objects with well-defined structures and fractal dimensions. Moreover, the mechanisms

of their formation also become clear: At short length scales, the aggregates are formed by a
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diffusion-limited particle aggregation process, while at large length scales they are due to a

diffusion-limited Aster-ckster aggregation process. We have also shown that the type of the

solvent and the temperature of the system both have a strong influence on the structure of the

aggregates, and that the fractal structure of the aggregates places an upper bound on their

size and average molecular weight. Finally, we have proposed a new molecular weight distri-

bution for the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates, which provides very good predictions for the

experimental data.
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Captions

Figure 1. A two-dimensional diffusion-limited particle aggregate.

Figure 2. Various stages of formation of a tw~dimensional diffusion-limited cluster-cluster

aggregate.

Figure 3. Logarithmic plot of the scattering intensity J(q) versus the magnitude of the

scattering vector q for the data of Sheu et al. (1992). The results are for immediately after mix-

ing of the asphalt with toluene (top), and 11 days after the mixing (bottom). The concentration

of the asphalt in the solution is 5% at 25*C.

Figure 4. Logarithmic plot of the scattering intensity l(q) versus the magnitude of the

scattering vector q for the data of Herzog et al. (1988). The results are for two different oil

residues at atmospheric pressure and 350° C (top two), and for a vacuum residue (circles).

Figure 5. Logarithmic plot of the scattering intensity I(q) versus the magnitude of the

scattering vector q for the data of Dwinggins (1978).

Figure 6. Logarithmic plot of the scattering intensity I(q) versus the magnitude of the

scattering vector q for the data of Dwinggins (1978) for whole oil, showing the effect of the

temperature. The results are for 25*C (top) and 80*C (bottom).

Figure 7. Logarithmic plot of the scattering intensity I(q) versus the magnitude of the

scattering vector q for the data of Sheu et al. (1992), showing the effect of the temperature.

The results are for 25*C (top) and 43*C (bottom).

Figure 8. Logarithmic plot of the scattering intensity I(q) versus the magnitude of the

scattering vector q for the data of Storm et al. (1993). The results are for 93° C.

Figure 9. Logarithmic plot of the scattering intensity I(q) versus the magnitude of the

scattering vector q for the data of Sheu et al. (1992) at 25° C , showing the effect of aging of

the sample. The results are for immediately after mixing of the asphalt with toluene (top), and

11 days after the mixing (bottom). The concentration of the asphalt in the solution is 1%.

Figure 10. Logarithmic plot of the scattering intensity I(q) versus the magnitude of the

scattering vector q for the data of Dwinggins (1978), with propanol as the solvent.

Figure 11. Experimental precipitation data for the weight percent W of the asphalt

aggregates, as a function of the solvent to crude ration R. The results are, from top to bottom,

for n–(&., n–CG, n –C7, n–Cs, and n–CIO as the solvent.

Figure 12. The collapse of the cluster-size distribution n.(t) of DLCC aggregates onto a
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single curve (adopted from Meakin et aL, 1985).

Figure 13. The collapse of the experimental precipitation data of Figure 11, where X =

R/MZ and Y = WRz’ , with z = 1/4 and z’ = 2.

Figure 14. Logarithmic plot of the weight m of the asphalt aggregates remaining in the

solution versus the molecular diameter 4. Symbols are the same as in Figure 11, and on each

line the symbols show the data at a fixed ratio R. The results are, from top to bottom, for

R = 2,4,6,10, and 20.

Figure 15. Comparison of the predictions of Eq. (27) (curves) with the experimental data

of Park and Mansoori (1988) for the molecular weight M of the asphalt aggregates. The results

are for n—C5 (top left), n—CG (top right), and 7Z-C7 (bottom) as the solvent.

Figure 16. Comparison of the predictions of Eq. (29) (curves) with the experimental data

of Park and Mansoori (1988) for the molecular weight M of the asphalt aggregates. Symbols

are the same as those in Figure 15.
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We present extensive new experimental data for the molecular weight (MW) distributions

of the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates, which are formed when a solvent is injected into a

crude oil. The effects of various factors, such as the solvent, the solvent-t-oil volumetric ratio,

and aging of the solution are all investigated. It is shown that if the asphalt- or asphaltene

containing solution has not reached equilibrium, one always obtains a bimodal MW distribution,

which is due to the existence of two different types of aggregates with distinct structures and

mechanisms of formation. However, after a long enough time the MW distribution will be

unimodal. Based on the models that we have proposed for the formation the structure of the

asphalt and asphaltene aggregates, which are based on the analysis of small-angle scattering and

precipitation data, we propose analytical equations for the MW distribution of the aggregates

which provide accurate predictions for our data.

*Corresponding author.
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An important problem in the petroleum industry is enhanced recovery of oil by a miscibIe

displacement process 1. For example, miscible displacement of oil by carbon dioxide or natural

gas is considered one of the most efficient methods of increasing oil production. However, this

process often causes some changes in the fluid flow behavior and the equilibrium properties

of the fluids. Under certain conditions such changes lead to the formati~n of heavy organic

compounds on the pore surfaces of oil reservoirs, such as z asphaltenes and asphalts which are

large molecular aggregates with complex structure and properties. Although many authors

do not distinguish between asphalt and asphaltene, we define2 the former as the latter plus

resin, and use this terminology throughout this paper. Asphalts and asphaltenes are essentially

amorphous solids that contain, in addition to carbon and hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur,

and metals. Their formation is a function of the composition of the crude oil and the displacing

agents, and the pressure and temperature of the reservoir. Their deposition on the surface of

the pores reduces the permeability of the pore space, leading to the eventual isolation of oil

from the flowing fluid in the reservoir3 and reduction of the efficiency of the oil recovery process.

Because of the practical importance of miscible displacements, it has been of great interest to

understand the mechanisms that give rise to the formation of asphalt and asphaltene aggregates,

their thermodynamic and transport properties, the point at which their precipitation on the

pore surfaces is triggered, and its effect on the properties of the pore space. Although over

the past several decades the nature of asphalts and asphaltenes and the mechanism of their

precipitation on the pore surfaces of a porous medkm have been studied intensively2~4-14, no

general consensus has emerged. One important reason for the lack of consensus is that most

of these studies were not systematic in that, rather than investigating several important and

related aspects of the problem, all in one study with similar compounds and under similar

conditions, they considered only one aspect of the problem. The complexity of the structure of

the asphalt and asphaltenes aggregates has also hindered progress.

15’16 hereafter referred to as Part I and Part II) we presented extensiveIn two previous papers (

new experimental data for the onset and amount of asphalt and asphaltene precipitation under

a variety of conditions. In Part I we presented a new scaling approach to predicting such

data, based on the similarities between asphalt and asphaltene formation and non-equilibrium

aggregation phenomena. In Part 11 we presented an analysis of small-angle X-ray and neutron
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scattering (SAXS and SANS, respectively) data, showing that they provide key insights into the

structure of the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates, based on which we proposed the mechanisms

that form them.

An important characteristic of the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates is their molecular

weight (MW) distribution. In the past, there have been many studies of the MW distri-

bution of the asphalts. Early studies17-20 indicated that the MW of the asphalts can vary

between 80,000 and 300,000. However, other studies 21-W have provided evidence for much

smaller MWS, ranging from 600 to 9,000. A wide variety of measurement techniques have also

been used, especially in the more recent investigations 34–51, including light absorption coeffi-

cients, viscosity determination, vapour-pressure osmometry, and several others. Wit h a few

exceptions 39~44~46-48~50,these studies reported the average MW of the asphalts from various oils,

and provided some statistics of their measurements, rather than giving the full distributions

themselves. Theoretical investigations of the MW distribution of the asphalts are also rare52’53.

Transport properties of the asphalts, such as their effective diffusivity in a pore, and how they

vary with the MW distribution, have also been reported54.

The purpose of this paper is to present the results of a systematic study of the MW dis-

tributions of the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates. We first present our new and extensive

experimental data for the MW distributions of these aggregates, followed by their theoretical

modelling. Our modelling is based on the results reported in Parts 1 and II. We show that

those results lead us to new analytical equations for the MW distribution of the asphalt and

asphaltene aggregates, which provide accurate predictions for the new data presented here.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

We first describe briefly the experimental procedure for determining the MW distribution.

The crude oil under study was a light tank oil with an APIO 29.7, that was obtained from an

oil field in southwest Iran. Table 1 shows its chemical composition and some PVT properties.

We did not analyze the elemental composition of the oil, as it was not crucial to our results

discussed in this paper. The tank oil was diluted by several solvents which were n-C5, n-CG,

n-C7, and n-C1o, and for several values of solvent to oil ratio R, measured in terms of cm3 of

the solvent/gr of the oil; we used R =1.5, 4.0, and 10.0. The samples were kept in a dark

place in an inert gas to prevent oxidation, and they were stirred occasionally for 24 hours. In
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the next step, the samples were filtered using the Wattman No. 42 filter paper. The filter

papers were then washed by excess amount of the solvents. The asphalt that remained on the

filter was used for measuring its MW distribution and its average. The asphaltene content

was separated and measured by the standard 1P-143 procedure. All the experiments were

done at 18° C. Two average MWS were determined for the asphalts and asphaltenes, which

were the weight-averaged molecuIar weight (.&.fW) and the number-averaged molecular weight

(Al.). Also determined were the MW distributions using liquid size-exclusion chromatography,

or gel permeation chromatography (GPC). The standard ASTM test method D3593–80 for

determining the average MWS and the MW distributions of toluene-soluble aggregates was

used.

The GPC instrument consisted of a solvent reservoir, a pump, a sample injection device,

4 packed columns, a solute detector, a flow rate detector, and a recorder. It had 4 different

columns filled with Styragel, and nominal exclusion limits of 500, 103, 1500, and 104~ were

used in the measurement process. Each coIumn had a length of 120cm and a diameter of 1 cm.

For each solvent, the columns of the GPC were calibrated using the polystyrene standard. The

resulting calibration curve was then transformed to give a relationship between the retention

volume and the molecular weight M.

The asphalts or asphaltenes were dissolved in toluene using a magnetic stirring device. The

resulting solution was then injected into the chromatographic column packed with a solid and

porous substrate, with a flow rate of 2 ml/min, in order to separate the various molecular

aggregates according to their sizes. The concentrations of the separated aggregates were also

determined and recorded. By using the MW calibration curves, the MW averages and the MW

distribution for each experiment were determined. For R =1.5 and 4 they were measured 2

weeks after the solutions with toluene and the asphalts or asphaltenes were formed, while for

R = 10 the measurements were done after 3 weeks. To investigate non-equilibrium (aging)

effects on the growth of the aggregates, a separate measurement was carried out with n-CG and

R = 1.5 after 4 weeks.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the resulting MW distributions for the asphalts obtained with n-C5. As can

be seen, for all values of R the MW distributions have two maxima. The two maxima provide
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strong evidence for the existence of two distinct types

One type are those that are formed by the aggregation

are suspended in the oil. The size of such aggregates is

of asphalt aggregates in the solution.,,

of the small elementary particles that

relatively small, and thus the left-side

maximum in the M W distribution is due to such aggregates. The other type of the asphalt

aggregates are those that are formed by the aggregation of the first type of the aggregates and

also the element ary particles still residing in the solution. The fact that there are two maxima

in the MW distribution indicates that, not only the mechanisms of the formation of the two

types of aggregates are difierent, their structures must also be very different. This distinction

between the two types of the aggregates becomes clearer in the next section, where we discuss

theoretical rnodelling of our data.

Figures 2-4 show the results for the asphalts obtained with n-CG, n-CT, and n-C1o. The

qualitative features of these distributions are similar to those shown in Figure 1. A comparison

of all the data indicates that, heavier solvents give rise to heavier, and thus larger, asphalt

aggregates. Moreover, as the solvent becomes heavier, the MW distributions become broader.

Note that, even the results for 1?= 10, which were measured 3 weeks after forming the asphalt-

containing solutions, show a small but distinct maximum to the left of the main one. This

indicates that, even after 3 weeks the asphalt-containing solutions still contained the small

aggregates that are formed by the aggregation of the elementary particles.

Figures 5-8 show the results for the asphaltenes obtained with the same solvents. All the

qualitative features of these results are similar to those of the asphalts, shown in Figures 1-4.

There are, however, two differences between the two sets of MW distributions. If we compare

the results that were obtained with R = 1.5 and 4, we find that, compared with the asphalts,

a larger number of asphaltene aggregates with relatively large MWS have been formed. This

difference is clearly seen in Figures 4 and 8. Moreover, the MW distributions of the asphaltenes

are generally broader than those of the asphalts. Both differences can be attributed to the fact

that, in order to form the asphaltene-containing solutions, the resins, which have smalIer MWS

than the asphaltenes, are removed from the asphalt solutions. To make this point clearer, we

present in Tables 2-5 the averages of all the MW distributions, which confirm our assertion.

We point out that, in general, the MW distribution evolves with time as the aggregation of

the asphalt and asphaltene particles proceeds. Thus, if the asphalt- or asphaltene-containing
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solution is aged for a long enough time,

small aggregates should disappear, since

join together and form larger aggregates,

the maximum that is due to the existence of the

there would be ample time for such aggregates to

and thus one should obtain only a unimodal MW

..

distribution. This is clearly seen in Figure 9, where we show the results for the asphaltenes
4

obtained with n-CG and R = 1.5 after 4 weeks. The distribution is unimodal, thus confirming

our assertion. We shall come back to this point in the next section.

THEORETICAL MODELLING

In Part H we analyzed extensive small-angle X-ray and neutron scattering (SAXS and

SANS, respectively) data, based on which we proposed the mechanisms for the formation of

the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates. We proposed that two important and much studledss

aggregation phenomena, namely, diffusion-limited particle (DLP ) and diffusion-limited cluster-

cluster (DLCC) aggregation are the basic mechanisms that give rise to the molecular structures

of the asphalts and asphaltenes. Since these are directly related to our discussion in this

paper, let us first briefly summarize the essential ideas behind the DLP and DLCC aggregation +,

phenomena and models, and how discuss SAXS and SANS data lead us to the identification of

the structure of the asphalts and asphaltenes.

In the DLP aggregation model 56 the site at the center of a lattice (or a continuum) is

occupied by an stationary particle. Another new particle is then injected into the lattice, far

from the center, which diffuses on the lattice until it reaches a surface site, i.e., an empty site

which is a nearest-neighbor to the stationary particle, at which time the particle sticks to it

and remains there permanently. Another difiusing particle is then injected into the lattice to

reach another surface (empty) site and stick to it, and so on. If this process is continued for

a long time, a large aggregate is formed, a typical three-dimensional (3D) example of which is

shown in Figure 10. One of the most important properties of the DLP aggregates is that, they

are self-similar and fractal. This means that if s is the number of the elementary particles in

an aggregate of radius R., then one has

where Df is the fractal dimension

Df R 2.5 for 3D DLP aggregates.

Sw @f,

of the aggregate. Computer

A fractal dimension less than

6

(1)

simulations indicate55 that

the Euclidean dimension of



.
.

the space implies that the aggregate cannot fill the space, and has a sparse structure.

In the DLCC aggregation mode157~58one starts with an empty lattice (or a continuum). At

time t = O, a fraction pOof the lattice sites are selected at random and occupied by elementary

particles. Each occupied site cent ains only one particle. If pO k small, the system will consist

of a large number of isolated occupied sites and a few small clusters of particles. A cluster is

a set of nearest-neighbor particles. One cluster, including a single particle, is then selected at

random and is allowed to diffuse in a randomly-chosen direction. Then the perimeter sites of

the cluster – the set of sites that are adjacent to the cluster – are examined to see whether

they are occupied by other particles or clusters. If so, the perimeter particles or clusters are

attached to the cluster that was moved to form a larger cluster. Another randomly-selected

cluster is moved again, its perimeter is examined for possible formation of a larger cluster,

and so on. Figure 11 shows several stages of this process in 2D. The DLCC aggregates are

also fractal objects, and extensive computer simulations suggest55 that for DLCC aggregates

Di z 1.8 in 3D, which is smaller than that of the DLP aggregates, since aggregation of clusters

creates larger holes in the final molecular structure than that of elementary particles (compare

Figures 10 and 11).

An important property of fractal aggregates, which is relevant to our paper, is the roughness

of their surface. Since the clusters that aggregate together have irregular shapes and sizes, their

active surface area S., i.e., that part of their surface which is most likely to collide with the

surface of another cluster, is different from the total surface area of the cluster, and in fact it

constitutes only a small fraction of it. For a growing cluster during aggregation S. scales with

the total number of particles .s in the cluster as55

sa~sw, (2)

where u is a universal exponent, independent of many microscopic features of the cluster. As

I we discuss later, w has a strong influence on the shape of the MW distribution of the aggregates.

I

Obviously, u <1, since the active surface area of a cluster cannot grow with its size faster than

linearly.

I An accurate probe of the structure of complex systems is small-angle scattering. In a

scattering experiment the observed scattering intensity I.(q) by a single self-similar and fractal
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cluster or aggregate is given

where q is the magnitude of

by59

~.(q) N @ ,

the scattering vector given by

(3)

(4)

Here A is the wavelength of the radiation scattered by the sample through an angle 6. Thus, a

logarithmic plot of the scattering intensity Is(q) versus q (or the angle 0) should yield a straight

line with the slope –Df.

If the solution, with which the scattering experiment is carried out, contains many aggregates

or clusters of various sizes, as is the case with a crude oil that contains many asphalt or

asphaltene aggregates, then the intensity l(q) scattered is the average sum of the intensities

scattered by all the aggregates. Suppose that n,(t) is the number of the clusters or aggregates

of size s in the solution at time t, where s represents the number of the elementary particles in

an aggregate. If the aggregates are fractal, then it has been shown thatm

where 7 is a universal exponents,

function; for DLCC aggregates

sizes l(q) is given by61

which means that

n~=s -Tf(s/(s)) , (5)

(s) is the mean aggregate size, and f(x) is a universal scaling

T = ‘2. For a solution cent aining many aggregates of various

I(q) = ~ sn$l.(q)ds , (6)

I(q) = q-(s-’)~f . (7)

Since for DLCC aggregates ~ = 2, Eqs. (3) and (7) are identical for this case. We point out

that power-law scattering, such as Eqs. (3) and (7) can also arise from scatterers that are not

fractal, but the distribution of their sizes is of power-law type. However, such is not the case

with the asphalt and asphaltene particles.

Small-angle scattering data have been presented by several research groups62-67. In Part

H we analyzed most of such data using the Eqs. (3) and (7), an analysis that had not been

performed by most of authors62–66 reporting the data. The data included both SANS and SAXS

8



which are known to have very different contrast mechanisms, especially for complex systems

such as the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates. Despite this, both the SANS and SAXS data led

us to the same conclusion regarding the structure of the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates: at

large length scales (corresponding to small values of q) the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates

are fractal with a fractal dimension Df = 1.8, whereas at small length scales (larg~ q) the

fractal dimension is cli & 2.5. Hereafter, we use DJ and d} to denote the fractal dimensions

of the large and small aggregates, respectively. To interpret these values of Df and dt, we

proposed the following mechanisms for the formation of the aggregates which are based on our

experimental observations. After the solvent is added, the resin, that covers the surface of the

small individual particles and the self-associates suspended in the oil, is partizdly dissolved. The

particles and the resin are both electrically charged, albeit with opposite signs, and therefore

dissolution of the resin creates electrical imbalance between the particles. The small clusters

are then formed by diffusion of the charged solid particles in the oil, which stick together upon

collision. But, this is precisely how the D LP aggregates are formed. Their fract al dimension,

which is about 2.5, is in agreement with the scattering results, df E 2.5. After some time, one

has a mixture of small clusters or aggregates of various sizes (which also carry a net electrical

charge), as well as the individud charged particles. So, while the aggregation of the individual

particles continues, aggregation of the clusters as well as the particles is also triggered. These

clusters and particles also diffuse in the solution and stick to each other upon collision, which

is precisely the mechanism by which the DLCC aggregates with a fractal dimension L)f m 1.8

are formed. We showed in Part II that this picture of formation of the asphalt and asphaltene

aggregates is completely consistent with our precipitation data presented in Part I.

If the asphaIt- or asphaltenecontaining solution is aged for a long time, then there would

be ample time for the small aggregates to diffuse in the solution and stick together as they

collide. As a result, one will have only one type of aggregate which is of DLCC type. This

is also confirmed by the small-angle scattering data16@3, and by our MW distribution data

discussed above. High temperatures or pressures can distort the structure of the aggregates.

As the temperature of the system rises, more resins are dissolved and thus the electrical charge

imbalance bet ween the particles or small clusters is much lower. Therefore, aggregates with

much lower densities and effective fractal dimensions are formed. It is possible that the solution

9



will eventually cent ain D LCC and D LP aggregates with their effective fractal dimensions given

above, but the time scale for reaching this state may be very long. Thk has been observed

very clearly in several scattering experiments. The pressure of the system has an effect somew-

hat similar to that of the temperature. As the pressure rises, smaller aggregates with lower

fractal dimensions are formed, and small-angle scattering experiments confirm this@6s. These

experiments indicate that at small length scales (large q) one has df N 1.3, much smaller than

df s 2.5 for DLP aggregates, while at large length scales Dj is less than one, implying that

there is no DLCC aggregate in the solution at all, and one only has very small aggregates, in

m that indicate that with increasing pressure asphalt precip-agreement with recent experiments

it ation decreases. Thus, not only we identified16 the fract al dimension of these aggregates, we

also proposed the mechanisms for their formation. Our proposal is also supported by the very

recent experiments of Toulhoat et al.69 Using atomic force microscopy, they obtained beautiful

pictures of asphalt aggregates that are completely similar to those shown in Figures 10 and 11,

thus providing strong experimental evidence for our proposed mechanisms.

We should mention that, in the past there has been some speculation67~70-73 about the

possibility that asphalt and asphaltene aggregates may have a fractal structure. However,

aside from Liu et aL67, none of these authors specified what kind of a fractal structure the

asphalt and asphaltene aggregates may possess, or proposed any mechanism for their formation.

In the absence of any mechanism for the formation of a fractal structure with a given fractal

dimension, one can, in principle, have an infinite number of ways by which the fractal dimension

may arise. In fact, Park and Mansoori70, Crickmore and Hruska71, and Lin et al.72 all stated

that, if the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates are fractal, their ~racial structures and fractal

dimensions cannot be specified, and Raghunathan73 speculated that the fractal structure of

these aggregates is similar to that of linear polymers! Liu et al.67 suggested that the asphalt

aggregates are similar to those formed by a reaction-limited cluster-cluster aggregation process

(as opposed to a difiusion-&nited process proposed by us). In this phenomenon55, two clusters

do not stick to each other before many collisions between them take place. As a result, diffusion

plays no role in

and T = 3/2.

scattering data

the formation of such aggregates. For such fractal aggregates one has Df & 2

However, as we discussed in Part II, both

indicate that DLP and DLCC aggregation

10
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processes are the most plausible



mechanisms of formation of the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates.

Based on these results, we can propose an analytical equation for the MW distribution of

the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates. Botet and Jullien74 studied the aggregate (cluster)-

size distribution during aggregation processes, and derived an analytical formula for the most

probable aggregat~size distribution. Suppose that at the beginning of the aggregation pro-

cess there are N elementary particles, and that there are Nc clusters or aggregates in the

system. Botet and Jullien74 showed that, the most probable cluster-size distribution is given

by Nns/N~ = .fW(Ncs/N), where u is defined by Eq. (2). This equation tells us that .fW(Z)

is simply a resealed or reduced most probable aggregate-size distribution. Subject to cert ain

assumptions, Botet and Jullien74 also derived the following equation for ~W(Z)

fw($) = cz-”” exp[–(1 – M)z] , (8)

where c is a norm~lzat ion constant obtained from Jom~W(x)d~ = 1. Equation (8) can have a

maximum only if w <0, and is not expected to be very accurate if x is very small.

As discussed in Part II, we can convert Eq. (8) to a MW distribution for the asphalt and

asphaltene aggregates by assuming that, the MW of an aggregate is proportional to its size.

Since the data shown in Figures 1-9 indicate that there is a minimum molecular weight i14~

at which the MW distribution is cutoff, Eq. (8) implies the following equation for the MW

distribution for the asphalts and asphaltenes:

fW(&f) = c(lkf - Af~)-2Wexp[-a(A4 - kf~)] , ill ~ ik?~ , (9)

where a is a constant. However, Eq. (9) is appropriate if the MW distribution is unimodal

which, as we discussed above, is the case if the solution is aged for a Iong enough time. If the

MW distribution is bimodal, then we propose the following equation which is a generalization

of (9) that allows for more than one maximum in the distribution:

~ti(lf) = ~ c~(kf – ~~j)-’” exp[–aj(fll – ikf~~)] . (lo)
i= 1

The idea is that, each maximum is caused by an aggregation process which gives rise to a

MW distribution given by Eq. (9), and Eq. (10) simply superposes the two distributions

and maxima. In Eq. (10) subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the DLP and DLCC parts of the MW

11



distribution. Thus lf~l = O, and lkf~z represents the MW of the smallest asphalt or asphaltene

aggregates that are of DLCC type. Since it is very difficult to directly measure M~2, it has to

be determined by fitting the data to Eq. (10). Taken together, there are 6 parameters in Eq.

(10), which are q, a;, w, and IM~2, and are estimated by fitting the data to Eq. (10). However,

although we can treat w as an adjustable parameter, we provide evidence that w may in fact

take on a universal value. If so, and if the MW distribution has only one maximum (i.e., if there

is only one type of the aggregate in the solution), all one has to do is specifying the minimum

molecular weight Mm and determining the constant c from the normalization condition. Then,

the MW distribution is completely specified.

The resulting fits of the data are also shown in Figures 1-9, and it can be seen that the

agreement between the predictions and the data is generally very good. Shown in Tables 6 and

7 are the estimated values of u for both the asphalts and asphaltenes, obtained by fitting the

MW distribution data to Eq. (10). There are two notable features in these results. One is

that the estimated values of u for the asphaltenes are generally Iarger than the corresponding

values for the asphalts. That is, the asphaltenes have a smaller active surface area than the

asphalts. This is undoubtedly due to the fact that, to obtain the asphaltenes the resins have to

be removed from the asphalt-containing solutions. The absence of the resins generates smaller

electric charge imbalance in the aggregates, and thus smaller active surface area. However, thk

may be a non-equilibrium effect, since the second notable feature of the results presented in

Tables 6 and 7 is that, the results for R = 10, for which the measurements were done 3 weeks

after the asphalt- or asphaltene containing solutions were formed, indicate that as the solutions

reach equilibrium, LOappears to approach —1/2. Indeed, for the MW distribution shown in

Figure 9, for which the measurements were done after 4 weeks, we estimate that w & –0.52.

The result w = –1/2 for the DLCC aggregates can actually be derived. Suppose that 23 is

the diffusivity of an asphalt or asphaltene aggregate diffusing in the solution. From the Stokes-

Einstein relation we know that D is roughly proportional to R;l, where 1?. is the radius of the

‘llDf for an aggregate of s particles. Diffusion ofaggregate. Using Eq. (1) we obtain D N s

the aggregates in the solution generates friction with a friction coefficient Cj ~ l/D w sl/Df,

and a friction force F N sC’f w s ] ‘]/Df From the theory of diffusion processes we know that

the velocity v of the diffusing aggregates is proportional to F-l, implying that v M s-(l+llD~J.

12



Thus, if we write v N so, we obtain

Q=— 1
l+— )DJ “

(11)

On the other hand, Botet and Jullien74 have derived the following relation between Q and u

for a 3D DLCC aggregate
d

1
2w.~+—

Df “
(12)

If we substitute (11) into [12) we obtain u = –1/2. This agreement between the theory and

our results is another confirmation of our proposed mechanisms of formation of the asphalt and

asphaltene aggregates and their fractal structure. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to assume

that w = – 1/2 for all cases if the solutions reach equilibrium. A universal value of u is also

appealing, since it puts Eqs. (9) and (10) on an even firmer theoretical foundation. Finally, we

note that for all the cases w varies in a relatively narrow range which, given the wide spread in

the data, is quite remarkable.

We point out that Eq. (10) is very robust. To see this, consider Figure 9 which indicates

that there is only one maximum in the MW distribution. Despite this, we fitted the data to

Eq. (10) rather than Eq. (9), and found that c1 = CZ, al = az, and Mml = lkf~Q = O. The

significance of Eqs. (9) and (10) is not in the fact that they provide accurate representation of

our data. In fact, Trauth et aL52 suggested an empirical MW distribution which is very similar

to Eq. (9). The most significant aspect of Eqs. (9) and (10) is that, these equations can be

detitied, with no empiricism involved, if we accept the mechanisms that we have proposed for

the formation of the asphalt and asphaItene aggregates. We believe that in Part II and in the

present paper we have presented ample evidence for the validity of these mechanisms, which is

reinforced by the fact that the evidence comes from three diflerent types of experimental data,

namely, the precipitation, small-angle scattering, and the M W distributions data.

SUMMARY

We have presented extensive new experimental data for the MW distributions of the asphalt

and asphaltene aggregates. We have shown that the type and amount of the solvent, and non-

equilibrium (aging) effects have a strong influence on the shape and broadness of the MW

distribution. Based on the mechanisms of formation and the structure of the aggregates that

we proposed in Part II, we have also proposed new analytical equations for the MW distributions

13



of the asphalt and asphaltene aggregates, which not only provide accurate predictions for the

new data presented in this paper, but also confirm our proposed mechanisms and structures.
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Table 1

Tank oil PVT data

Component Mole percent

c1 0.0 ,

C2 0.0

Cs 0.0

i-C4 0.05

n-Cq 0.64

i-Cs 1.69

n-C!s 2.21

&~G 4.23

c; 91.18

C3-asphalt weight percent = 11; n-CT-asphalt weight percent = 2.2; molecular weight of

the oil (measured by vapor pressure osmometer) = 200; specific gravity of the oil (at 60/60°F) z--.

= 0.8778 gr/cm3 ; weight percent of C~ fractions = 12.66; specific gravity of C~3 fractions (at

60/60°F) = 1.0186 gr/cm3; normal boiling point of C~3 fractions = 468° C.
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Table 2

The weight-averaged molecular weights (MW) of the asphalts

and solvent to oil ratio R.

R 1.5 4.0 10.0

n-c5 5694 5539 3138

n-CG 8410 7946 3122

n-CT 9085 7843 4337

n-CIO 7550 8373 3978

obtained with various solvents,

Table 3

Thenumber-averaged molecular weights (ikf.) of theasphalts obtained with various solvents,

and solvent to oil ratio R.

R 1.5 4.0 10.0

n-Cs 1330 1180 876

n-cc 2019 1897 852

n-CT 2013 1705 1268

n-C10 1719 1987 1089
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Table 4

The weight-averaged molecular weights (i14W)of the asphaltenes obtained with various

solvents, and solvent to oil ratios 1?.

R 1.5 4.0 10.0

n-Cs 5951 5680 4191

n-GG 7422 9835 4727

n-CT 11202 8582 4864

n-CIO 11427 11840 4707

Table 5

The number-averaged molecular weights (M.) of the asphaltenes obtained with various

solvents, and solvent to oil ratios R.

R 1.5 4.0 10.0

n- C5 1553 1608 1437

n+j 1821 3095 1662

n-CT 3108 2591 1622

n-Clo 3022 4629 1097
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Table 6

Estimated values of the MW distribution parameter u for the asphalts obtained with various

solvents, and solvent to oil ratios R.

R 1.5 4.0 10.0

n-Cs -0.28 -0.65 -0.44

n-c6 -0.41 -0.37 -0.41

n-C7 -0.37 -0.49 -0.50

n-C10 -0.50 -0.37 -0.45

Table ‘7

Estimated values of the MW distribution parameter u for the asphaltenes obtained with

various solvents, and soIvent to oil ratios R.

R 1.5 4.0 10.0

n-Cs -0.43 -0.55 -0.50

n-CG -0.45 -0.58 -0.59

n-CT -0.52 -0.49 -0.62

n-CIO -0.48 -0.69 -0.41
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Captions

Figure 1. The molecular weight distributions of the asphalts obtained with n-Cs and solvent

to oil ratio (in cm3 of the solvent/gr of oil) 1? = 1.5 (top left), 4 (top right), and 10 (bottom).

Symbols represent the data, while the curves are the predictions of Eq. (10).

Figure 2. The same as in Figure 1, but with n-C6 as the solvent.

Figure 3. The same as in Figure 1, but with n-C7 as the solvent.

Figure 4. The same as in Figure 1, but with n-C1o as the solvent.

Figure 5. The molecular weight distributions of the asphaltenes obtained with n-C5 and

solvent to oil ratio (in cm3 of the solvent /gr of oil) R = 1.5 (top left), 4 (top right), and 10

(bottom). Symbols represent the data, while the curves are the predictions of Eq. (10).

Figure 6. The same as in Figure 5, but with n-CG as the solvent.

Figure 7. The same as in Figure 5, but with n-C7 as the solvent.

Figure 8. The same as in Figure 5, but with n-C1o as the solvent.

Figure 9. The molecular weight distribution of the asphaltenes obtained with n-C6 and

solvent to oil ratio R = 1.5 cm3/gr of oil. The measurements were done 4 weeks after the

asphaltene-containing solution was formed. Symbols represent the data, while the curve is the

predictions of Eq. (10).

Figure 10. A typical thre~dimensional diffusion-limited particle aggregate.

Figure 11. Three stages of formation of a tw~dimensional diffusion-limited cluster-cluster

aggregate.
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A significant portion of the experimental work on this grant (DE-FG22-92PC92527)

was petionned with coal-derived materials. However, much of the data from this work

was part of an unfinished doctoral thesis that has been lost due to circumstances

beyond the control of the authors and the Department of Ener~. Readers are

cautioned to view the Final Report and Addendum accordingly. A publication resulting

horn this work (Yang, L., Zhu, Y. and Tsotsis, T. T., 1996,’’The Use of Inorganic

Membranes” in Reactive Liquid Phase Applications” Proceedings of the Fourth
International Conference on Inorganic iMembranes, D. G. Fain, cd., 128-142j contains

the following reference which is not available: Yang, L., “The Use of Membranes in

the Study of Coal Liquids; 1996, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Southern California. -
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION

This document is an addendum to the Final Report document for DOE contract

DE-FG22-92PC92527 which was submitted on 7/02/96. This document was prepared in

response to the request by the DOE program manager Mr. Robert Warzinski. This

document contains unpublished experimental “raw” data on the transport/separation of

coal liquids through membranes. These data were not included in the original report

because they were deemed at that point not to be, for various reasons, of “archival

journal” publication quality. The original goal of our University Coal Research program

project was to fiu-ther the fimdamental understanding of the transport/separation of oil

macromolecules through porous systems, Most of our experiments were carried out

utilizing a variety of inorganic membranes; an extensive program of research focusing on

the agglomeration/delamination behavior of such systems involved sorption/precipitation

studies utilizing a variety of other model systems. All of this prior work has been

published in archival journals and has been included in the Final Report submitted on

7/02/96. Further details about the literature on the state of the art in the field and the

modeling part of the work can be found in the original Final Report.

In this document we will first briefly describe the experimental system used in the

transport/separation investigations. Then we will concisely describe the data analysis

techniques that were utilized. Subsequently we will detail the experimental data generated

in this system that were not included in the final report previously submitted.

● Background on Membrane TransportlSeparation and Data Analysis Techniques

A membrane is defined as a semipermeable barrier between two phases. This

barrier, in order to be of value, must be permselective which means that it restricts the

movement of molecules through it. Permselectivity can be obtained by many mechanisms.

These include but are not limited to:

1) Size exclusion or molecular sieving;

1
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2) Differences in dfision coefficients (bulk as well as surtlace);

3) Differences in electrical charge;

4) Differences in volubility in sorption and/or reactivity within the membrane pores.

There are different types of membranes available. Of interest in this study were

primarily inorganic membranes, which, because of their chemical and physical stability,

have attracted research attention recently. Inorganic membranes can be categorized as

dense and porous membranes. The dense inorganic membranes consist of solid layers of

metal (Pal, Ag, various Ag alloys) or (oxidic) solid electrolytes which allow diilhsion of

hydrogen (or oxygen)in the form of ionic species. Another category of dense membranes

consists of a porous support on which a “liquid” is immobilized. This liquid fills the pores

completely and is itself semipermeable. Interesting examples of such membranes are

molten salts immobilized in porous steel or ceramic supports and semipermeable to

oxygen. Sometimes this liquid can be formed in situ as for example during the use of

ceramic membranes in the decomposition of H&l where liquid S is condensed in the pores

and blocks hydrogen diffision. Another example is the group of the so-called dynamic

membranes where a hydroxide (gel) is precipitated in or on a porous support. Of interest

in this study will be porous membranes consisting of a porous ceramic support with

porous top-layers which can have different morphologies and microstructure.

The available ceramic membranes are characterized by two distinctly different pore

systems. The first type of membranes (track-etch or anodic) are characterized by straight,

nonintersecting pores either cylindrical or conical in shape running fi-om one side of the

membrane to the other. The membranes utilized mostly here are characterized by a porous

structure, which consists of a percolating system of pores with more or less regular shapes

or with a spongy structure. This is associated with the packing of particles resulting during

the preparation of such membranes. In composite membranes the top layer is modified

fi.u-therby precipitation of a new

decrease of the pore size or in a

phase followed by fiu-ther treatment. This results in a

change in the chemical character of the internal pore

2



surface.

The principle of separation through membranes of liquid macromolecular mixtures

of interest in this study is by ultrafiltration, based on the concept of size exclusion or

sieving. During separation of such a mixture the ultrafiltration membrane is characterized

by its permeability and selectivity. Permeability is defined as the flux of permeate per unit

transmembrane pressure (the average pressure difference across the membrane structure

from the feed to the permeate side). Selectivity is defined as the ratio of the solute

concentrations in permeate and feed. These two characteristic parameters of an

ultrafiltration process are affected by many operating conditions. The following discussion

presents the theory utilized in analyzing the experimental data in order to calculate the

permeability and selectivity of the membranes towards the various liquids investigated.

● Permeability

The pore structure of an ultrafiltration membrane can be modeled by various

techniques. For the purposes of this study a simple “parallel bundle of pores” model will

be utilized which considers the pore structure to consist of n parallel straight cylindrical

capillaries of length L and radius of rP. The flux of fluid through a single-layer membrane

can be expressed by the Hagen-Poiseuillei equation:

()n<Q>= n#(~ –Pz) —
8jJL

Where

Q> – average flux (m3/m2 .s);

rO– membrane pore size (m);

P], Pz – upstream and downstream pressures, respectively (Pa);

n – area pore density (m-2);

~ – fluid viscosity (Pas);

(1)



L – membrane layer thickness (m).

t
?’

L

or

—— ‘. — —15n —

Figure 1.1. A Schematic of A Two-layer Membrane

For a two-layer membrane as demonstrated in Figure, the flux can be found as:

(~ -P,) (2)
‘Q’= 8& +8pL2

mo;rll m;n2

For a multiple-layer membrane,

where

(3)

(4)

R, ~ ‘inlLi (5)
r~.niL1

is defined as the flow resistance factor for each membrane layer i. When Ri 1~1, the

contribution of this layer to total flow resistance can be ignored.
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● Selectivity

The transport and separation properties of ultrafiltrationmembranes are most ofien

characterized by determination of the volume permeate flux and the retention coefficient

of selected macromolecules. The experimental retention coefficient is defined as

Rl)=l-cJcf (6)

where

CP -- solution concentration downstream of the membrane

Cf -- solution concentration upstream of the membtane

According to Deen,ii the solute flux in a single layer membrane, assuming that the

membrane layer is described by the bundle of unifo~ parallel (e.g. nonintersecting) pores

model, can be described by the following equation

[1-(CL / CO)e-r’]
<N>=w<v>co

[1 - ~-p’]

where

@=(l-a)’

(7)

Kc= (2 - @)K.

2K,



()Kt

Ks [ l;)’’-”]+$(~)~”~”
= : 7r2Jz(l–2)-5’21+~

Table 1.1. Constants anand bnin Deen’s

Equation

n an B.

I 1 I -73/60 I 7/60
! 1

2 77293/50400 -2227/50400

I 3 I -22.5083 I 4.0180
I !

41 -5.6117 -3.9788

I 5
I

-0.3363 I -1.9215
I I

6 1.216 4.392

171 1647 I 5006

The constants a. and b. were given by Bungay’” as in Table 1.
.

The above model was based on the following assumptions:

1.the radius of the pore r~ and that of the solute molecules r, (see Figure 1.2) greatly

exceed that of the solvent, which is treated as a continuum;

2. At the low Reynolds numbers of interest to this study, flow is filly developed within

about one pore radius downstream fi-om the entrance;

3. the pore length L is much larger than its radius.

Equation 7 can be rearranged as:

<IV> [1- (C. / CO)e-pe]

W<v>co= [1- e-pa]
(8)

6



I l=rJrO I

Figure 1.2. Capillary Model for Flow through Membrane Pores.

The relations described by equation 8 is illustrated in Figure 1.3.

From Figure 3 we can find that when F’e is larger than 1,

<i?>

W< V> COS1

Since <N> = < bC~, equation 9 becomes

(9)

Pe

Fismre 1.3. <N>\<DCiW as a Function of Pe and CI/Cn

7



S=G=W
co

where

s – sieving factor

(lo)

From the above discussion one can see that when Pe is larger than 1, the sieving

factor, or selectivity of membrane is independent of any other variables such as the

membrane thickness, but is a sole fimction of A, which is the ratio of solute hydrodynamic

radius to membrane pore geometric radius. The change of CtiCO as a fimction of 2, when

Pe is larger than 1, is given in Figure 1.4

1

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

Q: 0.5

0 0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

a.

Figure 1.4. Sieving Coefficientss CiCO as a Function of 2
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<v>

P1-P2 P

Figure 1.5. Typical Dependence of Permeate Flux on Transmembrane Pressure.

During the course of a typical permeation and separation experiment using

membranes a variety of phenomena such as concentration polarizatio~ adsorption and

internal pore fouling might influence the permeate rate. In the membrane transport

investigations involving oil liquid macromolecules one expects to encounter most if not all

these phenomena. This makes model analysis a very complex undertaking.

According to Hagen-Poiseuille equation previously discussed, <~> should be

proportional to &l-PP). However, in reality, this is not observed when (P1-P~ is high. A

typical dependence of permeate flux on the transmembrane pressure is demonstrated in

Figure 1.5. These phenomena are generally modeled as solute concentration polarization

as demonstrated in Figure 1.6.
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At a given operating condition, the permeate crossing the surface carries with it a

certain amount of solute. This can be represented by the product of total flow rate per unit

area and solute concentration. As a result of solute transport across the membrane

structure, the concentration of solute near the membrane surface can be higher than in the

bulk. However, due to the higher solute concentration near the wall, there will be back

diffhsion of solute from near the wall into the bulk liquid phase. This can be expressed as

D(dC/@. Thus at steady-state

I
I
I
I
I

i
I

I
I

e

1 I

Figure 1.6. A Scheme Describing the Concentration Polarization Phenomena.

<V> C=D<

d..

By integrating,

c ()-&=exp <V>:
b

(11)

(12)

In the case of low mass transfer rates, Brites and de Pinhoiv developed a laminar

boundary layer model to determine an average thickness, <b, that is used to calculate k

and to relate S%with Re and Sc:

k = D~WRe’J2
()

(0.25SC2’3- 0.025)”2 Sc ‘“l’

0.567R~ Scm

where l?m is the membrane tube radius and

10

(13)

Reynolds number is defined with a
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characteristic velocity, which is the stirrer linear speed and with the membrane tube radius

as the characteristic length.

1
<J’+

P ~-P
2 D

Figure 1.7. Typical Flux vs. Transmembrane Pressure Dependencev

Macromolecules also often interact with surfaces they come in contact with. This

phenomeno~ commonly described as fouling is due to adsorption, it is often difficult to

understand and predict its intluence on flux and selectivity. To simpli@ the analysis, a

monomolecular adsorption layer is assumed to be formed covering the membrane pore

surface during contact with the feed solution (with or without permeation across the

membrane surface area). A significant flux reduction (20-3 5°/0) can occur even with a

monomolecular adsorption layer. The tendency to form an adsorbed layer on the

membrane pore surface may be a fiction of the nature of the membrane surface. For

example, it is commonly observed that hydrophilic surfaces adsorb less strongly than

hydrophobic swfaces especially when organics are involved.

It is known that the presence of adsorption layer can modi$ the linear relationship

between the flux and transmembrane pressure. This is illustrated in Figure 1.7. In these

situations, the difference, Aa, in the linear portions of the two <V> vs. (P1 - PJ

relationships shown in Figure 1.7 may be attributed to the adsorption phenomenon

11



occurring on the pore walls. In general, the smaller the pore size the larger will be the

value of Aa.

At high solute concentrations, however, a number of layers progressively build-up

on the membrane surface in contact. These secondary layers are responsible for firther

flux reduction which can be quite pronounced, and up to 90’%0of the original flux can be

lost. Adsorption and fouling phenomena can also change the selectivity of membranes. as

commonly observed for example with filtration membranes utilized for the ultrafiltration of

milk.vi

. Coal Liquids

During liquefaction coal is reacted under high hydrogen pressures and elevated

temperatures in the presence of hydrogen donor solvents and catalysts to produce

complex mixtures of countless organic aliphatic, aromatic and heterocycIic compounds.

Traditionally coal liquefaction has been studied utilizing four volubility classes of

compounds:tii

1) oil – soluble in aliphatic solvents (e.g. pentane or hexane).

2) asphaltenes – soluble in aromatic solvents (e.g. benzene or toluene) but insoluble in

aliphatic solvents (e.g. pentane or hexane).

3) preasphaltenes – soluble in THT but insoluble in aromatic solvents (e.g. benzene or

toluene).

5) unreacted coal and char – THF insoluble.

Among these four volubility classes of components,

product while obviously unreacted coal and char are the least

oil is the most desirable

desired ones. When one’s

interest is in transport investigations one must always be reminded that though the

volubility of individual components of a coal liquid will to a large extent depend on the

molecular weight the number and the nature of the polar substituents and the aromaticity

12



together with the size and condensation index of the aromatic units also play an important

role.’’’”In the literature coal liquid molecular size (in terms of the radius of the equivalent

hydrodynamic sphere r~) has been correlated to its molecular weight ~W &according to the

following equation

rH = @G (14)

[q] = K(IZW)“

where

r~ - radius of the equivalent hydrodynamic sphere

r~ - radius of gyration

[q] - intrinsic viscosity (cm’/g)

DW- weight-average molecular weight (g/mol)

[ q ] - constants

a - positive constant

When mm <105, [q]= 5.2x 10-2(~W )05’.

● The Transport Experimental Apparatus

The experimental system utilized in the transport investigations is shown in Figure

1.8. This system has the capability of being operated in a batch CSTR and membrane

CSTR mode. The residence time for the CSTR and the membrane CSTR can be varied

over a range of 20 to 80 min. Built within a protective barricade of metal construction, the

unit can be sai?ely controlled, operated and products sampled fi-om outside the barricade.

The overall unit is divided into the following different sections: (a) a gas delivery system;

(b) a slurry feed system, (c)a preheate~ (d) the transport vessel; (e) a solid sample basket;

13
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(f) liquid sampling system, and (g) a gas sampling system.
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~ Rupture Disk

~ Sol.tion
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7 Heat Exchanger
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---::;.
:; Membrane Tube
: ..

L Agitator

f+

9 Wet Test Meter

~ Gas F1OWMeter

1

Membrane PFR

@ Back Press”re
Regulator

a Pressure Differential Gauge

❑ Autoclave

Figure 1.8. Schematic of a Membrane Reactor System

The gas delivery system which consists of 1/4” tubing and valves, supplies a

constant flow of gas to the unit at pressures ranging from atmospheric to 5000 psi. The

gases are supplied from regulated gas cylinders. Gas flow rate is measured by a mass flow

meter and the gas pressures to other parts of the unit are controlled by accurate pressure

regulators.
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To deliver either solvent, a coal liquid or a coal-solvent sluny to the transport

apparatusat system pressure afeed tank (a 300 ml autoclave) is providedto store the

feed. Slurry is mixed in the feed tank with a variable speed stirrer and heated with a

preheater. Feed flows by gravity to a Be&man HPLC pump through 1/8” stainless steel

tubing. The feed flow rate, ranging from O-10rnlhnin is controlled by the HPLC pump.

The preheater consists of a process controlled heater. It can be used to preheat the feed to

the transport vessel to about 250 ‘C. Higher temperatures can be attained within the

transport system itself A 300 ml Autoclave Engineers magnetdrive autoclave of custom

design is used to carry out the transport experiments. The pressure of the system is

controlled by aback pressure regulator and the temperature is controlled by a temperature

controller. When the system is operating in its CSTR reactor mode, a dip tube is used to

serve as the exit port. The total volume of solution (hence the CSTR residence time), is

controlled by the position of the dip tube. The other end of the dlp tube is connected to a

jacket water cooler where cold water is run through the shell-side of the cooler while the

effluent of the transport system goes through the tube-side. The effluent is cooled down in

the cooler. A piston pump, which is attached to the tube side of the water cooler is used to

control the effluent flow rate.

When the reactor is operating at its membrane CSTR transport mode, the dip tube

is replaced by a membrane tube assembly and the piston pump for flow control is replaced

by a back-pressure regulator. The membrane tube assembly consists of several pieces of

lcm O.D. ceramic membrane tubes which are connected in series by Swagelok tube

fittings. The liquids are driven by the pressure in the system through the membrane pores

into the inner side of the membrane tube. One end of the membrane tube assembly is

blinded by a Swagelok blank fitting and the other end is connected to a back-pressure

regulator. Since the eilluent flow rate is determined by the pressure difference between the

autoclave and the pressure inside the membrane tube, the back pressure regulator is used

to control the effluent flow rate and hence the liquid volume (or the residence time). The

autoclave stirrer is typically operated at 1500 ~m to ensure constant concentrations

throughout the transport volume external to the membrane and to minimize mass transport

15



limitations due to interracial resistance.

For transport investigations under reactive conditions a vapor-liquid separator

consisting of a 1000 ml high pressure vessel is used to separate gaseous and liquid

products. The vapor from the separator is directed to a wet-test meter where the vapor

flow rate is measured while the liquid collected in the high-pressure separator is

periodically drained to a liquid sampling system. In the membrane CSTR operation mode,

pressure-reduced liquid from the effluent pump is collected in the high pressure separator

and is periodically drained to collect liquid samples. Liquid samples inside the transport

apparatus are collected through a dip tube, one end of which is emerged in the system and

the other end connected with a metering valve. Gas samples are withdrawn born the top

of the high pressure separator. System product gas flow is measured through a mass flow-

meter.
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2. GENERAL EXPERTMENTAL PROCEDURES

.
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‘

The experimental system described above has been used for all the permeation

experiments of both pure compounds as well as mixtures. To ensure a clean system for

each experiment, all tubing and valves were flushed for 48 hr prior to each experimental

run with the solvent, which is to be used during the permeation and separation experiment.

The feed-tank was a glass vessel, and the wetted parts of the piston pump and centrifugal

pump were made of Teflon. The piston pump feeds the solution from the permeant feed

tank from the tube side of the membrane back to the shell side of the membrane tube,

which is the space between the autoclave and the membrane tube, while the centrifugal

pump provided the recirculation flow rate to prevent any concentration stagnancy on the

membrane tube side. A back-pressure regulator was used to maintain the tube side at a

constant positive pressure, which is important to minimize any liquid flashing at high

temperature. The permeant is cooled down by a jacketed water cooler before going back

into the feed tank. A magnetic stirrer was used on the shell side to minimize concentration

polarization. Nz gas was used to pressurize the system on the shell-side (autoclave side). A

temperature-controlled heater was used to control the temperature. The configuration of

the system allows varying the pressure and temperature while maintaining a constant

cross-flow rate through the bore of the membrane. Effective operation necessitates that

the piston pump flow rate be almost the same as the permeate’s flow rate through the

membrane so that when running with a mixture, a build-up of solute would not occur in

the shell side. In all experimental cases reported here, piston pump feed rate to the

permeate flow rate ration was = 1. For all experiments reported, the temperature and the

pressure of the membrane separation system were maintained at constant desired points.

The piston pump flow rate was manually adjusted throughout each experiment to maintain

the liquid level in the feed tank constant.

The coal asphaltenes and preasphaltenes utilized in our experiments have been

generated by direct coal liquefaction carried-out in our laboratories. Coal samples were
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obtained through The Penn State Coal Sample Bank and subsequently liquefied by thermal

hydrogenation in the presence of tetrahydronapthrdene. Typictdly a liquefaction run

involved weighing 40 g of a coal sample and then subsequently drying overnight at 100 ‘C

to ensure a low moisture content. The sample was then added to the autoclave together

with 215 ml of tetrahydronapthalene. Coal cracking was carried out at 350 ‘C and under

1000 psig of Hz for a period of 2 hr. Isolation of the resulting products was done

following a conventional isolation procedure. Extraction of products was done

sequentially in the order of oils, asphaltenes, and preasphaltenes. Heptane was first used

to extract the oils (these are liquids with a low M&of 200 soluble in alkanes) by mixing it

with the liquefaction products at a 40:1 solvent to products ratio. The resulting solution

was vigorously stirred for 24 hr and then filtered with 5 ym filters by gravimetric filtration.

The filtrate solution was then distilled for heptane recovery and oil isolation. Xylenes, at a

40:1 mixing ratio, were then mixed with the solid filter cake to extract asphaltenes (solid

materials with a M. of 750 soluble in aromatic solvents). The solution was stirred and

isolated in a similar procedure followed for the oil isolation. Finally, tetrahydrofhran

(THF) was used to extract preasphaltenes (high molecular weight species with a M. of

1200) with the same procedure as oils and asphaltenes. The leftover solids containing

unbreakable aromatic structures not subject to hydrogenation are described as “unreacted”

coal.

Gas chromatography, thermogravimetric weight measurements and Gel

Permeation Chromatography were the main analytical techniques utilized in our

experiments. For the transport experiments with asphaltenes and preasphaltenes Gel

Permeation Chromatography proved to be the most accurate technique for analysis

because of the very dilute concentrations being utilized. With GPC one is able to analyze

both for concentration and molecular weight distribution. Due to the high gas volubility of

THF, the refractometer proved to be inaccurate and as a result, the absorbance detector

was used for all preasphaltene and asphakene analysis. For the dilute concentrations

utilized in the transport experiments under nonreactive conditions a linear relationship

between absorbance and concentration was observed as noted in Figures 2.1,2.2, and 2.3.
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GPC molecular weight distributions are shown in Figure set 2.4 for a single sample at

dtierent material concentration values. Most of the defining characteristics are noticeable

in each of the responses regardless of the concentration. However, the higher

concentrations allow for higher precision and accuracy and may have a few small

additional defining characteristics that are not observed at lower concentrations. In either

case, these slight deviations are small in consideration to the type of data that are expected

from this type of analysis. The linear trend displayed in Figure sets 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 can

be expected as a result of the nature of the GPC requirement for dilute solution injections.

In this study we have assumed that the molecules are in a relaxed state and do not

individually differ in absorbance properties to any great extent that can easily be

differentiated by the GPC system. This is a necessary assumption if one is to utilize the

GPC device for concentration analysis since the present computer software makes no

attempt and cannot correct for possible differences in absorbance responses for each

individual molecular weight. On the basis of the aforementioned assumption the GPC

system responds much like a gas chromatography. The colurnq carrier fluid, material(s)

injected, amount of material injected, and detector determine the type and size of response

observed. The absorbance response for each individual molecular weight increases

linearly with respect to overall concentrations as noted in the figures and according to the

following form

(15)

where A is the absorbance, Xw mass fraction of a particular molecular weight, CtOtil

overall solute concentratio~ and s the absorbance constant. Since the individual

molecules are assumed to have similar absorbance properties one, therefore, can infer that

the overall area reflects the total amount of solute injected and since sample injections

always took place at a specific, known volume, the total material reflected in the peaks

also reflects the concentration. The GPC column sepaxates the THF injected fi-om the

solid material as it passes through the column. Therefore, the response for the first

peak(s) reflect the amount of solid material without regard for how much solvent had been
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originally used to dilute the material With this in mind, the concentration of the original

sample can be determined providing consistent injections into the GPC system are made.

Obviously, a response of zero is expected for a zero amount of material entering the

column. This is not always observed according to the extrapolated data in Figures 2.1-

2.3. These small errors, however, are the result of the inherent imprecision of the GPC

system and in the preparation of dilute standard concentration asphaltene/preasphaltene

solutions .
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Figure 2.la. Asphaltene Concentration Determinations through GPC.
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Figure 2.2a. Preasphaltene Concentration Determinations through GPC.
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Figure 2.3a. Total Area Normalization Parameter Determination.
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3. TRANSPORT INVESTIGATIONS OF COAL ASPHALTENES AND

PREASPE4LTENES IN Y-ALZ03 MEMBRANES

These alumina membranes have been prepared by deposition of y-A1203 films on

Coors and US Filter porous substrates. We have found both the Coors and US Filter

macroporous substrates having surfaces that cause problems in forming crack-free alumina

films. The average pore size of the substrates is of the order of 2000 angstroms. For the

preparation of the y-AlzOs films we utilized a 20 wt.1%0 alumina boehmite sol (Dispal

23N4-20), which was supplied by the Vista Chemical Company. The sol was diluted to 6

wt.% in distilled water and then heated and rigorously stirred at 90° C. Typically, 15g of

the Boehmite was prepared with 35g of water. Meanwhile, a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)

solution was prepared by adding 0.5g of PVA to 5 ml of a lM HC1 solution diluted with

50g of water. While the boehrnite solution was being heated, 1.5 ml of the PVA solution

thus prepared was added to it to provide a 0.03 wt.OAPVA content. The solution was

allowed to stir at 90 “C for 2 hr. The solution was then cooled to room temperature and

filtered through 5 pm syringe filters.

Before applying the alumina coatings to the substrates, the substrates were first

sonicated in isopropyl alcohol in an ultrasonic bath for 1 hr and subsequently allowed to

dry for 24 hr. The outside tube surface was then wrapped in teflon tape to prevent the

alumina coating from spreading on the outer surface of the substrates. Dependkg on

whether the substrates already had y-alumina films previously deposited on them or not,

the membranes were subject to dip-coating from 2 to 4 min. After the allotted time fi-ame,

the membranes were drawn from the solution at a rate of 2 cmhnin and allowed to dry for

48 hr under ambient conditions. After 2 days, the membranes were calcined in air within

an oven. The first temperature profile raised the temperature at a heating rate of 0.2

“Chin up to lOO “C and then held it there for 4 hr. The secondary temperature profile

varied depending on the type of substrate. US Filter substrates were heated at the same

heating rate up to 500 “C and held there for 6 hr. COORS membranes required multiple
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films at slightly different temperatures for each film (see fi.u-ther discussion below). The

membranes were tested for argon permeation and maximum transmembrane pressure

drops. All membranes were expected to be capable of a minimum transmembrane

pressure drop of at least 40 psi and a permeation of near or under 1.0 ml/min/cm2/psi.

As mentioned previously during film deposition we have utilized polyvinyl alcohol

which acts as a binder for the alumina films to prevent film cracking during calcination.

However, care must be taken not to add too much or too little of the binder. Not enough

binder will cause extensive cracking especially with the COORS substrates. Too much

binder on the other hand will create a thick film on the sutiace of the substrate and prevent

pore penetration of the Boehmite. In addition, only calcining at 500 “C was not always

successful for the COORS substrates. The material structure resulting was rather weak.

As a result a calcination procedure was devised which resulted in converting some of the

earlier y-A1203 films into a-alumina layers before the final y-alumina layer was deposited.

This calcination procedure involved heating the substrates at 900 ‘C, 700 ‘C, and followed

by a final 500 ‘C y-alumina film deposition. This calcination procedure proved successfid

in providing good mesoporous alumina films. Of course much more remains to be learned

in this area, since deposition of smooth and crack-fi-ee y-alumina films still remains mostly

an art.

We report here experiments with both asphaltene and preasphaltene solutions. y-

a.lumina films are stable to THF which made it possible to carry-out investigations with

preasphaltenes dissolved in a THF solvent. The experiments with coal pre-asphaltenes are

presented in Tables 3a-3c and in Figures 3a-3c. The experiments at 298 K are shown in

Tables and the corresponding Figures 3a. As can be seen in Figure 3a.2 the rejection

factors vary between 0.1 to 0.0.65 and seem to be increasing with molecular weight as one

would have expected. The membrane for the first few hours or so is undergoing a

condkioning process which is likely to involve adsorption within the pore structure of the

preasphaltenes themselves and narrowing of the pore structure. The transport behavior at

two other temperatures is shown in Tables and the corresponding Figures 3b and 3c. The
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behavior in terms of rejection coefficients and separation factors is again similar except

fi-om the fact that the membrane appears to condition itself faster as one would expect it to

happen at these higher temperatures where molecular mobility is higher and

sorption/desorption equilibria are attained faster.

Transport investigations with asphaltenes dissolved in THF are shown in Tables

and Figures 3d to 3f. Asphaltenes generally behave similarly with preasphaltenes with the

membrane taking a few hours to condition itself into a steady-state and the rejection

factors increasing with molecular weight. The behavior in Figures 3d.2 -3f2 can be

compared directly with the behavior in Figures 3a.2-3 c.2 since the same molecular weights

were monitored in both figures (one needs to be cautious here, however since these are

equivalent polystyrene molecular weights; it is unlikely, for example, that a 1030 MW

asphaltene component will be similar in chemical or molecular structure with the

equivalent MW preasphaltene component). It is interesting to know that the lower

molecular weight asphaltene components show lower rejection coefficients than the

corresponding preasphaltene components. On the other hand the reverse is true for the

medium to higher molecular weights. It is interesting to see that the y-alumina films (after

conditioning) are even capable of separating asphaltenes and preasphaltenes given the

nominal pore diameter of the “clean” alumina film. One has to be cautioned also that that

the higher rejection factors observed at the highest temperature of 373 k might be due to

the fact that higher shell side pressure (approaching the critical pressure of THF) had to be

maintained (for the same transmembrane pressure drop) since this temperature is above

the THF standard boiling temperature of 339 K.
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Table 3a.1 Preas~haltene-THF Filtration Experiments for a y-Alumina Film.
Nominal Shell Pressure O psig Temperature: 298 K

= -( ) () () () (a)

Trial Number AP Membrane Equil. Total Area Estimat. Flow Rate
& Condition Time Cone.

Description Time
PSID Min Min P~*s= L (ml/min)

3 ~

‘1.) Shell Side 41.1 120 120 67881405 0.8127
Tube Side 120 120 55801486 0.6580 0.2293

2.) Shell Side 54.4 510 390 73756978 0.8879
Tube Side 510 390 46438192 0.5381 0.1498

3.) Shell Side 40.1 1260 750 70774777 0.8497
Tube Side 1260 750 43538376 0.5010 0.1173

4.) Shell Side 43.8 1380 120 70172383 0.8420
Tube Side 1380 120 41752041 0.4781 0.1091

Table 3a.2 Reiection Factors of PreasDhaitenes-THF for a y-AIumina Film.
Temperature: 298 K

IG~c J elM J 1 W-ht II

El :;: 0= ‘g:: ~ L=!=l

R

1 0.2929 0.2052 0.2300

:: BEl

0.2741
2 0.3391 0.4034 0.3288
3 0.6296 0.4260 0.2374
4 0.6404 0.4451 0.2711 .

Table 3a.3 MW-MVVSeRaration Factors of PreasRhaltenes-THF for a wAIumina Film.
... Temperature: 298 K
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Table 3b.1 Preas~haltene-THF Filtration Experiments for a y-Alumina Film.
Nominal Shell Pressure: 400 psig Temperature: 323 K

BL
(1.) Shell Side 42.5

Tube Side

(2.) Shell Side 41.2
Tube Side

(3.) Shell Side 36.2
Tube Side

(4.) Shell Side 34.2
Tube Side

Membrane Equil. Flow Rate
Condition Time

Time
(Min) (Min) (Nv’~@ (!Y )L (mUmin)

30 30 89444693 1.0888
30 30 65959410 0.7881 0.0716
390 360 90609565 1.1037
390 360 51786903 0.6066 0.0438
990 600 69448503 0.8328
990 600 43293776 0.4978 0.0341
1290 300 66409375 0.8194
1290 300 45747732 0.5293 0.0318

Table 3b.2 Reiection Factors of Preas~haltenee-THF for a y-AIumina Film.
Temperature: 323 K

Table 3b.3 MW-MW Setwation Factors of PreasRhaltenes-THF for a y-Alumina Film.
Temperature 323 K
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Table 3c.I PreasDhaltene-THF Filtration Experiments for a Y-Alumina Film.
Nominal Shell Pressure: 600 psig Temperature 373 K

D () () () () (~)

Trial Number AP Membrane Equil. Total Area Estimat. Flow Rate
& Condition Time Cone.

Description Time
PSID Min Min P~*sefJ L (ml/min)

,❑
(1.) Shell Side 25.0 510 510 78914299 0.9540

Tube Side 510 510 43850516 0.5050 0.0716
(2.) Shell Side 41.1 1050 540 84106536 1.0204

Tube Side 1050 540 36942731 0.4165 0.0438
(3.) Shell Side 39.7 1410 360 80467288 0.9738

Tube Side 1410 360 36914298 0.4162 0.0341

Table 3c.2 Reiection Factors of PreasDhaltenes-THF for a y-Alumina Film.
Temperature: 373 K’

!G~c I II

El :;:
e/M 1

‘~

i W-h

“g:: =- E!E=l

.E1 ‘

1 0.6479 0.5302 0.3364 0.1848 Q.00037223
2 0.6832 0.6389 0.5010 0.2859 0.00013836
3 0.7282 0.6469 0.4425 I 0.1762 0.00011173

Table 3c.3 MW-MW Separation Factors of Preasohaltenes-THF for a Y-Alumina Film.
Temperature 373 K
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Figure 3c.2 Rejection Factors for a y-Alumina Film with PreasphaItene-
THF Solution (AP= 40PSID), (1 = 373 K).
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Table 3d.1 AsDhaltene-THF Filtration Experiments for a y-Alumina Film.
Nominal Shell Prassure O psig Temperature 298 K

El ) (

Trial Number AP Membrane Equil. Total Area Estimat. Flow Rate
& Condition Time Cone.

Description Time
(PSID Min) (Min) (PV”5=) (d )L (ml/min)

❑ ~

(1.) Shell Side 61.2 300 510 38540367 0.4370
Tube Side 300 510 36042923 0.4050 0.0755

(2.) Shell Side 42.5 840 540 42039803 0.4818
Tube Side 840 540 29188773 0.3172 0.0468

(3.) Shell Side 54.9 1500 660 40376122 0.4605
Tube Side 1500 660 23538957 0.2449 0.0455

Table 3d.2 Reiection Factors of AsDhaltenes-THF for a Y-Alumina Film.
Temperature: 298 K’

IG~c 1 e/M 1 ! W-h 1[

El ::’ 0- ‘“!: ~ m

.B

1 0.5821 0.1052 0.0523 0.0104 0.00016021
2 0.7352 0.4093 0.3288 0.1477 0.00014301
3 0.8631 0.5480 0.4438 0.1830 0.00010762

Table 3d,3 MW-MW Separation Factors of AsDhaltenes-THF for a wAIumina Film.
Temperature 298 K
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Figure 3d.2 Rejection Factors for a y-Alumina Film with Asphaltene-
THF Solution (AP= 50PSID), (T = 298 K).
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Table 3e.1 Ae~haltene-THF Filtration ExDerimente for a T-Alumina Film.
Nominal Shell Pressure: 400 psig Temperature 323 K

m “APIMembrane Equil.
Condition Time

El ‘
Tube Side 630 630

(2.) Shell Side 49.3 1350 720
Tube Side 1350 720

(3.) Shell Side 54.7 1650 300
Tube Side 1650 300

=
38540367 0.4370
36042923 0.4050 0.0480
42039803 0.4818
29188773 0.3172 0.0463
40376122 0.4605
23538957 0.2449 0.0468

Table 3e.2 Reiection Factors of Aaohaltenes-THF for a Y-Alumina Film.
Temperature: 323 K’

IGpc1 elM I / W-ht 11

El :;: 0= “g:; =. ~

B

1 0.6091 0.5991
2 0.7416 0.7139
3 0.7821 0.7232 :~ :%. El!!El

Table 3e.3 MW-MW Separation Factors of Aeohaltenes-THF for a y-Alumina Film.
Temperature 323 K
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Separation by a Gamma-Alumina Film !

in a THF Medium (T = 323K). I

Time = 1650 Minutes.

Pressure Drop: 45 PSID I

1- Downstream - Tube Side. I

2 - Upstream - Shell Side. I

#
H

Mn I MP I Mu I
(Dal tons) I (Daltons ) [Daltons) ~

Ill 672 ! 715 i 1324 I
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Figure 3e.2 Rejection Factors for a y-Alumina Film with Asphaltene-
THF Solution (AP= 45PSID), (T = 323 K).
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Figure 3e.3 Separation Factors for a y-Alumina Film with Asphaltene-
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Table 3f.1 Asohaltene-THF Filtration Ex~eriments for a y-Alumina Film.
Nominal Shell Pressure 600 psig Temperature 373 K

La () () () () w)

Trial Number AP Membrane EquiL Total Area Estimat. Flow Rate
& Condition Time Cone.

Description Time
PSID Min Min P~s= L (ml/min)

,El

(1.) Shell Side 36.1 360 360 60529111 0.7185
Tube Side 360 360 38640780 0.4383 0.0508

(2.) Shell Side 37.1 960 600 60529136 0.7185
Tube Side 960 600 29695241 0.3237 0.0438

(3.) Shell Side 46.1 1680 720 54772392 0.6448
Tube Side 1680 720 26955257 0.2886 0.0429

Table 3f.2 Reiection Factom of As~haltenes-THF for a Y-Alumina Fiim.
Temperature 373 K’

I~~c 1 elM I I W-h II

El - :;: 0= ‘“:E ~ EE?Esl

R

1 0.6264 0.5933 0.3581

:= BEl

0.0005
2 0.8685 0.7741 0.4837
3 0.8962 0.7788 0.4955

Table 3f.3 MW-MW Se~aration Factors of As haltenes-THF for a -Alumina Film.
Temperature 373 K

~,
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Figure 3f.la.

GPC Analysis of Asphaltene
Separation by a Gamma-Alumina Film

in a THF Medium (T = 373K).

Time = 360 Minutes.

Pressure Drop: 40 PSID

1- Downstream - Tube Side.

2 - Upstream - Shell,,Side-

1“1 MO I NP ml
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Figure 3f.lb.

GPC Analysis of Asphaltene i

1. Separation by a Gamma-Alumina Film ~

I in a THF Medium (T = 373K). i

I Time = 960 Minutes. I

I Pressure Drop: 40 PSID ~

I 1- DownstreeJn - Tube Side. /

I z-upstre=-s~’=’’side- I
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Figure 3f.lc. I
I

GPC Analysis of Asphaltene
I

Separation by a Gamma-Alumina Film ~

in a THF Medium (T = 373K).
1

Time = 1680 Minutes. i

Pressure Drop: 40 PSID i

1- Downstream - Tube Side. I

2 - Upstream - Shell Side. I
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Figure 3f.2 Rejection Factom for a y-Alumina Film with Asphaltene-
THF Solution (AP= 40PSID), (T = 373 K).
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4. THE TRANSPORT OF COAL PREASPHALTENES

GEL TYPE MEMBRANES

THROUGH SIOZ SOL

Silica membranes were prepared by dip-coating alumina substrates utilizing silica

solutions. These are prepared by diluting 27.5 ml of tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS, from

Aldrich) with 25 ml EtOH. Under vigorous stirring, 14.2 ml of distilled water is added

drop-wise to the solution. The sol is then peptized with 5.2 ml of 2 N HC1 and

continuously stirred for 3 hr. The membranes were dip-coated for 2 mi~ drawn from the

solution at a rate of 2 cmhnin, and allowed to dry for 4!3 hr. The calcination process

occurs at 500 “C with the same temperature profile heating rate and hold times as

described for the alumina film procedure.

The silica membranes were utilized to carry-out transport investigations of

solutions of preasphaltenes in THF. As with the y-A1203 membranes the silica membranes

proved very resistant to reactive solvents like THF. The experimental resuks are

described in Tables 4.1-4.3 and in Figures 4.1-4.5. Figures 4.1-4.3 contain the raw GPC

data of the samples in the tube side and the shell side of the transport apparatus. As with

the alumina experiments the membrane upon exposure requires a period of condhioning.

Over the same period over which the rejection coefficients reach an asymptotic value in

the alumina membrane experiments the rejection coefficients for the silica membrane was

still found to be increasing. Interestingly enough, however, over the same period of time

the separation factor between the different molecuhu- weights appear to be leveling off.

Silica membrane have a significantly lower permeance than the corresponding

alumina membranes, which explains some of the inaccuracies observed in the experiments

with the largest molecular weights (MW 50000+) in the Figures due to the very low

concentrations of these higher molecular weight species (the GPC system has trouble
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dealing with such low concentration changes as previously discussed). In addition we

have observed that upon conditioning of the membrane some of the gains in rejection

coefficients are irreversible. These findings are most likely indicative of the fact that for

the silica membranes a thin film is forming on the surface of the pore during conditioning.

By comparing the Si02 data with the data previously generated with the alumina

membranes one observes that upon conditioning the attained rejection coefficients are not

significantly bettter with the silica membrane than they are with alumina membranes.
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Table 4.1. PreasRhaltene-THF Filtration Ex~enments for a Silica Film.
Nominal Shell Pressure O psig Temperature: 298 K

ImHHH%

II(3.) Shell Side II 54.0 I 1295 I 720

El‘
Tube Side 160 80

(5.) Shell Side 33.0 375 215
Tube Side 375 215

(6.) Shell Side 35.0 1415 120
Tube Side 1415 120

(7.) Shell Side 60.0 4320 2880
Tube Side 4320 2880

Total Area

4W209&
40521020
27382112

-
25767965

-
21192603

~
42338834

Z!zGzz
37446816

~
19990954

16131649

Estimat. I Flow Rate H

&
0.5712 .

0%23
0.2941 0.5485
0.5603
0.2734 0.2565
0.5752
0.2148 0.1214
0.5397 -

0.4656 0.2127
0.5011
0.4230 0.1899
0.5382
0.1995 0.0707
0.5810
0.1500 I 0.0045 !

Table 4.2. Reiection Factors of Preas~haltenes-THF for a Silica Film .
Temperature 298 K

1~j

m l:i *:S“g:::2 ::: Permeability
(ml/minlPSID/cm2)

.E ~

1 0.2596 0.3539 0.1998 0.1313 0.1205

qEl

0.00139194
2 0.2677 0.5209 0.5023 0.4135 0.3887 0.00065084
3 0.4424 0.7268 0.6801 0.4610 0.3847 0.00029212
4 0.2144 0.2424 0.1025 0.0016 -0.0181 0.00083246
5 0.2776 0.3968 0.1652 0.0049 -0.0061 0.00074781
6 0.6552 0.7937 0.6709 0.4210 0.3312 0.00026252
7 0.7618 0.8921 0.7887 0.5495 0.4615 0.00000985

Table 4.3. MW-MW Separation Factors of PreasRhaltenes-THF for a Silica Film.
Temperature: 298 K
~[ 167558-783 27847-783 2747-783 I 1053-783

B ~

1 0.81 0.69 0.89 0.98
2 1.24 0.76 0.79 0.95
3 0.89 0.41 0.48 0.86
4 0.70 0.67 0.84 0.97
5 0.64 0.51 0.77 0.98
6 0.46 0.26 0.44 0.84
7 0.41 0.18 0.37 0.82
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Fiaure 4. la.

GPC Analysis of Preasphaltene

Separation by a silica Film

in a THF Medium (T “ 293K) .

Time = 80 Minutes.

Pressure Drop: 50 PSID

1- Downstream - Tube Side-

..2- Upstream – Shell Side.

Figure 4.lb.

GPC Analysis of Pxeasphaltene

Separation by a Silica Film

in a ~F Medium (T = 293K).

Time = 575 Minutes.

Pressure Drop: 50 PSID

1- Downstream - Tube Side.

2- Upstream - Shell Side.

Ml MP M+
# (Daltons) (Daltons) (Daltons)

1 1088 1053 10357

2 1219 3038 8807

3 97

4 99

Figure 4.Ic.

GPC Analysis of Preasphaltene

Separation by a Silica Film

in a TX-IFMedium (T = 293K). I

Time = 1295 Minutes. I

Pressure Drop: 50 PSID /

1- Downstream - Tube Side.

2- Upstream - Shell Side.

Mn MP Mw
# (Daltons) (Daltons) (Daltons )

1 844 822 8578

2 1225 3038 8169

3 95

4 97
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I?igure 4.2a.

GPC Analysis of Preasphaltene
Separation by a Silica Film

in a THF Medium (T = 293K).

Time = 160 Minutes.

Pressure Drop: 30 PSID

1 - Downstream - Tube Side.

2- Upstream - Shell Side.

H
m

i
MP Mw”

# (Daltons) (Daltons) (Dsltons)

111 1102 I 1079 I 8879 I

121 1212 I 2958 I 1.0240 I
131 I 95 I I
141 I 97 I I

Ficrure 4.2b.

GPC Analysis of Preasphaltene

Separation by a Silica Film

in a THF Medium (T = 293K).

Time = 375 Minutes.
30 PSID

- Tube Side.

Shell Side.

# Mn MP m
(Oaltons) (Dal tons) (Daltons)

1 1070 1053 9121
1 I I

21 1227 2958 10974

31 I 97 II 1 I

4 99

I
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GPC Analysis of Preasphaltene

Separation by a Silica Film
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Time = 1295 Minutes.
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Figure 4.3.
GPC Analysis of Preasphaltene

Separation by a Silica Film

in a THF Medium (T = 293K).

Time = 4320 Minutes.

Pressure Drop: 60 PSID

1- Downstream - Tube Side.

2- Upstream - Shell Side.

H
Mn

I
MP

I
F$.J

# (Daltons) (Daltons) (Daltons ) I

1 748 764 5747

2 1233 3038 9260

3 97

4 97
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Figure 4.5a. Separation Factors for a Silica Film with Preasphaltene-THF
Solution (AP= 50),(T= 298K).
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5. THE TRANSPC)RT OF COAL ASPHALTENES

MEMBRANES

THROUGH CARBON

The carbon membranes were prepared by the dip-coating and subsequent

carbonization of polyfi.ufhryl Alcohol (PFFA) films on alumina substrates. The PFFA resin

was obtained through Monomer-Polymer and Dajac Laboratories, Inc. A rough 1:1

weight ratio of PFFA resin to toluene was typically prepared by weighing out 25 g of resin

and 25 g of toluene. The solution was heated to 65 ‘C with a moderate stirring rate for 24

hr. Afterwards, the solution was allowed to cool for 24 hr and then decanted. The

remaining solution was then reheated to 40 “C for 4 hr. The resulting liquid was filtered

through 0.2 pm syringe filters. The outer surilace of the membrane was teflon taped and

dipcoated in the solution for 3 min. The membranes were then drawn from the solution at

a rate of 2 cmhin. After sufficient time, the membrane is removed and allowed to dry for

at least 24 hr. The membranes are then carbonized under argon. The temperature profile

chosen involves increasing the temperature at a rate of 1 “Chin to 100 ‘C, 200 ‘C, 350

‘C, and 450 ‘C respectively. Each temperature is held there for 1 hr. The final step of the

temperature profile involves holding the temperature constant at 600 ‘C for 4 hr.

The PFFA utilized for the deposition of these films had a nominal average

molecular weight value M. value of 1200 and a MP value near 1600. Generally speaking,

much higher molecular weights are more desirable in terms of forming smooth, durable

films. Small molecular weights typically cause pore blockage and do little in the way of

pore narrowing. The heating technique for polymer solution preparation described in the

procedure described above serves to enhance the volubility of PFFA in toluene. However,

during this heating procedure the polymer is polymerized fbrther but also degraded to

smaller molecular weight species. The lower molecular weights typically precipitate out of

the toluene solvent and leave behind a slightly higher molecular weight average within the

solution. This process should help in coating the substrates providing a suitable y-alumina
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film is present. Sample GPC results of the polymeric solutions utiliied in the preparation

of films are given in Figure 5.1.

Carbon membranes prepared as discussed fi-om the deposition and carbonization of

PFFA films have proven to be resistant to heat, but prone to degradation by THF and

other reactive liquids. In testing with gases PFFA-based carbon films have shown high

afllnity to polar gases, like carbon dioxide, and little aflinity, if any, to gases like methane.

This may also explain the similar effects with polar liquids, like THF. Dip-coating of the

substrates seems to work very inconsistently for these polymeric films since the process

leaves much to chance due to the presence of rather small molecular weights and the

rather large pore sizes of the substrates. Besides dip-coating another technique for

preparing carbon membranes involves shearing and pressurizing a flow of polymeric

solution through the membrane in the hope of applying an

film. Studies with such membranes are currently in progress.

inherently smoother carbon

We have concluded that THF cannot be used in transport studies of coal liquids

with carbon membranes. The solvent is believed to break down the structure of the

membrane as evidenced by the presence of small particles at the bottom of the autoclave

upon conclusion of the transport experiments. We do not believe that THF, at least for

the experiments taking place at lower temperatures, is hydrogenating the membrane

carbon structure since no discoloration of the solvent is observed. The physical

characteristics of the carbon layer superficially remain unchanged and the film still appears

to be smooth and intact. On the other hand transport investigations with standard gases

indicate a complete destruction of the pore structure. Obviously the THF must be

attacking particular points on the surface of the fil~ such as pinholes, that are vulnerable

to solvent attack. On the other hand our studies have shown that carbon membranes are

quite stable to other aromatic solvents like xylenes. Transport of asphaltene solutions in

xylene have, therefore, been investigated utilizing these membranes. The results of these

studies rae shown in Tables 5.1-5.3 and in Figures 5.2-5.3. Raw GPC data of the transport

experiments are shown in Figures 5a-5b.
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At low trtmsruembrane pressure drops, as shown in Figures 5.2a and 5.3a, the

PFFA carbon membrane exhibits the typical behavior expected with a molecular sieve

membrane. During the experiment rejection factors slowly increase with time and

separation factors also improve. However, the rejection factors were observed to change

upon shutting down and restarting the experiment. This indicates that the conditioning

process is reversible probably being the outcome of the formation of thin film weakly held

to the membrane and easily removable from the surface.

We are not exactly sure of how to explain the behavior at the higher

transmembrane pressure drops, Figures 5.2b and 5.3b. The rejection factors that are

initially high decrease significantly as a fimction of time. The separation factors on the

other hand seem to be changing little as a fimction of experimental time. The results in

these Figures have followed the experiments of Figures 5.2a and 5.3a and the initial

decline in the rejection coefficients might be a manifestation of the reversibility in the

conditioning state of the membrane. It may be argued that at these relatively high

transmembrane pressures, the high shear rates across the pores, results in the removal of

any surface films formed during the conditioning of the surface during the lower

transmembrane pressure drop experiments.
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Table 5.1. As~haltene-Xvlene Filtration Ex~erimente for a Carbon Film.
Nominal Shell Pressure: Opsig Temperature 298 K

El ) (

Trial Number AP Membrane Equil. Total Area Estimat. Flow Rate
& Condition Time Cone.

Description Time
(PSID Min) (Min) (IJv’s=) (g/L) (mi/min)

(1.) Shell Side 35.1 60 60 5334707 0.4534
Tube Side 60 60 5089252 0.4305 0.7653

(2.) Shell Side 29.6 1410 150 6385218 0.5517
Tube Side 1410 150 4398265 0.3659 0.5246

(3.) Shell Side 29.8 3700 1290 5830386 0.4998
Tube Side 3700 1290 5717237 0.4892 0.5319

(4.) Shell Side 51.9 90 30 5005489 0.4226
Tube Side 90 30 4669668 0.3912 0.9899

(5.) Shell Side 49.3 1260 1170 9934978 0.4418
Tube Side 1260 1170 5220174 0.2244 0.8660

(6.) Shell Side 56.4 3835 135 5010170 0.4231
Tube Side 3835 135 4745145 0.3983 0.9363

(7.) Shell Side 53.7 4035 1200 4573743 0.3823
Tube Side 4035 1200 5152429 0.4364 0.9019

Table 5.2. Reiection Factors of Ae~haltenes-Xvlenee for a Carbon Film.
Temperature: 298 K

I= T-Time//Molecular We/ght

~ ~ - ::: _ (m~~=~~~m’)
1 0.0150 0.0861 0.0779

~E

0.00283293
2 0.2805 0.0468 0.0244 0.00230274
3 0.7324 0.4042 0.4408 0.00231927
4 0.4818 0.2972 0.3312 0.00247828
5 0.2360 -0.0220 -0.0302 0.00228253
6 0.1349 0.0382 0.0292 0.00215713
7 0.0332 0.1218 0.1695 0.00248236

Table 5.3. MW-MW Se~aration Factors of AeDhaltenee-Xvlenes for a Carbon Film.
Temperature: 298 K

~ ~gf-ags I 838-395 ‘11-838 -

E

1 1.10 0.99 1.11
2 0.66 0.97 0.68
3 0.43 1.08 0.40
4 0.75 1.06 0.70
5 0.69 0.99 0.69
6 0.87 0.99 0.88
7 1.21 1.07 1.13
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Fiuure 5a.la.
GPC Analysis of Asphaltene

Separation by a Carbon Film

in a Xylene Medium (T = 293X1 .

Time = 60 Minutes.

Pressure I)rop: 30 PSID

1 - D0~StIX2~ - Tube Side.

2- Upstream - Shell Side.

# ~Dal&=) ~Da~&=) (DJEons)

1 842 820 3545

2 851 801 3472
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I
GPC Analysis of Asphaltene I
Separation by a Carbon Film /

in a Xylene Medium (T = 293K) . ~

Time = 1410 Minutes. I
Pressure Drop: 30 PSID

1- Downstream - Tube Side.

2- Upstream - Shell Side.

MP Mw
f (DalTons) (Daltons) (Daltons)

1 826 801 3494

2 839 001 3317

3 192

4 192

Figure 5a.lc.
&alY3iS of Asphaltene

Separation by a Carbon Film

in a Xylene Medium (T = 293K).

Time = 3700 Minutes.
Pressure Drop: 30 PSID

1- Downstream - Tube Side.

2 - Upstream - Shell Side.

Mn
I

MP
# (Daltons) (Daltons) I (Dal!ons ) I

Ill 835 I 801 / 2945 I
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Fiuure 5b.lb.
GPC Analysis of Asphaltene

Separation by a Carbon Film

in a Xylene Medium (T = 293K).

Time = 1260 Minutes.
Pressure Drop: 50 PSID
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Figure 5.2a. Rejection Factors for a Carbon Film ~-th Asphaltene-Xylene
Solution (AP= 30psid), (T = 298 K).
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Figure 5.3a. Separation Factors for a Carbon Film with Asphaltene-Xylene
Solution (AP= 30 psid), (T =298 K).
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Figure 5.2b. Rejection Factors for a Carbon Film with /kphaltene-Xylene
Solution(AP=50mid),(T=298K).
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6. TRANSPORT INVESTIGATIONS OF A MODEL COAL OIL COMPOUND

As a model coal liquid molecule in this investigation we utilized 4-OH-

diphenylmethane. Transport investigations with this model compound were conducted

using a y-A1203 coated US Filter membrane and a CVD Si02 coated US Filter membrane.

The preparation of the y-AlzOs coated US Filter membrane has been previously discussed.

The CVD Silica coated US Filter membrane was prepared by a chemical vapor deposition

technique. Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) was used as the source of silica. A mixture of

Oz gas in He was used as the carrier gas for the TEOS to the CVD reactor where the US

Filter porous alumina substrate was placed. It is important to control the concentration of

Oz in order to control the oxidation rate and prevent any darnage to the substrate and

excessive decomposition. The carrier gas mixture is saturated with TEOS by passing

through a vaporizer that operates at different temperatures. Silica content, thickness of

deposited layer and mean pore size of the composite membrane are controlled through

varying the vaporizer temperature, carrier gas flow rate and compositio~ duration of

deposition and temperature and pressure of the CVD reactor. While the exact mechanism

of silica deposition is very complex and not very clear, the suggested reaction for silica

deposition from TEOS is:

Si(OCzHs)4+Oz ● SiOz+xC2HsOH+yCJ&+zC02+nHz0

Ethanol can be firther decomposed to H20 and C02 if the concentration

carrier gas is relatively high.

CZHSOH + OZ ~ 2C0~ + 3H@

The final gaseous products and their component distribution basically

decomposition temperature and the ratio of oxygen to the other components.
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The separation experiments were

membrane was baked in the oven at

conducted following

300 “C for 24 hr to

the following procedure: The

remove any surface deposits.

Upon removing it from the oven the membrane was placed in a descicator to allow it to

cool down to room temperature. It was immediately then installed in the experimental

system described above which was subsequently heated to 200 “C for 1 hr to remove any

moisture that might have been picked-up by the membrane during its transfer. AU system

ports were then closed and the system was pressurized with argon (during the experiment

the exterior to the membrane volume was constantly purged with argon to eliminate any

moisture for contaminating the system). 200 ml of model compoundkylenes solution (0.6

#L) was pumped into the system, the permeate side valve of the membrane was opened

and the autoclave pressure and temperature were increased to the desired point. Upon

stabilization of the system’s pressure samples were taken from both the autoclave and

stirred beakers at every 5 min interval. The flow rate of solution coming out of the

permeate side valve was constantly measured. The concentrations of samples from both

side of the membrane (C~j~k,Clw) were analyzed by GC. The data are shown for three

different values of transmembrane pressure in Figure 6.1. As one would have expected

the y-A1203 membrane shows little separation ability for the model compound. The CVD

SiOz coated y-AlzOs membranes, however, exhibits a 30% rejection efficiency indicative of

its much narrower pore size.
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Figure 6.1. Membrane Separation of the Model Compound/Xylene Mixture at 200 “C.
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7.THE TRANSPORT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SOLVENT

In addition with the experiments with coal liquid solutions the transport

characteristics of the solvents themselves through the membranes were also measured. The

various solvents, whose transport characteristics were measured include tetral@ xylenes,

THF and water. The measurement of the solvent’s transport characteristics through each

membrane was undertaken after the membrane had been wetted very well. Permeate flow

rates are typically determined by weighing the amount of permeate that is collected over a

predetermined period of time (e.g. 5 tin). In the case of very low flows, a small,

graduated capillary was attached to the permeate line, and the flow was measured by

timing the rise of solvent between two points on the capillary. The goal of these

experiments was first to calculate the permeance of the membranes themselves and second

to investigate the effect of the solvent itself on the membrane structure. Figure shows the

permeance of tetralin and xylenes through the y-A1203 membrane and the CVD SiOz

membranes.
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In the measurements taken to evaluate membrane stability the permeance at a
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predetermined pressure gradient is studied as a fi,mction of time. The point at t=O is taken

as the intrinsic permeance (however, it should be noted there was a short time delay due to

dead volume, -20 cc, in the tube side of the system). The water, xylenes and THF

permeance dropped from their initial value approximately 10?40.These results indicate

these two membranes have sufficient chemical stability towards these solvents.

A single y-AlzOAmembrane was tested with THF for 1 year, over which time the

permeance dropped only 20?40 (the reduction in permeability was most likely due to

adsorption of trace contaminants either on the membrane surface or in the pores). The

same is not true with the carbon coated microporous membranes which as previously

discussed proved quite vulnerable to attack by THF. All membranes tested proved very

resistant to compaction by pressure up to a transmembrane pressure gradient of 50

atm. and so did the polymeric seals and O-rings. The measured permeances for water,

xylenes and THF are consistent with the literature results of Clark et al. within the degree

of scatter in the data measured for the thickness of the permselective layer between

various membrane samples. In a study to specifically investigate this scatter in data three

membranes were selected at random and their thickness was determined by viewing their

cross-section using SEM. The thickness was measured at four different places on the

photomirograph and then the four values were averaged. The thickness was fairly uniform

for each sample. For the three membranes tested, the average top-layer thickness for each

membrane was 3.50, 2.96 and 2.79 ym, respectively. This gave an overall average

thickness of 3.1 pm and a data spread of 13V0 close to the error range between the values

of permeances measured by us and those reported in the literature. Comparing the

di&erences in the permeances of the various solvents measured with the same membranes

we have concluded that there is an adsorbed layer of solvent molecules on the wall (no-

slip condition), effectively reducing the cross-sectional area available for flow. The layer

thickness however is a complicated fimction of parameters such as solvent size and the

magnitude of long-range interactions (dispersion forces) between the solvent and pore

wall.
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8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

I

This document is an addendum to the Final Report document for DOE contract DE-

FG22-92PC92527 prepared in response to the request by the DOE program manager Mr.

Robert Warzinski. It contains unpublished experimental “raw” data on the

transpordseparation of coal liquids through membranes not included in the original report.

The original goal of our University Coal Research program project was to firther the

fimdamental understanding of the transportlseparation of oil macromolecules through

porous systems. Most of our experiments were carried out utilizing a variety of inorganic

membranes. Additional inilormation can be found in the original Final Report and in over

10 papers that have been published in archival journals which also describe an extensive

program of research focusing on the agglomeration/delamination behavior of such

systems.
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